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Introduction:

The Instructional Supervision VTAE Workshop was conducted
March 5-7, 1990, in Wisconsin Rapids. A similar workshop was
conducted March 28-30, 1989. This workshop was requested again by
the VTAE Instructional Service Administrators.

Instructional supervision is a process used by the first-line
supervisor, department head or lead instructor and teacher. The
first-line supervisor, department head or lead instructor is seen as
the instructional leader in the department and as such, has a major
role to play in effective classroom instruction.

In this training, individuals must first have a clear understanding of
the materials in the Elements of Instruction Workshop. The second
part of the training involves the development of observation, analysis
and conferencing skills. Training includes techniques for collecting
data for the conference, interpreting the data, and planning the
instructional conferences. Following this phase of training, the first
line supervisor, department head or lead instructor will observe and
conference staff members teaching in a classroom/lab to;
1) reinforce the effective instructional skills observed in the lesson,
and 2) refine or add new skills to the teacher's repertoire. The intent
is not to "fix" the teacher or lesson, but to provide a forum where the
first-line supervisor, department head, or lead instructor and teacher
can focus on instructional development specific to that teacher's
needs. This is a staff development process and not evaluation!

The material used in this training session is based on the UCLA
Teaching Model, Clinical Supervision, resulting from the work of Dr.
Madeline Hunter. Psychology research was translated along with
hundreds of hours of observation and analysis into meaningful content
easily understood by those in the teaching/supervision field. When
elements of instruction are coupled with an ongoing program of
instructional supervision and live instructional conferences, this
two-part process has been judged to be one of the most effective
ways to heighten, maintain and refine instructional skills.

Many new and experienced first-line supervisors, department heads or
lead instructors need help concentrating on instructional supervision
- studying research, integrating effective instructional techniques
into new curriculum programs, and highlighting instructio %al
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behaviors in teaching. The "elements of instruction" forms the
theoretical base of knowledge describing how students learn and
"instructional supervision" helps the instructor make instructional
decisions to increase the probability that students will learn.

Participantsz

Letters were sent to each district announcing the workshop in
December 1989, (see Attachment A). At that time, background
information, objectives, teams, registration and credit information
was included.

Each VTAE district was asked to send three faculty who could benefit
from the content. It was also requested that the same faculty attend
the Elements of Instruction Workshop prior to this workshop.

Thirty-one VTAE personnel from thirteen districts participated in
this workshop (see Attachment B). Fourteen were supervisors, three
were general education instructors, and fourteen were occupational
instructors. Milwaukee Area, Lakeshore, WI Indianhead, Northeast,
Gateway, Moraine Park and Madison Area each sent a team of three
people.

WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES:

The Instructional Supervision Workshop had the following objectives:

Develop an awareness of the UCLA Instructional Supervision Model
approach as it applies to vocational, technical, and adult education by:

1. Reviewing the content in the elements of instruction.

2. Gather data by conducting an observation of an instructional
episode in a classroom/lab setting.

3. Planning an instructional conference.

4. Conducting an instructional conference.

5. Analyzing other instructional conferences.



WORKSHOP OUTLINE z

The following information was covered during the workshop:

1. Professional responsibilities of a teacher.

2. Instructional skills.
A. Teaching to an objective.
B. Selecting objectives at the correct level.
C. Monitor and adjust.
D. Principles of learning.

1) Motivation
2) Rate and degree.

a Set
b. Participation
c. Reinforcement
d. Closure

3) Retention
4) Transfer

3. Implications of the Elements of Instruction to Vocational
Education.

4. Background and Theory of Instructional Supervision

5. Planning the Conference
A. Introductory Phase

1) Purpose
2) Skills

B. Diagnosing Phase
1) Purpose
2) Skills

C. Reinforcement Phase
1) Purpose
2) Skills

D. Instructional Phase
1) Purpose
2) Skills

E Follow up Phase
1) Purpose
2) Skills



SCHEDULE;

The following schedule was followed for the three-day workshop:

Monday, March 5, 1990

Introduction, Objectives and Expectations
Professionalism
Responsibilities of a Teacher
Decision Making Model
Elements of Instruction Model Critical Behaviors of a Teacher
Background and Theory of Instructional Supervision

Tuesday, March 6, 1990

Overview of the Instructional Conference
Scriptaping
Analysis of Script
Introductory Phase of Conference - Practice
Diagnosing Phase of Conference - Practice

Wednesday, March 7, 1990

Reinforcement Phase of Conference - Practice
Instructional Phase of Conference - Practice
Follow-up Phase of Conference - Practice
Pulling the Whole Conference Together - Teaching Episode and
Analysis
Implementation Strategies

The workshop was conducted with formal presentations, opportunity
to put the content in the participants' own words, and opportunity for
practice (see Attachment C). Practice was accomplished through
sharing, worksheets and group activities. Each participant had an
opportunity to practice what they learned by presenting a lesson and
to observe other instructors as they presented instruction. Feedback
from participants was gathered at the end of the first two days and
adjustments were made to accommodate participants' concerns.

Each participant was provided with a three-ring notebook with
labeled dividers. Numerous articles, information sheets, worksheets
and notebook paper were also provided. Many transparencies were
developed and also mailed to each district for use (see Attachment E).



Each participant also received a Certificate of Completion (see
Attachment F). Twenty-nine participants signed up for the one credit
course, 199-570 Instructional Improvement, through the University of
Wisconsin-Stout. Based on the University of Wisconsin System Policy
#22, the tuition fee was waived except for the segregated fee which
participants paid.

Lunch and coffee breaks were provided consistent with state
guidelines.

Evaluation;

Each participant completed an evaluation form. Questions and mean
scores based on a 5.0 scale are indicated below:

1. Clarity and Appropriateness Of Workshop Objectives. 4.65

2. Applicability of Workshop Content. 4.60

3. Delivery of Information/Modeling. 4.85

4. Relevance of Activities. 4.70

5. Attention to Your Efforts. 4.85

6. Use of Principles of Learning. 4.85

The tabulated average rating was 4.7 (see Attachment F). Participant
comments are attached and indicate excellent resu,ts (see
Attachment G).
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ATTACHMENT A

Letters



November 9, 1989

(See attached list)

Dear (name):

The Wisconsin State Board of Vocational, Technical and Adult Education and the Center for
Vocational, Technical and Adult Education, University of Wisconsin-Stout are conducting
two staff development workshops:

ELEMENTS OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION
February 5-7, 1990 March 5-7, 1990
Mead inn Mead Inn
Wisconsin Rapids, WI Wisconsin Rapids, WI

The purpose of the first workshop, ELEMENTS OF INSTRUCTION, is to heighten the skills
of the instructor by providing knowledge and skills in the essential elements of
instruction. Each district should consider sending a team of three people: two teachers
(ACE or part-time instructor may also be sent) and one first line supervisor, or
department head. It Is important that the first line supervisor be someone who has
responsibility to evaluate/supervise instructors.

The second workshop, INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION, will apply skPls learned in the
first workshop by providing a focus on improvement of instruction by the development
of observation, analysis and conference skills. Participants will be able to reinforce the
effective instruction of skills observed, and refine or add new skills.

Districts should plan to send the same first line supervisor to each workshop. One or
both of the teaching staff who attended the first workshop should also plan to attend the
second with the supervisor. A team will facilitate the comprehension, application and
implementation of the new concepts and strategies learned.

The presenters for the workshop will be Howard Lee, Co-Director, Center for
Vocational, Technical and Adult Education, University of Wisconsin-Stout and Bill
Mame!, Consultant, Instructional Troubleshooters, Minneapolis, MN.

radinaeutd: One credit (either graduate or undergraduate) will be offered with
tuition waived. A small UW-System institutional fee (graduate $10.40, undergraduate
$13.28) will be the only charge. Registration for credit will occur at the workshop.



(name)
Pago H
November 9, 1989

A confirmation letter will be sent to registered participants prksr to the workshop.

The workshop grant will cover lunches and breaks. Other meals, travel and lodging
expenses are the responsibility of each VTAE district. There will be no general
registration charge for this workshop.

Please complete the enclosed registration form and return it in the envelope provided by
Wednesday, January 10, 1990. Call the Mead Inn (715) 423-1500 directly for
lodging arrangements, noting you are attending this workshop. A block of rooms have
been reserved. We look forward to your involvement lr this staff development activity.
If you have any questions, please contact Steve Schlough at (715) 232-3793.

Sincerely,

Howard Lee, Co-Director
CVTAE, UW-Stout
218 Applied Arts Bldg.
Menomonie, WI 54751

dmd

Enclosures: Registration Form
/Venda

cc: Bob Johnson
James Umess

Steve Schlough, Workshop Coordinator
CVTAE, UW-Stout
218 Applied Arts Bldg.
Menomonie, WI 54751

The WISCONSIN STATE BOARD OF VTAE & UW-STOUT do not discriminate on the basis of
race, sex, age, religion, sexual orientation, handicap, national origin or ancestry.
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Dr. Thomas Maney
Nicolet Technical College
P. 0. Box 518
Rhinelander, WI 54501

Mr. Allen Ellingson
Northeast Technical College
2740 West Mason Street
P. 0. Box 19042
Green Bay, WI 54307-9042

Dr. Richard Rogers
Southwest Technical College
Bronson Boulevard
Route 1, Box 550
Fennimore, WI 53809

Dr. William Ihlenfeldt
Chippewa Valley Technic& College
620 West Clairemont Avenue
Eau Claire, WI 54701

Mr. Laurence Schoenberger
Waukesha County Area Technical College
800 Main Street
Pewaukee, WI 53072

Dr. Philip Thaldorf
Western Wisconsin Technical College
304 North Sixth Street
P. 0. Box 908
LaCrosse, WI 54602-0908

Mr. Fred Baue
WI Indianhead Technical College
P. 0. Box 452
505 Pine Ridge Drive
Shell Lake, WI 54871

Dr. Kenneth Mills
Northcentral Technical College
1000 Campus Drive
Wausau, WI 54401

Mr. Frederick Mitchell
Area Technical College District No. 4
3550 Anderson Street
Madison, WI 53704

Ms. Karen Knox
Blackhawk Technical College
6004 Prairie Road., Co. Trk. G
P. 0. Box 5009
Janesville, WI 53547
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Mr. Merlin Gentz
Fox Valley Technical College
1825 North Bluemound Road
P. 0. Box 2277
Appleton, WI 54913-2277

Mr. Hubert Braun, Director
Educational Services - Kenosha Campus
Gateway Technical College
3520 - Mth Avenue, P. O. Box 1486
Kenosha, WI 53142-1690

Mr. Patrick Flanagan, Director
Educational Services - Elkhorn Campus
Gateway Technical College
400 South Highway H
Elkhorn, WI 53121-2020

Mr. Ralph Troeller
Gateway Technical College
3520 - Mit Avenue
P. O. Box 1486
Kenosha, WI 53141

Mr. Edward Falck
Lakeshore Technical College
1290 North Avenue
Cleveland, WI 53015

Dr. Max Faming
Mid-State Technical College
500 - 32nd Street North
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494

Dr. Phil Langerman
Milwaukee Area Technical College
1015 North Sixth Street
Milwaukee, WI 53203

Mr. Peter Jushka, Administrator
North Campus
Milwaukee Area Technical College
5555 West lighland Road
Mequon, WI 53092

Mr. Richard Neumann, Adminisastor
South Campus
Milwaukee Area Technical College
665 South Howell AVenue
Oak Creek, WI 53154

Mr. Donald Schwarz, Administrator
West Campus
Milwaukee Arca Technical College
1200 South 71 Street
West Albs, WI 53214



Ms. Betty Brunelle
Morame Park Technk:al College
235 North National Avenue
Fond du Lac, WI 54935
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ATTACHMENT B

Participant List
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Instructional Supervision Participant List - March 3-7, 1990

Bruce Koopika
Instnictor, Mathemadcs
Northeast Wisconsin Technical College #13
PO Box 19042
Green Bay, WI 54307-9042

Al Hiles, Instructor
Machine Tool
Northeast Wisconsin Technical College #13
PO Box 19042
Green Bay, WI 54307-9042

Lee Cooper
Police Science
Northeast Wisconsin Technical College #13
PO Box 19042
Green Bay, WI 54307-9042

Jack Rice
Dean, Business and Marketing
Southwest Wisconsin VTAE District
Highway 18 East
Fennimore, WI 53809

Wynn Henderson
Associate Dean, General Education
Southwest Wisconsin VTAE District
Highway 18 East
Fennimore, WI 53809

J Knutson
Dean of Business Education
Gateway Technical College-Racine Campus
1001 Main Street
Racine, WI 53403

Ethel Stills
Instructor-Admin. Asst.
Gateway Technical College-Racine Campus
1001 Main street
Racine, WI 53403

Kenneth Karwowski
Welding Instructor
Gateway Technical College-Elkhorn Campus
400 S. Highway H
Elkhorn, WI 53121-2020

Beth Ann Dailey
Dental Program Coordinator
Nonhcentral VTAE District
1000 Campus Drive
Wausau, WI 54401

Sue Budjac
Nonhcentral VTAE District
1000 Campus Drive
Wausau, WI 54401

Tom Harke
Millwright-Awrentice
Fox Valky VTAE District
PO Box 2277
Appleton, WI 54915-2277

Cynthia Chase Whitely
Staff Development Manager
Fox Valley VTAE Disnict-Bordini Center
PO Box 2277
Appleton, WI 54915-2277

Jerry J. Stepien
Associate Dean
Moraine Park Technical College
235 N. National Ave.
Fond du Lac, WI 54938

Don Ladwig
Instructor, Police Science
Moraine Park Technical College
235 N. Nadonal Ave.
Fond du Lac, WI 54938

Dianne Webers
Instructor, Corrections Science
Moraine Park Technical College
235 N. National Ave.
Fond du Lac, WI 54938

Marian Timmerman
Dean-Home Economics Division
Madison Ann VTAE District
3550 Anderson Street
Madison, WI 53704

Barbara Hundt
Instructor-Home Economics
Madison Area VTAE District
3550 Anderson Street
Madison, WI 53704

Sue Schwerdtfeger
Instructor-Business Division
Madison Area VTAE District
3550 Anderson Street
Madison, WI 53704



Instructional Supervision Participant List - March 5-71 1990

Charles Anhalt
Division Chairman-Trade & Indusvy
Mid-State VATE District
5C3 - 32nd Street North
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494

Charles Oestreich
Machine Tools
Mid-State VTAE District
500 - 32nd Street North
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494

Cheryl Mayes
Milwaukee Area VATE District
700 West State Street
Milwaukee, WI 53233

Audrey Stockey
Milwaukee Area VATE District
700 West State Street
Milwaukee, WI 53233

Larry Riley
English Instructional Chairperson
Milwaukee Area VME District
700 West State Street
Milwaukee, WI 53233

Bob Pruse
Chairman-Construction and Transportation
Western Wisconsin VTAE District
304 North 6th Street
La Crosse, WI 54602-0908

Douglas Lindsey
Supervisor-Aviculture
Lakeshore VTAE Disvict
1290 North Avenue
Cleveland, WI 53015

Scott Heinig
Plastic Technology
Lakeshore VTAE District
1290 North Avenue
Cleveland, WI 53015

Arlan Lerch
Math/Science
Lakeshore VTAE District
1290 North Avenue
Cleveland, WI 53015
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LeRoy Nyquist
Office Occupations
Blackhawk Technical College
6004 Prairie Road - PO Box 5009
Janesville, WI 53547-5009

Jim McFaul
Instructor-General Education
Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College
600 North 21st Street
Superior, WI 54880

Mary K. Berchild
Instnictor-Cosmetoly
Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College
1900 College Drive
Rice Lake, WI 54868

Don Putnam
Instructor-Food Service
Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College
1900 College Drive
Rice Lake, WI 54868



ATTACHMENT C

Agenda
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Agenda

INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION VTAE WORKSHOP

Monday, March 5, 1990 Mead Inn-Wisconsin Rapids

WORKSHOP
INSTRUCTORS: Howard Lee, Co-Director, Center for Vocational, Technical

& Adult Education, University of Wisconsin-Stout
Bill Mamel, Manager Operations Training, LORAM,
Hamel, MN

7:30 - 8:00 Registration

8:00 - 8:30 Introduction, Objectives & Expectations - Howard

8:30 - 9:00 Background - Theory of Instructional Supervision - Howard

9:00 - 9:30 Assessment & Check for Understanding - Bill

9:30 - 9:45 Break

9:45 - 11:30 Elements of Instructional Review - Howard

11:30 - 12:00 Clarification of Elements - Bill and Howard

12:00 - 12:45 Lunch with discussion

12:45 - 1:15 Micro-Teaching Lesson (Students script-tape/observation)- Bill

1:15 - 2:00 Conferencing/Howard

2:00 - 2:15 Break

2:15 - 3:15 Gathering Data - Howard

EVENING

116:30 8:00 Consultation Informal Discussion
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Agenda

INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION VTAE WORKSHOP

Tuesday, March 6, 1990 Mead Inn-Wisconsin Rapids

8:00 - 8:30 Review/Objectives - Howard

8:30 - 9:15 Analysis of Script, Diagnosis - Howard

9:15 - 10:00 Practium - Select Conference Objectives - Bill

10:00 - 10:15 Break

10:15 - 10:30 Conference Model Phase - Howard

10:30 - 11:00 Introduction Phase (Practium Model) - Bill

11:00 - 12:00 Diagnosis Phase (Practicum Model) - Bill

12:00 - 12:45 Lunch with discussion

12:45 - 1:45 Reinforcement Phase -Howard

1:45 - 2:15 Instruction/Planning Phase (Practicum-Model) - Howard

2:15 - 2:30 Break

2:30 - 3:15 Continue

3:15 - 3:30 Closure - Howard

EVENING

16:30 8:00 Consultation Informal Discussion



Agenda

INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION VTAE WORKSHOP

Wednesday, March 7, 1990 Mead Inn-Wisconsin Rapids

8:00 - 8:30 Review/Objectives - Howard

8:30 - 9:15 Observation/Script (From Video) - Bill and Howard

9:15 - 10:00 Analysis/Conference Planning - Howard and Bill

10:00 - 10:15 Break

10:15 - 12:00 Observation, Script, Analysis, Conference Planning and
Conference

(two groups) - Bill and Howard

12:00 - 12:45 Lunch with discussion

12:45 - 2:15 Instructional Supervision

2:15- 2:30 Break

2:30 - 3:30 Implementation, Assignment and Evaluation - Howard

2 0
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ATTACHMENT D

Handout Materials
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C Madeline Hunter 1986

CUNICAL SUPERVISION FOLLOW-UP

I . DEVELOP YOUR SKILLS AND UNDERSTANDING OF CONTENT
A. Review your notes and books (distributed practice)
B. Discuss what you have learned with other infomwd people.
C. Diagnose yourself - what are your areas of greatest/least understanding?
D. Select one area for your first concentration. Task analyze what you need

b do.
E. Design a lesson and teach to a group of students. Arrange for observation

by an informed observer or have the lesson videotaped and analyze it
yourself. Revise the lesson based on what you '3amed and leach It again,

I I . DEVELOP YOUR SKILLS AND UNDERSTANDING OF TEACHING
A. Find a teacher with whom you feel you can wort and TEACH with that

teacher. Both of you will learn a great deal.
B. Observe that teacher after reminding him/her it is for your growth.

Practice 5 - 10 minute script tapes. Go over the script tape with
himther just reading what you have recorded. If you feel comfortable, do
a Type " k conference. (LEVEL II SKILL)

C. Observe and teach for fellow administrators and have them do the same for
you.

D. Ail of the 'above will give you examples to use when you begin to share
your WA/ledge.

I I I. SHARE YOUR KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS (done for your benefit)
(Beware of just sharing a list or your notes. Without comprehension,
presentation at a knowledge level is not only useless, but dangerous).

A. Select one area and do an input to a small group (use films, tapes, charts,
chalkboard, outline, etc.). If you need a lot of notes, you do not understand
your =tent well enough. Make sure you model what you have learned in
this course as you do your presentation (small meaningful amount of
information, lesson design, motivation, checidng for understanding, etc.).
Also make sure you demonstrate and label (right and left hemisphere) in
your presentation the content you are teaching. Use examples from your
own experience to insure understanding.

B. Ask your partidpants to anonymously evaluate your input so you can get
honest feedback.

C. Redestn your input and do it with another small group and again get
anonymous feedback.

D. Develop skill In each area using this process. It is the only way skill
develops. Otherwise, you are just parroting and it comes off lacking
credibility. REMEMBER, THIS TAKES TIME. BE PATIENT BUT
PERSISTENT.
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Page II
Clinical Supervision Follow-Up

IV. DEVELOP SKILL IN INSTRUCTIONAL CONFERENCING (Level II skill)

A With one or two teachers with whom you have been working, explain what
you need to learn to do and ask for their help. Observe, take script tapes
for 5 - 10 minutes, and hold W, "Ir and "C" conferences. If they
request it, you have move to a "Da conference. MAKE SURE YOU KNOW
THE TEACHERS REASON FOR MAKING A DECISION BEFORE YOU ASSUME IT
WAS INAPPROPRIATE.

B. Teach for those teachers and ask them to observe and conference you.
C. The word will spread and you will get other requests. PROCEED

SLOWLY!
D. Ignore "heel draggers" (extinction) until you have the rest "up and

flying" and your skills have escalated. Then tackle them.

IF SOMEONE "HIGHER UP TRIES TO JAB YOU INTO FIRING A TEACHER OR RETRAINING A
WHOLE STAFF THE FIRST YEAR, SHOW THIS PAPER TO THEM AND TELL THEM THAT
MADELINE SAYS SUCH ACTIVITY IS A SURE WAY TO KILL AN INSTRUCTIONAL
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM.



INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION

VTAE WORKSHOP

WISCONSIN RAPIDS

MEAD INN

MARCH 5, 6 & 7, 1990

A WORKSHOP FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATORS

WORKSHOP INSTRUCTORS:

Howard Lee, Co-Director, Center for Vocational,
Technical & Adult Education, University of Wisconsin-Stout

Bill Mamel, Manager, Operations Training-LORAM, Hamel, MN

CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL, TECHNICAL AND ADULT EDUCATION

University of Wisconsin-Stout
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eLINICAkilLEFMISIQILY&ZMIIAIN/N.
The primary difference, is the instructional aspect In clinical supervision, you set an objective to
rein orce, and an objective to teach to (improve teacher's skill). In evaluadon, you really don't
have to do any instruction, just rate various categories on the evaluaon insuument.

Also, scope of evaluation is broader, and covers all aspects of the job.

Another difference, is that one purpose of evaluation is to pinpoint teachers who really need help -
(probation possibilities), but if a teacher is "satisfactory", no further effort is required to help the
teacher refine skills.

In evaluation, exwer a broad area of skills a teacher has and assess them i.e. - classify where they
are in the overall teaching profession.

In clinical supervision, a spwific lesson is assessed and what you want the teacher to continue is
reinforced. You may teach a part that is left out with the understanding that you will return at a
specific time agreed upon to see if the missing part has been fixed.

Clinical supervision zeros in on instructional skills which are more specific and exacting - the
criteria are more clearly defined. It requires that the supervisor teach. (in the conference!)

In contract, evaluation is an inventory of whether the teacher is doing a satisfactory or
unsatisfactory job on a myriad of areas. The items are more broad and conferencing less specific.

Exalusion: Means using a district instrument to assess a teacher's overall abilities in many areas
for a given period of time. It is an inventory of the person's abilities and skills.

Clinic May also use a district determined criteria, but the purpose is for
maintenance and improvement of skills. The supervisor must have a knowledge of the elements of
instruction. You are lookinp for what is effective and reinforce that and what needs improvement
and provide instruction for improvement - with follow up.

One way to distinguish is like the difference between a referee and a coach. The evaluation
requires the referee; the clinical supervision is the coach.

The referee calls or makes judgement on all phases of the.operation while the coach is aware of
what is going on, but builds on the strengths and tries to improve weaknesses - works on this.

Differences between evaluation and clinical supervision:
In evaluation you are to determine whether or not the person is doing the job he was hired to do.
In clinical supervision you are to determine the strengths and weaknesses of a person's teaching -
to reinforce what he is doing effectively and to teach him ways to improve those areas that are not
helping the kids to learn.

The purpose of evaluation is assessment. It is a check-list inventory of various competencies of a
teacher - such as instructional skills, management skills, relationships with teacher and students. it
is like giving a student a report card. The purpose of clinical supervision is to zero in on a certain
aspect that needs to be maintained and to build in correction of an aspect that needs tobe refined.
The major distinction is that clinical supervision requires the administrator to teach the instructor
according to a deficiency observed within the teaching skills.

Clinical supervision implies reinforcement of good teaching skills plus suggestions to help in areas
that need help whereas evaluation suggests the final report card for the year.
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THE INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION PROCESS

I. In the instnictional supervision process, data is gathered by conducting an observation of an
instructional episode in a classroom/lab.

2. A detailed anecdotal record of the observation or analysis of the self-directing process is
compiled, documenting specific points in the episode.

3. An initial diagnosis of the specific documented points is made identifying those points which
were effective and those which were less than effective.

4. After the episode has been analyzed in detail, the observer prioritizes those points which were
effective and those which need strengthening.

5. Utilizing the identified priorities, the instructional supervisor plans an instructional conference
in order to verify what was observed and to utilize the information which was gathered in order
to improve future instruction.

6. A conference is conducted between the instructional supervisor and the teacher. The major
components of the conference are diagr its of the episode, reinforcement of an effective
instructional skill, and (if necessary) sti ihening of a less effective skilL



INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION

The role of the mstructional supervisor as an instructional leader has been an intention of
educatioMraining for some time. Instructional experiences focus on the the Improvement of
instruction. As instruction improves, other key factors such as school climate, discipline,
attendance, retention, and the quality of the curriculum in general improves.

prerequkite Skills and Knowledge

Knowledge of Bloom's Taxonomy

State objective in performance terms.

Formulate a task analysis in relation to that objective.

Differentiate between a dependent and independent sequence in relation to
component objectives.

List the dependent objectives in sequence of difficulty.

Have knowledge of the curriculum goals and objectives of the school district

Have knowledge of the criteria (Elements of Instruction) used to diagnose quality
instruction.

Workshop Objectives

Upon completion of the workshop, participants will be able to:

1. Comprehend observation and feedback process and techniques.

A. Label examples of elements observed in teaching episodes

B . Demonstrate comprehension of observation - conference process

C. Explain process of instructional supervision

2. Diagnose a teaching episode by completing, in writing, a diagnosis of a given
teaching episode by:

A. compiling a written anecdotal record.

B . demonstrating ability to analyze the anecdotal record by labeling the teaching
behavior.

C. list supportive and specific data from their anecdotal record for each category
of the elements of instniction.

D. classifying the labeled data under appropriate element of instruction.

E. use the classified data to judge the teachet's ability in each element of instruction.

3
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3. Select conference objective(s) for a conference by writing the conference objective(s):

A. prioritize teaching competencies to be reinforced.

B. prioritize teaching competencies to be extended.

C. arrange the prioritized competencies in a dependentAndependent sequence.

D. use knowledge of teacher learning style to assist in final determination of conference
objective(s).

E. write conference objective for reinforcement and extension of instructional skills.

4. Plan an instructional conference by completing in writing a five phase conference plan.

A. The task analysis for the five phase conference plan follows:

1) Inundixtrahasa

plan a statement for greeting the teacher

plan a pleasant feeling-tone statement

plan to review the conference sequence for the teacher

2) Diagnaskahisa

design a question that will give the teacher an opportunity to reflect on the
instructional sldlls that were effective in promodng learning.

design a question that will give the teacher an opportunity to reflect on the
instructional skills that were not as effective in promoting learning.

design a question that will narrow the focus of the teacher to the instructional
skill to be reinforced in the conference.

design a question that will narrow the focus of the teacher to the instructional
skill to lx taught in the conference.

provide for professional dignity of the teacher.

3) PainfoomcatEns

write the objective for the instructional skill to be reinforced.

mark in the anecdotal record the examples of the skill being reinforced.

design a statement to recommend continued use of the skill.

plan to explain how the continued use of the skill being reinforced will assist
the student in learning.

4
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4) Instructional Phase

write the objective for the instructional skill to be taught to the teacher.

set

objective - plan to tell the objective to the teacher.

purpose - plan to explain how this skill will assist the student in learning.

model (if appropriate)

check for understanding

input - write the task analysis for the objective (list any information teacher will
need to receive in order to achieve the objective)

guide practice

closure

5) Planning the Follow-up Phase

assist the teacher in deciding the amount of time needed by teacher for the practice
of the skill before your next observation.

decide on date and time for next observation

5
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PROCESS OF INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION

Diagnosis -+ - Select Conference
Objective - - Plan the Conference ..* - Conduct the Conference

1 . Ask teacher for instructional
objective - to see if they can

1 . Ust instructional skills that
promoted and interfered with

1 . Introductory Phase

articulate learning. 2. Diagnosing Phase

2 . Gather data 2. Rank (order) lists 3. Reinforcement Phase

3 . Label data 3. Check for dependence - prior
knowledge is necessary.

4. Instructional Phase

4. Group data for analysis 5. Follow-up Phase
4. Consider:

Ask: Did the teacher teach
to the objective? Is the teacher ready?

Was the objective at
the correct level of

Is the principal able?

difficulty? 5. Formulate the objectives:

Was there monitoring
of the learners and an
attempt to adjust the
teaching?

Reinforcement

Instructional

Was there use or
abuse of the Principles
of Learning?

,
_
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ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF INSTRUCTION

Can the teacher:

Teach to an Objective

generate teacher behaviors relevant to an objective

generate student activities relevant to an objective

Select an objec.: at the correct level of difficulty for students

formulate an instructional objective

write a task analysis

use the task analysis as the basis for the diagnostic process

Monitor the student and adjust the teaching

elicit overt behavior of students

check the overt behavior

use an analysis of the learning and/or knowledge of the principles of learning
to interpret the overt behavior of students

act on the interpretation

- reteach
- practice
- move on
- abandon

Use the principles of learning (some of which are listed below)

Active Participation
Anticipatoty Set
Motivation
Closure
Reinforcement
Retention
Transfer



SCRIPT-TAPE

NAME DATE

TIMESUBJECT

CRITICAL BEHAVIORS PRINCIPLES OF
LEARNING 0



PLANNING THE CONFERENCE

Purpose & Ski lig

1. JNTRODUCTORY PHASE

A. Purpose:

to establish physical comfort and a pleasant feeling tone

to establish a mental set toward the conference process

to establish the professional tone of the conference

B . Skills: (ability of the principal to:)

1) plan a statement of getting

2) plan a pleasant feeling-tone statement

3) plan to review the conference process for the teacher

2 . DIAGNOSING PHASE

A. Purpose:

to get additional informafion about the lesson and the teache?s perspective to complete
the diagnosis.

to allow the teacher the opportunity to analyze the lesson.

to narrow the focus of the teacher to the conference objectives.

B. Skills:

1) design an open-ended question that will allow the teacher an opportunity to reflect on the
instructional skills that promoted learning.

2) design an open-ended question that will allow the teacher an opportunity to reflect on the
instructional skills that interfered with learning.

3) desir a question that will narrow the focus of the teacher to the instructional skill to be
rein orceci.

4) design a question that will narrow the focus of the teacher to the instructional skill to be
taught.

5) monitor the teacher's responses and adjust as appropriate.

9
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3 . REINFORCEMENT PHASE

A. Purpose:

to identify and reinforce an instructional skill so that the teacher will continue using that
skill.

B. Skills:

1) write the objective for the skill to be reinforced (see Selecting Conference Objectives).

2) mark in the anecdotal record specific examples of the instructional skill being reinforce&

3) plan how these specific examples will be shared with the teacher.

4) design a statement to recommend continued use of this instructional skill.

5) design a statement to explain how this instructional skill assists student in learning.

6) plan a procedural closure.

4 . INSTRUCTIONAL PHASE

A. Purpose:

to develop or refine an instructional skill

B. Skills:

1) write the objective for the instructional skill being developed or refined (see Selecting
conference Objectives)

2) develop:
inticipatcry set plan to focus the teaches attention on the instnictional skill being
developed.

gbjcigyn: plan to relate the objective to the teacher.

purpose: plan to explain how this skill affects the student's learning process

input: develop a task analysis for the instructional skill being developed.
- plan how the information nom the task analysis will be provided.

model: plan examples that will illustrate how the instructional skill is utilized.

check for understanding: design a question that will check the teacher's
understanding of the instructional skill being developed.

guidodincits: design several activities that will serve as practice for the
instructional skill being developed.

arm: design an activity that will allow the teacher the opportunity to summarize
his/her understanding of

- the instructional skill that was developed
- the instructional skill that was reinforced

10
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. FOLLOW-UP PHASE

A. Purpose:

to allow the opportunity for growth

to hold both the teacher and the principal accountable for the improvement of the
instructional sIdll covered in the conference.

to provide support for the teachet's efforts in improvement

B. Skills:

1) plan to assist the teacher in deciding the amount of time needed by the teacher for practice
before the follow-up observation.

2) establish a date and dme for the next observation

3) plan a statement of support for the teacher's efforts in instrucdonal improvement

11
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F.

1

i

1

DIAGNOSIS

1. Ask teacher for the instructional objective. (What will the students learn and how will they
demonstrate that they have learned.)

Instructional Objective

2. Script-tape the teaching episode.

3. Label the data in tem of the Elements of Effective Instruction.

4. Using specific supportive data from the script-tape, ask:

Did the Teacher teach to the objective? Yes/No

Evidence (from script-tape)

Was the objective at the correct level of difficulty for the learner(s)? Yes/No?

Evidence (from script-tape)

Did the teacher monitor the students' progress and adjust the teaching in relation to the
students' progress? Yes/No

Evidence (from script-tape)

Was there effective use or was there abuse of principles of learning? Yes/No

Evidence (from script-tape)

12
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SELECTING THE CONFERENCE OBJECTIVE(S1

1. List the sldlls Mkt promoted learning and list those that interfered with learning.

Promoted learning: Interfered with learning:

2. Rank the gill s that promoted learning, the first being the one that was instrumental
to progress toward the learning.

Circle the item ranked #1. This will be the instructional sldll to be reinforced.

3. Rank the :Ws that
with progress toward

1111 .0 .0 laming, the first being the one that most interfered
learning.

arcle the item ranked #1. This will be the instructional skill to be taught

4. Consider the ability of the teacher to receive instruction at this time.

Consider your self and your ability to teach the instructional objective.

S. Write the minfgammont .objecdve and the timigignil objective for this conference.

Reinforcement Objective

Instructional Objective

13



PLANNING THE CONFERENCE

1. INTRODUCTORY PHASE

Plan a statement for greeting the teacher.

Plan a pleasant feeling-tone statement.

Plan to review the conference sequence for the teacher.

2. COMPLETING THE DIAGNOSLS PHASE

Design a question that will give the teacher an opportunity to reflect on the instructional
skills that were effective in promoting learning.

Design a question that will give the teacher an opportunity to reflect on the instructional
skills that were not as effective in promoting learning.

Design a question that will narrow the focus of the teacher to the instmcdonal skill to be
reinforceclin the conference.

Design a question that will nanow the focus of the teacher to the instructional sldll that is
to be taught in the conference.

Listen and mentally label teacher comments.

14



3. REINFORCEMENT PHASE

Write the objective for the instructional skill to be reinfaved. (See Selecting the Conference
Objective, item #5)

Mark in the anecdotal record the examples of the skill being reinforced.

Plan how ru will relate these examples to the teacher.

Design a statement to recommend continued use of the skill.

Plan to explain how the continued use of the skill being reinforced will usist the student
in learning.

Plan a statement to elicit closure.

15
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4. INSTRUCTIONAL PHASE

Write the objective for the instructional skill to be taught to the teacher, (see Selecting the
conference Objective, item #5)

Anticipatory Set

Objective - Plan to tell the objective to the teacher

Purpose - Explain how this will assist the students in learning

Input - Write the task analysis (see Essential Elements of Instruction: Task Analysis
Information Packet)

Model - Examples, Mustrations

Check for Understanding

Guided Practice

Closure - (Teacher summarizes)

5. pLANNING THE FOLLOW-UP PHASE

Statement of support

Statement of accountability

Establish date and time for next observation.

16
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SUGGESTIONS FOR MINI LESSONS

1. How to tie a de/bow

2. Waxing skis

3. Preparing attractive food garnishes

4. Napkin folding

5. Ten essential Spanish words for communicadng in Mexico

6. Blood pressure

7. Wood carving

8. Rules for Cribbage

9. Coundng a Bridge hand

10. How to do your own personal color analysis

11. Hand cut letters

12. Water color techniques

13. Techniques for remembering names

14. Creating paper flowers out of tissue paper

15. Ribbon poinsettia

16. Hockey infractions

17. Football penalty signals

18. Filleting fish

19. Soft sculpture

20. How to sell your car yourself

21. Creating your own transpaitncies

22. Food exchange system

23. CPR

24. Dealing with abrasive people

25. Aerobic exercises

1 7
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Effecting a Reconciliation between Supervision and Evaluation

Madeline Hunter

I take exception to the assertion that teacher evaluation is a high-cost.

low-yield investment. Teaching has improved more in the last decade, since we

have done research on teaching and teachers are being evaluated in terms of

that research, than it had in the previous centuries. Granted, there always

have been outstanding teachers, but their skills usually were intuitive, not

consciously practiced. Granted, also, that more research has been available

for determining effective teaching in the last decade than in previous

centuries. We need only look at the contribution of criterion testing to

improvement of student performance in order to supply evidence that high yield

results from application of research to the evaluation of students or teachers

(or principals).

I will also grant that many principals still have not had the opportunity

to learn how to either supervise (help) or evaluate a teacher: an indictment

of our universities, many of whom still do an inadequate job of preparing

principals for either professional responsibility.

Another issue with which I do not agree is the "fix or fire," "Improve or

remove" implication of formative and summative evaluation. We are way beyond

those rudimentary notions. The outcome for both supervision and evaluation

should be escalating teaching effectiveness. Summative evaluation becomes a

check point when decisions need to be made about pay, promotion, or release.

Expectations will vary for beginning and experienced teachers but both must be

certified as growing professionals not merely "adequate" teachers. The
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processes of gathering supporting valid evidence for formative, and summative

evaluation are much the same. Observing, script taping, and analyzing

constitute the diagnostic phase of both. Prescribing for continuing

professional growth or making decisions about future status constitute the

prescriptive phase. Formative and summative evaluation must be sequential

processes, not simultaneous, for the latter is a summation of and achieves

validity from the former. The decision to terminate must be based on evidence

that the individual has. throughout the year. had the opportunity but has not

demonstrated the capacity and/or intention to grow professionally from that

opportunity. Intent to grow can be stimulated as a result of supervision by

someone who has the power to make a final evaluation and who has collected

ongoing data to support final evaluation. Of course, principals want to be

supportive. They will feel so if they have been involved in helping, not just

judging.

In a Los Angeles inner city school, the principal attempted to help a

resistant teacher. Finally, in desperation, the principal issued an ultimatum

that better professional skills would be demonstated or the teacher would be

terminated. Improvement began. By the end of the year the principal rated

the teacher as "better than average" and confessed, "I've always been ashamed

of myself for losing ay temper and threatening to fire you. What caused you

to grow?" The teacher responded, "No one had ever explained professional

growth to me that way before."

When there are two administrators, teaming rather than separating

formative and summative evaluation should be the procedure. In that way

stimulation and correction are built into both processes. To have no

communication between the two is like concealing from your doctor all relevant

health information when you have your annual physical.
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It is tine we do some "marriage counseling" to avert the potential divorce

of teacher evaluation from supervision and coaching. The two are really very

compatable. With understanding of the role, purpose, and activities of each,

marital productiveness out of which is born escalating instructional

effectiveness (and even bliss!) are possible to achieve. Those who believe

otherwise seldom have had extensive experience in dealing with both processes

in routine clinical school practice.

It is interesting that in no other enterprise do we consider helping

people become more skilled, and determining that they have become more skilled,

to be mutually exclusive enterprises. Typically, the teacher who works daily

with a class believes no one else can evaluate them as fairly. Surely,

teaching graduate classes does not interfere with grading those same

students. We would stipulate it contributes to a fair grade!

A coach who has worked with players usually can give a more accurate

appraisal of their present skills and future potential than can a one time,

skilled observer. Only in competition where the contestants are being

compared and ranked in identical situations, are the Judges different from

trainers who could be biased in terms of their "one and only." Evaluators of

teachers do not have a "one and only" who is competing against another's "one

and only" in identical situations. Competence must be evaluated in terms of

appropriateness and artistry of teaching decisions and behaviors in

bewilderingly different situations. The athlete's high Jump bar is not at

different heights when it is supposed to be at six feet. The condition of the

ice does not vary considerably fror one skater to the other but classes and

teaching situations do.

Teaching is an action performance behavior based on cognition. Information

or skills can be acquired through fhservice, self analysis, observation or

47
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independent study. The "how" is less important than that artistic skills and

accurate knowledge are acquired. Proficiency and artistry develop, as in all

action performance behaviors, through practice with coaching. In education we

call the coaching process "supervision," or "peer coaching," or formative

evaluation. Coaching requires that the coach possess and utilize the skills

necessary to increase the effectiveness and/or artistry of another's

performance (something not always true in current peer coaching). It does not

require that the coach be able to perform better than the individual being

coached. The diagnostic-prescriptive aspect of coaching to remediate or

stretch performance through formative interactions has been missing from much

previous supervision (hence, the name "snoopervision"). The primary purpose

of supervision, coaching, or formative evaluation is to enhance performance.

Formative evaluation employs the process of observation, script taping,

and analysis of productive and, if they exist, less than productive behaviors.

The purpose is to increase teaching effectiveness and artistry through a

subsequent instructional conference.

Summative evaluation is a summation of those same processes for the

purpose of certification of a person and/or assignment to a category which can

range from "Inadequate" to "outstanding." Evaluators must have the skills

necessary for making judgments about teaching performance which can be

supported by reasonably objective data gathered from frequent formative

eve uations. A valid summative evaluation can not be made after one

observation or oner conference.

Consequently, to validly supervise or evaluate teachers one needs to be

highly skilled in both formative and summative evaluation in order to

determine whether the teacher's decisions and behaviors were appropriate (and

48
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artistic!) or are becoming increasingly appropriate to these students in WI

situation with the particular content being learned. The professional skills

essential to engaging in supervision and evaluation also require formative

supervision/coaching during their acquisition and require summative evaluation

to certify their possession.

This is not to say that only the evaluator contributes to professional

growth. Both principals and teachers need all the help they can get to

translate research about teaching and learning into effective and artistic

classroom implementation. Principals welcome the augmentation which results

from assistance of resource teachers, central office supervisors, and peer

coaches to assist with, B21 replace, their own supervision because daily

assistance over a period of time is not usually possible for a principal given

the other responsibilities.

It is essential; however, for a principal to know the area on which a

teacher's attempt to grow is focused and to be aware of the effort put forth

and the progress being made so this becomes an important consideration in the

final summative evaluation. It is naive to believe that the teacher will

reveal problems to a supervisor and conceal them from an evaluator. Problems

in performance behavior cannot be concealed. They are inevitably revealed to

any sophisticated observer. Do you think the coach doesn't know who lacks

skill in passing? The teacher doesn't know which students can't multiply?

The observer doesn't know when a teacher has discipline problems, doesn't

understand math concepts, asks only "yes/no" questions? To believe that a

teacher must reveal a problem for a skillecobserver to know it exists is

wishful thinking.

It is equally naive to assume the principal does not have the time for

supervision when instruction is the first priority of schooling. Granted,
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none of us has all the time we need and we welcome and need additional help.

Every principal can schedule a few hours. inviolate, each week to supervise

(assist with) the development of escalating excellence and artistry in

teaching. "Walk through" supervision enables prfncipals to visit four to six

teachers in a half hour. Seldom should any supervisor's visit last more than

ten to twenty minutes. The necessary feed back and coaching can follow at

breaks, before and after school, In preparation periods or in the classroom

with the students on "autopilot." Frequently, "don't have tine" means "don't

know how," which is understandable, as skills of supervision often are not

adequately taught in administrative preparation.

Supervision is a much more difficult process than is evaluation although

the latter appears more formidable. The former requires diagnosis of what the

teacher is next ready to learn, prescription of how best to acquire that

knowledge or skill, monitoring the process of acquisition, accelerating or

remediating the process as required, and assuming part of the responsibility

for the teacher's professional growth.

Evaluation, while not easy, requires only a final assignment to a category

with supporting objective evidende. To do either supervision or evaluation

well requires the same process (observing, script taping, analysis, and

interpretation of script tape) but each has the different purpose of

"teaching" or "grading." Teachers see a final evaluation as fair and just if

it is based on many samples of their teaching, not one fatal visit.

Principals feel secure in final evaluation if they have been involved in a

teacher's growth throughout the year when "summative" becomes truly a summing

up of year's effort and achievement in the demanding process of teaching.

Evaluation should be an outcome which reflects supervision in the same way

that grading is the outcome that reflects effort and instruction.
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Let's look at some actual situations which support the marriage of

formative and summative evaluation.

1. Teacher A is a nice "average" teacher. Students make routine

progress in her class but are not very excited about school. Parents

(and the custodian) don't complain, but never request that teacher.

The supervisor works hard all year to try to get Teacher A to try same

new ideas, to add a little spark to her class, but to no avail. At

the end of the year, things are just the same as they were last year

and the year before and the year before that.

Teacher B is a teacher who begins the year with considerable chaos.

The room is disheveled, the students noisy, and teaching is spotty.

The supervisor works hard and slowly things begin to improve. At the

end of the year students are well behaved most, but not all of the

time. The room is usually orderly, but exciting student activities

sometimes leave it messy. Teacher B has tried and mastered most, but

not all of the teaching techniques suggested.

An evaluator, unaware of what the supervisor has been striving to

accomplish with both teachers makes a visit to each room. Which

teacher do you think will receive a better evaluation? Which has

demonstrated potential for continuing growth? How can the evaluator

know that?

2. An evaluator observed a class where one boy was drawing a motorcycle

while the teacher was explaining a process. The evaluator marked the

teacher down for not making the boy put the motorcycle away. He was

unaware that the teacher had grown from "taking the student on" in a

public display of "tug of war" from which there was no honorable
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to others and was well along the way to interesting the boy in the

lesson. The evaluator, not having worked with the teacher had no way

of crediting the teacher with professional growth in a very difficult

situation or knowing that the boy was behaving the best he ever had.

3. The author, observing a mature teacher, felt he left a lot to be

desired. The principal, who had been supervising him all year, stated

that he had arrived this year as an administrative transfer from

another school where he had been permitted, by "average" evaluations.

to continue with less than mediocre performance. The current

principal had assisted with, but insisted on, improvement and the

growth bad been reaarkable. School district personnel marveled at his

improvement and predicted he would shortly, attain better than adequate

performance. Would the author's or the principal's be the more fair

evaluation?

An important aspect of evaluating teachers is knowing what new

skills they are learning, how eagerly they seek constructive

appraisal, what and how hard they are willing to try in order to

improve their performance, how much they have accomplished

professionally this year. The person who supervises is aware of

these aspects. The evaluators say not be cognisant of how well

teachers have learned what they have had the opportunity to learn and

how much superilsory effort it took to achieve these results. All of

these aspects are predictors of continuing professional growth or

stagnation.
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4. It is interesting to note that in the Napa Project* where the

consultants supervised and the principals evaluated, as soon as the

consultants left, the teachers no longer continued with what they had

learned but went back to their "old ways." Evidently, the teachers

felt there were different expectations in supervision and evaluation.

This provides provacative evidence that supervision and evaluation

should be marriage partners, not divorced activities. Let's reunite

them but, through lnservice in both, build future compatability.

* Journal of Elementary Education, February 1987.
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Trends
[Supervision
ROBERT J. KNEWSK1

Understanding the Why's of
Instructional repervision
Why is k that so many teachers do hot
receive the instrucdonal improvement
suppon and services they feel they
need? Why don't schools have an
abundance of improvement pro-
grams? These are complex questions
that lead to others witty deeper impli-
cations for supervision. Are there
enough instructional improvement
personnel? Do they have the necessary
preparation and skills to carry out
their instructional improvement role?
Do they understand what their role
entails? And do their lob tequiremenn
give them sufficient time to devote to
that role? Perhaps in oUr zest to excel
in instructional improvement, we have
been too quick to tespohd to the
boas and have ignored the RV&

Underitanding instructional super-
vision is not easy, and implementing
an instructional supervision program
remains a persistent challenge. Most
super/bore develop usumpdons, prin-
ciples, hypotheses, and conceptual
frameworks On which to base their
theories and build their supervision
ideas. They express concern that in-
structional supervision is too often
thought of as a process that focuses o
specific skills, advantages, time co
maims, or motivation technique&
Withoix the reasons behind the pro-
cesses, it is needy impossible for su-
pervisors to communicate effectively
with teachers. Both supervison and
teachers must be aware of the why's,
and any instructional
model must intewate the with
the how's

From 'the instrucumat supeartwon
literature and from practice, I chose
six kerPlements that together provide
a firm foundatkm for building a viable
instructitinal improvement program

1. Instructional super:Won requires
a perceiving, behaving attitude. The
most important task ktstructkmal au-
pervisors face is relating to the affec-
tive. Crucial to success is forming and
maintainink a positive attitude and en-
thusiasm toward. instruhknal im-
provement. Just as a prerequisite for

effective teaching is a teacher's accept-
ance of self, so too must the instruc-
tional supervisor know, aecept, and
respect self as a prerequisite to wodt-
Ina effectively with teachers and gold-
Ins their instructional improvement
efforts.

Wilhelm% (1973) believes that the
only teachers who can really do the
lob are those who somehow feel good
about themselves, the people they
work with, and the world they work in.
The same holds true for supervisors.
Effective instructional supervision re-
quires that supervisors be in touch not
only with themselves but with -col-
leagues as well. Knowing and accept-
ing self-limitations allows supervisors
to better accept colleague& work with
them as they are, and encourage them
to accept themselves and to accept
students. Moss iinportant, such behav-
ior facilitates a perceiving, behaving
attitude and enhances supervisors' en-
couraging a like attitude in teacher&

2. Instructional supenesion requires
a becoming attitude. Supervisors who
try to do their best for instructional
improvement .and who model im-

ger:nt in their own professional
will hold similar expect*

lions of the teachers with whom they
work. The concluding sentences of
ASCD's Perceivin& &barbs Beam.
kg (Combs, 1962) note that the per-
son who has values, a pesitive view of
self, is creative, open to experience,
responsible And, trustworthy, well in-
formed, and aware that he or she is in
the process'of becoming, is the person
most able to survive and deal.with the
future. Our actions speak louder than
words. Confidence it% self encourages
confidence in others; others become
what we expect and help them to be.

3. instructional supeniidon requires
nurturing qf mutual trust and rap
port Rapporta harmonious relation-
ship, especially one of mutual trustis
vital. Trust is the foundation of instruc-
tional supervision; itS development
must be continually promoted and
nourished. While perceiving, behav-
in& becoming attitudes are necessary
prerequisites, rapport nurturance is

the binding element for instructional
sbpervision.

4. Ingnolonal aieenuson rogubm
suridensPreParadm Thmush PrePa.
radon Programs. ProsPeothe supervi-
sors must acquire a thorough knowl-
edge base of instructional skills and
theory u well as an ability to apply that
theory in the practical world of teach-
ing. Too often, however, supervision
credential programs lack dila impor-
tant featureor address it only minimal-
ly hece&sary aldUs itiart:
nin& &serving xtd analping
conferendng and counseling with
teachers; and planning and knple-
menting improvement programs with
teachers; kutructionel supervisors
cannot NM their role expectations.
And without sufficiem preparation, su-
pervisors cannot acquire these neces-
sary skills.

lmtnetionat supenition requires
role *Negation. A supervisor helps
teachers and supervisors understand
and accept their respective role& In
supervision, 'role delineation is con-
comitant with cog -,, for while
the supervisor is r.sØonslble for de-
Moping and knpleneating Manx-
dons! impnwement paw^ the
teacher is the critical Ink to student
learning. Preparing teachers for in-
structional knpronmem means get-
ting all teachers kwohted In instruc-
doted map= decisions, promoting
idea sharing and a sense of program
owners* k also means assuming
sal leatitelttb.setting realistuica

tor to accta;m7e1 the goals.
6. instructional superldon requires

proauctint tendon. Behavior dime
pluduces mann for both teacher and
supervlxx. Supervisor tensiondue
in pan tt incongruency between lob
expectation:e and lack of sufficient
preparationis perhaps even greater
than Aat tithe teacher whose instruc
tional behavior is analyzed for im-
provement. Teattter sensionwheth-
Raw/ Shofar* Preqinsor and nem(
DepwInmat Mucaliond Administna.
Mon and Ofenalins eterrsity tMrth -
071 IONA aver Falk
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PREPARING 7OR AN INSTRUCTIONAL CONFERENCE
Madeline Humer

All instructronal conferences have "increased excellence in ibture teaching" as their goal. The teacher

will never teach that same lesson to those same students apin. Consequently, the purpose of the conference

is not to compliment the teacher or repair that lesson, but to use that lesson as a data source to reinforce and

extend effective teaching or to remediate less effective teaching so in either case positive transfer to that

teachees future lessons will become more probable. '

Observe and Script Tape the Lesson
It is assumed 1) that an observation will precede any instructional conference (unless teacher and

observer are only planning for a subsequent lesson) and 2) that a script tape (running anecdotal record of

what the teacher and students said and did) will Ix made thuing the observation to be used as the primary data

for the conference.

Using a checklist to determine whether a teacher did or did not do something is an unsatisfactory

means of recording data for an instructional conference because there is no record of temporal cause-effect

relationships or of the context in which the behavior occurred. Presence or absence of any behavior is not

the question. The question is whether the behavior observed was appmpriate or inappropriate to that

situation and for those students.

Analyze the Script Tape
As soon as possible after the observation, the observer should identify the teacher's instructional

objective and analyze the script tape in terms of that objective, recording in the margin those sections which

have relevance for the conference. This identification can be done by marks (7, I, 41, ) or colored pen.

Sections identified should be labeled with the professional term that will be used to describe and

communicate concepts and generalizations in the conference r antidpatory set," "massed practice,"

"extinction," "meaning," transfer," etc.). Labeling builds a common vocabulary which subsequently can be

used to discuss professional understandings. The part of the script tape that will support that label or

generalization should be marked so it can be readily located during the conference.

From the script tape, teaching decisions and actions am analyzed to identify cause-effect

, relationships and to determine the conditions under which similar decisions would be effective in the future.

For decisions that were not as effective as intended, theory based practical and specific remediations need

to be developed. The following activities should be included in the analysis.:



Identify and label any nontypical, effective decision or behavior which occurred only once or

seldom in the lesson. Frequently this is intuitive behavior, so the teacher needs to be alerted to that behavior,

learn the generalization that supports its effei iiveness and identify the conditions under which that same

behavior should be used in the future.

If they occur, identify patterns of less effective teacher or student behaviors, not just one instance.

One instance of not enough "wait time," a blurted out answer, an inappropriate rhetorical question, a lack of

specific feedback is not all that important but observers tend to ''pounce* on such instances. Only

sophisticated teachers welcome being alerted to their occasional "slips."

Prioritize what needs to be accomplished with the teacher. Remember, you can't accomplish

everything in one conference. The first items of pciority are the concerns of the teacher the discepancy

between what the teacher hoped would happen and what did happen. Little else can be accomplished unless

those discrepancies are discussed, understood and handled. This does not mean you begin every conference

with, "How did you feel about the lesson?" It does mean that whenever a teachees concern surfaces it

must be attended to before proceeding to other matters.

It there are problem or inappropriate student behaviors, those need to be handled. Very little can be

accomplished when students are not in order. Try to determine what triggered the unproductive behavior.

Was ft teacher, students or situational? Plan a workable (practical!) remedial plan that is possible for that

teacher to implement with that student in that situation. Also plan how you will teacWassist/support the

teacher in the implementation. Anticipate, also, how you will follow up to determine if the plan wu

successful, if it requires modifications, and how they will be detelmined and effected.

If student behavior problems are not an issue, determine a primary objective for the conference. Is it

to identify effective teaching decisions and behaviors, to develop alternatives for future situations where those

strategies might not work (increase the teaches pharmacy of alternatives), to encourage the teacher to engage

in self-analysis, to remediate behaviors that were not successful or to stretch effective teachers to new heights

of professionalism, or a combination of these objectives appropriate for teacher and time available?

Any one, or the combinadon a these objectives, may need to be modified as information emerging

during the conference indicates a different direction would be more productive. Remember to include, in

whatever are the priorities, strategies to pruduce positive transfer of understanding and/or skills developed in

the conference to fifture teaching situations.

Plan the Conference

I. From the analysis, generate a sequential lesson plan." Remember, the observer has responsibility

for teaching. How will you open the conference? While something initiated by the teacher may cause you to

modify you beginning, it is wise to pTan the words you will use to start the conference productively. Usually

it is advisable to begin with a successful teacher behavior. Don't waste time on "small talk." Usually starting

off with "What went well and why," will get teachers' attention and make them more comfortable in the

conference situation.
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Beware of the use of "I" in the conference. ("I liked," "I was impressed by." "I noticed.") "You"

has more potential to build the teacher's self concept. ("Your lesson was impressive." "You used excellent

judgment when you --." "You really thought on your feet when you ---." "When you--- it caused

students to --.") Occasionally it helps to tape record your conference to discover whether you have the "I, I,

I" habit, and to hear how you "come across."

2. Have your script tape marked in a way that you can easily find the sections you wish to "play back"

to the teacher. Don't bore him/her by reading the whole script tape ("and then youand then youand then

you---.") The teacher knows the sequence of the lesson. Work from only the parts you have selected and

develop those into generalizations with the condition under which their future use is or is not appmpriate. If

the teacher raises a question about a certain part of the lesson, take dme to find it in your script tape. Don't

try to work from memory. This is the reason you need to script tape the entire observation, not just the parts

you see as important. A different part of the lesson may be more important to the teacher.

Support your comments with data from the script tape so the teacher knows the pan of the lesson to

which you are referring. Always being aware of and responding to the teachees questions and concerns,

make your suggestions become generalizations useful in the Mum. Then determine how you will check

for the teacher's understanding of the use of that generalization in similar situations which the teacher

may encounter in the future.

3. Work from a teachees strength to a problem area if there is one. Plan questions that will elicit the

teachees reasons for what occurred before you make &judgment about it. ("You've done an excellent job of

teaching students to raise their hands and wait to be acicnowledged. One time you ignored Marys blurted out

response and another time you accepted it as the answer to your question. Was there a difference in the two

situations?") When you hear the teachees reasoning behind actions, you may be imptessed by the "custom

tailoring" to differing sets of circumstances. If there was no difference, simply inconsistency in the teacher's

I;ehavior, it usually will be discovered as (s)he hears the script tape and considers the answer to your

question.

Typically we am questioned only when something is wrong. The ability to ask a question without

implying that something was amiss is one of the most complex skills for observers to acquire. It helps to

precede the question with the indication that the teacher's action was productive, "Your rephrasing of the

question was surely effective, what caused you to do it?"

If the teachees action was not productive, questions are more difficult to phrase so they don't

become value judgments or accusations and imply, "Why in the world would you do that?" An observer

needs to develop phrases such as, "Take me through your thinking when you---." "What was your thinking.

when --?" "Help me !mow the reason for --."

4. It is an important responsibility of the observer, before the conference, to develop altematives to less

effective teacher or student behaviors. If the lesson wasn't interesting, what specifically could be done to

make it more interesting. General admonitions or platitudes are useless. ("Your lesson should be more

related to the students so they are interested in learning," needs to become, "It's sometimes hard to make

3
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pans of speech interesting. Usually it helps to use students interests such as, "He put the tape in the video

player, under the video, away from the video.") If the observer can't suggest something specific (and

practical in terms of teacher time and energy) to make the lesson related to students, don't expect the teacher

to generate solutions. You need to be prepared with, "Them are several ways of doing it, such u " and

suggest several, not just one way or it becomes an order rather than a repertoire of possible alternatives.

S. Practice enabling statements: "Tell me what you were thinking when you ." "Help me

understand what happened when --." "I'm sure you had a reason but I don't know what it was." "ft work

beautiAdly. If it doesn't work in a future time you might try 'There is a potential booby trap here that

the strength of your teaching got you through. You need to watch out for

Avoid giving suggestions as questions: "Might you have tried, used, done needs to be "You

might have --." "Could you have 7" is mom honestly exprened as "You could have ." A genuine

query is acceptable. Suggestions in the form of questions are not.

Avoid such words as: "problem," "trouble" and "inconect." They are red flap. ("You had a

problem when --.") Use "situation," "episode," or baler, simply read from your script tape what

happened. ("You asked, 'What should we serve at the patty? and the students all started calling out

answers. That is probably not what you wanted. Let's develop some ways to avoid it in the Mum.")

Avoid the use of assumptions: 'The studems were confused when ." Use specific accounts from

your script tape of what actually happened. "When you asked several students gave incorrect answers";

6. Develop ways to encourage the teacher to analyze and generate increasingly effective behaviors so

self analysis becomes more routine after every lesson. Don't be afraid to give information, however, when it

is requested or needed. Remember, a sophisticated observer who is only observing and recording can often

perceive mom than a teacher who is having to generate high speed responses in terms of what students are

saying or doing which often necessitate modifications of original plans; to "catch it coming down and rtm

with it."

7. Phn for a summary of the conference with the teacher and/or the observer reiterating the most

important points and remaking them when necessary. Avoid a summary that becomes an "inquisition."

Determine whether those points will be reconied, how and by whom.

8. Build an enabling bridge into the next observation and conference. ("I learned a great deal nom

observing your teaching. I'm looking forward to the next observation." "It will be a learning experience for

me to see how you develop these ideas." "Let me know how well these ideas work and whether I bud to

rethink them or develop some new ones.")

Conferences are like lessons in that the better they are planned, the more productive they are apt to

be. However, as in all teaching, things seldom proceed exactly as anticipated. Consequently, it is very

growth evoking to videotape your conference or have an observer script tape it in order that you too will get

feedback so you continue to enhance your conferencing effectiveness.
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Script-taping: An Essential Supervisory Tool
Madeline Hunter

The fundamental purpose of all supervision is to accelerate growth, in a desirable

direction, of those supervised. Essential to this growth iiidentification and labeling of

behaviors which are contributing to productive performance, behaviors which are con-

suming precious time, energy and materials, but contributing little or nothing to

productive performance, and behaviors which, albeit unintentionally, are actually

interferring with productive performance. Only through such identification can those

behaviors be strenghthened, eliminated or remediated.

The easiest way to identify specific behaviors is by observation of a person's

performance. Final scores, whether in sports or tests, indicate whether you have

a winner or loser. Only observaticin will yield the information necessary to change

the latter to the former. To be useful in accomplishing this purpose observation must

be valid, objective and recorded. Script-taping is probably the easiest and most

efficient way to provide a record of teaching performance.

Script-taping is the process of capturing with pen and pad 'Nvhat happened" in

an observed segment of teaching. The anecdotal tot judgemental or categorical)

notes of a script-tape enable observer and teacher to "play back" the teaching episode

so salient cause-effect relationships can be identified, discussed, reinforced ex

remediated.

Criteria for efficiently and effectively obtening records in any situation are:

1. They require minimum equipment in terms of cost, bulk and time

for setup.

CO



2. Their focus is flexible rather than static.

3. Thcy provide sequential data from which can be inferred cause-

'effect relationships.

4. They are not biased.

S. They are easily "played back."

6. They can be edited easily and a specific part located quickly.

Let's look at several taping devices in relation to these criteria.

Videotape

Nothing excells the use of videotape to "see ourselves as others see us." Teachers,

principals, supervisors, superintendents should have frequent opportunities to see them-

selves in action. It is inexcusable that, in this day and age, anyone be denied the growth

potential from viewing a completely objective record of his/her professional performance.

Videotapes when examined according the the 6 criteria listed above have assets

and liabilities (as do all records).

1. Videotaping requires equipment which is expensive, takes time to set up

and take down, usually needs a technician to operate, and can, frequently,

"not work., "

2. Videocameras cannot easily be "swung around" the classroom. Videocameraa

"take" only where they are pointed and time is required to change focus

without obliterating what is happening or making the subsequent viewer

dizzy.

3. Given an educationally sensitive and skilled operator, videotaping can

capture "what lead to what" in probably more vivid and obvious form than

any other method of recording. But, if the camera is not focused on the

2
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right place, the cause-effect sequence is lost.

4. What is recorded is what really happened. Aside from the bias of where

the camera is pointed, the record is completely objective.

5. "Playing back" requires setting up equipment or the provision of a permanent

setup to which observers always must come. It also necessitates.the

subsequent erasure of the rape or investment of money in tapes and

storage space.

6. Finding the place needed in a videotape can be an exasperating, see-

s awing experience. The alternative is watching the entire tape which

takes the same amount of time as it did to see the lesson originally.

Occasionally, it is important to review everything that happened in a

segment of teaching. More frequently only the salient parts are discussed

in an instructional conference. These parts can be difficult to locate

quickly on the tape.

In spite of these liabilities, the assets available only in videotape make its

occasional use imperative to accelerating teaching effectiveness.

Audiotaoe.

Audiotaping also has an important place in professional growth. "To hear

ourselves as others hear us" can be a surprise. The lack of recording body language,

however, can give an inacurate impression of what was meant. Words and intonations

accompanied by a smile and a twinkle can mean something very different from the

same sounds accompanied by a frown or a glare. What is recorded is not always

what was "heard" by the students.
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Audiotaping also has assets and liabilities.

1. Its cost in tent is of equipment and time for set up is not as great as video-
..

tape. It requires no operator, just a mike placed so that it catches

-
significant sounds.

2. Flexibility is limited only by the position of the mike and the electrical

outlet. Equipment is easily carried and moved.

3. Sound sequence is recorded, visual or movement sequence is not.

4. No bias exists except in the limitations of what the mike can "catch."

5. Playback requires only the tape recorder and an outlet. Little space

or money is needed to "save" tapps.

6. Audio-taping presents the same problems as videotaping in locating and

listening to salient segments of the lesson.

Script-tayinx

Script-taping is the least expensive tool of the effective supervisor .and it

effectively produces needed records because:

1. It requires only a writing instrument and paper, easily portable equip-

ment available in every school.

I. It has extraordinary flexibility. The writer can change focus ouickly and

monitor two or more areas which are operating simultaneously. Quick

sweeps of the observer's eyes can pick up activities and responses from

all over the room. Focus can be changed instantly from teacher to studts

so the most salient aspects of each can be recorded.

4
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Script-tapes provide easily accessible temporal relationships of events

from which cause-effect relationships can be inferred.

4. Script-tapes correctly done are bias free for they arc a record of what

actually happened. Done by an inexperienced or unsophisticated observer,

script-tapes can be biased if the records show only what the observer

thought was important or worth recording.

5. Cizript-tapes can be played back anywhere because, from the written

record, the observer becomes the playback instrument. The fidelity

of the reproduction is, as with all recording, dependent on the sensitivity

of the recording instrument and the reproduction capacity of the playback

insirument. A trained observer can produce an unbelievable performance

in both recording and playback. The cost of storage is only a folder and

file space.

6. The optical scanning of the human eye and the dexterity of the hand in

Aurning a page are the only time consumers spend in locating the needed

part of the teaching episode. Skilled observers mark salient parts when

recording them, making their location obvious. All parts of the lesson are

almost immediately accessible.

Developing the skill of script-taping

Ltarning the skill of script-taping is a remarkably easy but extraordinarily

painful process which can be accomplished with about two hours of practice. The

pain results from the "taper's" conviction that "it can't be done." Groans, anger.

wishes for shorthand skills, indignation about "being expected to do this" are all



familiar symptoms of the beginner, generated by the bumbling inadeqnacy of the

beginner's attempts contrasted to incredible accuracy a inclusiveness of an

accomplished script-taper. Beginhers can't believe that such a dramatically

useful skill can be acquired in such a short amount of time. Two practice hours

later, beginnerVlushed with pleasure, are successfully "playing back".an ac

curate sequence of what teacher and students said and did in a teaching episode.

The following is a sample of a script-tape and the playback from it:

Open p. 43 I'm ask ver hd - use mark to find ens when fnd sho me with sig who

has lots of pets Every had mark on rt ans Who can't see Mr. Sleeper (wrong

ens) that rt if asked who sees but can't see. Now just rt.

From this script tape the recorder can play back:

Open your book to page 43. I'm going to ask some very hard questions. Use

your marker to find .the answer. *When you have found the answer show me with the

signal (thumb up) Who has lots of pets? Everyone had the marker on the right

answer. Who can't see Mr. Sleeper? (A girl gave a wrong answer) That would

be right U I asked who sees Mr. Sleeper but I asked who can't see Mr. Sleeper?

(Same child responds correctly) Now you're just right!

.From this script tape the observer can verify that the teache a. had every

student answering every question with a marker and that the teacher Is monitoring

each student's Information location skills. Also the teacher is to be commended

for dignifying the student's incorrect answer, giving a prompt (I asked who can't

see Mr. Sleeper) to help that same student be right, thereby leaving the student

with a success experience rather than leaving her with a feeling of being "wrong"

by moving to a different student for the correct answer.
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SCRIPT-TAPING:

A METHOD FOR RECORDING CLASSROOM OBSERVATIONS

The purpose of a script-tape is to have a temporal record of what occurred in a lesson in order
to (1) identify cause-effect relationships in teaching and learning. (2) to support those
relationships with specific examples from the observed teaching episode, and (3) have them
available for use in an instructional conference. This means the observer needs to record as
much of what is said and done dudng the lesson as possible. The following are guidelines to
help observers record an adequate script-tape:

1. Prior to the observation, write the name of the teacher, date, subject, time, etc. on your
script-tape paper.

2. You may find it helpful to diagram the classroom before the lesson begins - particularly the
teachers and students' positions. If you don't know students' names you can always
label them during or after the lesson. The diagram might help you recall areas where
students were working productively/non-productively, couldn't see, were easily distracted,
etc.

3. The best position from which to observe is one where you can see the teacher, the
students, and the board/screen. Try the front at the side. You do not, however, want to sit
where you become a distractor to the students. At times you will sit wherever you find an
empty chair.

4. Once the lesson begins, you need to record enough of what is mid and done to be able to
remember specific examples for the instructional conference. You will soon develop
your own 6shortword° and will become selective as to what you think will be necessary to
record in order for you to recall the remainder of the lesson. You have recorded enough
information if you always have enough specific examples during conferences. If you find
yourself unable to remember specific examples from the leuon during the conference,
then you have not recorded enough in your script-tape.

5. At times it may be necessary to just observe how students are working, how particular
student is reacting, or just rest your hand. If you to do this, indicate on your °tape° that the
lesson continued while you were not script-taping. This might help you remember
something which occurred while yov were not .6

6. You may wish to record the time periodically (tri;litPhtleft-hand margin). This will give you
information as to how long different sections of the lesson lasted.

7. Record as accurately as possible what the teacher writes on the
chalkboarcVtransparency/cherVetc. Include position, size, etc. You may wish to foCus on
chalkboard techniques during the conference and this will provide the specific examples
you will need.

8. When describing non-verbal behavior, record what the student(s) did. °Johnny stared out
the window° is a record while °Johnny looked bored° is an interpretation.

9. Observers should not become involved in the lesson. If students approach you with
questions, explain that the student(s) need to seek help elsewhere as your job is to script-
tape what is happening during the lesson. (Students should already know this).

Teachers should already know that the observer will be writing throughout the lesson to record
what happens so specific examples can be used during the conference. Teachers who have
not been observed previously should already have seen a copy of a script- tape and have
observed a conference (live or videotaped) so the teacher knows what to expect during the
observation and conference.



Using the script-tape, the observer plans an instructional conference. (There

is no way this can be done from memory). Skimming the anecdotal notes, the ob-

server can pick up specific examples from actual performance to give meaning to

the discusiion "When you said, 'Be ready to give an example of , ' then

waked, all students were alerted to the possibility of being called on but were given

time to formulate and refine their answer." This eliminates the need for the ob-

server to talk categorically with such general statements as, "You gave students

enough thinking time." Regardless of what type of instructional conference is

planned, the data which bring validity to the interchange are easily available.

In the author's opinion, script-taping should become a required proficiency

for any educator who has responsibility for improving the performance of another.

It is a necessary element in supervisory and administrative pre setvice training

and a constant in effective supervisory performance.
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CRITICAL ATTRIBUTES OF A STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM TO INCREASE

INSTRUCTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

Madeline Hunter and Doug Russell

Staff development for instructional effectiveness is a focus which frequently has been

missing in the quest for improvement of schooling. Previous foci have centered on

organization, curriculum, materials and technology: all of which are important in the

conduct of schooling. Each of these augments but does not substitute for

instructional competence which is the foundation of educational excellence. Common

sense and research now are in accord that by far the most important school element

which contributes to successful learning is skill in teaching. Teaching (instructional

competence) can be defined as a constant stream of decisions made before, during

and after interaction with the learner: decisions which, when irnplem 'Med increase the

probability of learning. Staff development which promotes an increasingly

sophisticated basis for maldng those decisions is an essential continuing aspect of

effective schooling.

There are many inservice programs which can band aid certain aspects of teaching:

"Discipline," °Skills," 'Time on Task,* `Classroom Management' to name but a few.

Anything may be better than nothing, but such a disjointed patch work seklom

becomes the professional mantle which encompasses and relates the hundreds of

educational decisions made each day.

Based on the assumption that there now exists a science which undergirds the art of

teaching, staff development programs need to be constituted so they create a

foundation of cause-effect relationships which are not limited to any one content area,
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learner or situation but which are useful in all educational decisions and applicable to

any educational endeavor.

There are five attributes critical to a program designed to increase teaching

effectiveness:

1. Specific research-based content which can be translated into classroom

implementation and validated by observation of subsequent teaching

performance.

2. Leadership to teach that professional content, monitor progress and

keep the program moving "on taick.°

3. A written plan which details all aspects of the program including a time

line with formative evaluation check points.

4. An adequate budget so time and personnel to accomplish the program

are available.

5. Knowledge of the problems common to such a program so solutions for

those problems become a deliberate part of the plan.

1. CONTENT

Content for staff development, either preservice or inservice, is comprised

initially of basic aids required for any teaching: diagnosing learners, analyzing

the learning task, sequencing learning, eliciting many student input and output

modalities, using learning principles that affect students' motivation, rate and

degree of learning, retention and transfer of that learning to new situations.

While this basic content is the foundation of effective and artistic teaching, it is

not the total of what is now known of cause-effect relationships between

teaching and learning. Consequently, for those who have translated the
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'basics' into effective practice, there must be on-going input of more advanced

content to promote continuing professional growth. Districts should consider

inservice for renewal of previously learned skills plus addition of new skills to be

a recurring item In the annual budget

The content for staff development must be organized as a clearly defined, well-

articulated instructional model which emphasizes teacher decision maidng in

the cause-effect relationships of teaching and learning as they are translated

into artistic teaching. These same cause effect relationships should be highly

visible in the leader's performance throughout inservice activities. Any program

of inservice for addnistrators and teachers should model the concepts it

*preaches" rather than being a "do what we say, not what we do" violation.

2. PREPARATION OF A CADRE OF DISTRICT LEADERS

initially, experts may be brought into a district, but if a productive inservice

program is to survive and grow, district educators with potential for leadership

must be recruited and trained. Potential leaders should progress through the

following phases with proficiency at each phase being validated by someone

qualified to do so.

PHASE I Comprehension of the inservice Content

In this phase the participants acquire knowledge and

comprehension of the cause-effect relationships of teaching and

learning. Participants can label and explain the concepts and

generalization, and identify and label examples observed in

teaching episodes.
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PHASE II Internalization of the Inservice Content

Participants demonstrate the use of the cause-effect relationships

of teaching and learning while teaching students in a sequence of

consecutive lessons rather than a "one shot" performance.

Content taught in these lessons should be familiar to the

participants because the emphasis is on practicing and

internalizing skills of effective teaching rather than working with

new content. This phase Includes participants being observed

and subsequent modification of their teaching performance as a

result of feedback from knowledgeable observers.

PHASE III Comprehension of Observation & Feedback Techniques

This phase is focused on comprehension of the skills necessary

to analyze another's teaching performance as validated by giving

the teacher observed some growth evoking feedback which

models the same principles of learning that are expected of the

teacher. This involves the skills necessary for (a) observing

teaching episodes and capturing the sequence of what happened

in a script tape (b) from that script tape labeling teaching-leaming

behaviors, then generating examples of different types of

feedback (conference) statements to the teacher who was

observed. Since this phase requires acquisition of knowledge

and comprehension of the generalization of the observation-

conference process, practice is achieved through the use of

filmed, taped or live teaching episodes which have been

specifically selected for this purpose. Phase III of leadership

training also involves participants teaching lessons and becoming

the recipients of conference feedback from knowledgeable

4
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observers so there is n continuation of the internalizing process of

Phase il as well as experiencing the observation conference

process of Phase it

PHASE IV Internalization of Observation and Feedback Techniques

This phase requires the internalization of the skills necessary to

conduct a growth evoking instructional conference. The

participants synthesize the skills to:

1. Observe and script tape a teaching episode.

2. Analyze the script tape.

3. Design objective(s) and the strategies for achieving those

objective(s) in a subsequent instructional conference.

4. Conduct te conference modifying strategies as a result of

sensitivity to the teacher's responses.

5. Evaluate the success of the conference and generate

information which can not only be used in subsequent

conferences with the same teacher but can be extrapolated

to increase the success of conferences with other teachers.

Phase IV involves being observed while conducting conferences

and making modifications as a result of feedback from

knowledgeable observers. Since this phase is a practicurn for

developing observation and conference skills, partidpants

practice obseMng each other teach and conducting instructional

conferences. This provides continuing practice in all the previous

phases. Eventually this phase should provide opportunities to

observe and hold conferences whh teachers who are not involved

in the leadership training, followed by the opportunity to receive

feedback on those conferences from knowledgeable observers.

5
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PHASE V Comprehension of Presentation Skills for Staff Development

This phase is focused on the skills necessary to design and

implement a staff development program. Potential leaders need

to become familiar with the research bass of current professional

knowledge so they can support the content and respond to

questions they may encounter in their future leadership roil. They

also need to develop skills in organization and articulation of

inservice content (rather than "parroting* it) with special emphasis

placed on their generation of original examples. These examples

must be valid, unambiguous and related to the inservice

participants' personal as well as teaching experience. In addition,

potential leaders should practice generating hypothetical

questions from insemice participants and creating "satisfying*

answers in anticipation of the 'on your feet* responses that are

sure to be needed to satisfy the *yeah but* reluctant dragons on

every staff.

PHASE VI Internalization of Presentation Skills for Staff Development

°This phase yields leader performance behaviors which model

artistic practice of the professional content being presented in

district inseMce. Those behaviors include the development of

group dynamics skills plus small and large group presentation

skills which can range from showing films, leading discussions

and monitoring learning to being completely responsible for all

content input and participant achievement. The difference in skills

required and periormance complexity between Phase Ill

(Comprehension of Observation and Feed Back Techniques) and

Phase VI (Internalization of Presentation Skills for Staff
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Development) is as great as the difference between being able to

help a student with his math assignment and being able to design,

organize, and implement a math program in a classroom of

diverse students. It is a quantum leap and many people try to

make it from Phase I (knowing) to Phase VI (teaching the content)

without building essential skills, corrections and the integrity

generated by the intervening phases.

For most educators, progressing from Phase I to Phase VI is a

minimum two year growth process of study, articulation, practice

and internalization. This growth process requires continuing

coaching from knowledgeable observers to correct the inevitable

mutations which creep in, as well as to keep adding to and

refining the knowledge and skM of the district leaders. Without

continuing observation and renewal, information and sidlis can

become mechanical, stagnant or even incorrect.

3. PLAN

it is essential that from the beginning, leaders from administration and from

teacher orgarkations work together so a collaborative rather than adversary

kelationship be established in planning, implementing and evaluating an

inservice program designed to increase instructional effectiveness. An outside

consultant can facilitate progression through the initial stages of the plan and

provide periodic feedback to extend the competence of district leaders.

WHQ - On order of involvement over a five year period)

1. Leaders who represent administration and teacher organizations

collaboratively develop a plan and establish a time line.



2. All central office and local school administrators (and possibly teacher

leaders) develop initial acquaintance with the vocabulary and content of

the inservice.

3. Volunteers (administrators and teachers), who have the potential for

future leadership, develop knowledge and performance skills in the

content of effective instruction.

4. Future trainers, selected from the volunteers, develop knowledge and

performance skirs necessary for district staff development leaders.

5. Volunteer administrators and teachers, who are seen by others as

professionally competent, progress through phases appropriate to their

responsibilities. (It Is essential that the program does not initially become

associated with teathers or administrators needing remediation.)

6. Any administrators or teachers who volunteer, take insemice to increase

professional effectiveness.

7. All administrators take inservice to increase supervisory effectiveness.

8. All teachers take inservice to increase teaching effectiveness as

resources (leader, time, money) become available.

WHAT. (ln order of presentation)

There is a logical sequence but content can be learned in any order depending

on the needs of the district and the judgment of the trainers. Following are the

most common categories but they are not inclusive of all the content now

known to be useful in effective and artistic teaching.

1. Principles of Motivation, Reinforcement, Practice

2. Elements of Planning for Effective Instruction

3. Extending Students' Thinking, Task Analysis, Diagnosis and

Prescription

8
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4. Transfer, Self Concept, Hemisphericity, Retention

5. Lesson Analysis and the Instructional Conference

IIIMN
Ideally, inservIce Is conducted during the work day. If it is done after school or

on non-work days, there should be some acknowledgement of the extra time

and effort involved. If It is just "charity," a donation of time on the pan of the

participant, there can be little accountability demanded.

A frequently neglected but essential aspect of the time demands of "when" is

the necessity for systematic follow up observations of the teachers',

administrators' and district leaders' implementation of the inservice content.

These observations should be followed by prescriptive feedback which is either

reinforcing or remediating. Unless there is translation of learning into daily

performance, much of the initial inservice investment is lost The time required

for observation and feedback (coaching) is one of the most costly inservice

factors but is essential to a successful program.

W8FEBE

Training facilities should accommodate large group input sessions and small

group discussion seminars plus opportunities to observe and teach in a typical

setting. Often a "center school" can be developed which will accommodate all

these requirements.
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help a student with his math assignment and being able to design,

organize, and implement a math program in a classroom of

diverse students. It is a quantum leap and many people try to

make it from Phase I (knowing) to Phase Vi (teaching the content)

without building essential skills, corrections and the integrity

generated by the intervening phases.

For most educators, progressing from Phase I to Phase Vi is a

minimum two year growth process of study, articulation, practice

and internalization. This growth process requires continuing

coaching from knowledgeable observers to correct the inevitable

mutations which creep in, as well as to keep adding to and

refining the knowledge and skill of the district loaders. Without

continuing observation and renewal, Information and slcills can

become mechanical, stagnant or even incorrect.

3. PLAN

It is essential that from the beginning, leaders from administration and from

teachael organizations work together so a collaborative rather than adversary

relationship be established in planning, implementing and evaluating an

insemice program designed to increase instructional effectiveness. An outside

consultant can facilitate progression through the initial stages of the plan and

provide periodic feedback to extend the competence of district leaders.

WHO. (in order of involvement over a five year period)

1. Leaders who represent administration and teacher organizations

collaboratively develop a plan and establish a time line.
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2. All central office and local school administrators (and possibly teacher

leaders) develop initial acquaintance with the vocabulary and content of

the inservice.

Volunteers (administrators and teachers), who have the potential for

future leadership, develop knowledge and performance skiNs in the

content of effective instruction.

4. Future trainers, selected from the volunteers, develop knowledge and

performance skills necessary for district staff development leaders.

5. Volunteer administrators and teachers, who are seen by others as

professionally competent, progress through phases appropriate to their

responsibilities. (It is essential that the program does not initially become

associated with teachers or administrators needing remediation.)

6. Any administrators or teachers who volunteer, take inservice to increase

professional effectiveness.

7. All administrators take inservice to increase supervisory effectiveness.

8. All teachers take inservice to increase teaching effectiveness as

resources (leader, time, money) become available.

WHE - (in order of presentation)

There is a logical sequence but content can be learned in any order depending

on the needs of the district and the judgment of the trainers. Following are the

most common categories but they are not inclusivo of all the content now

known to be useful in effective and artistic toaching.

1. Principles of Motivation, Reinforcement, Practice

2. Elements of Planning for Effective Instruction

3. Extending Students' Thinking, Task Analysis, Diagnosis and

Prescription

4. Transfer, Self Concept Hemisphericity, Retention
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5. Lesson Analysis and the Instructional Conference

WHEN

Ideally, inservice is conducted during the work day. If it is done after school or

on non-work days, there should be some acknowledgement of the extra time

and effort involved. If it is just "charity," a donation of time on the part of the

participant, there can be little accountabirdy demanded.

A frequently neglected but essential aspect of the time demands of "when" is

the necessity for systematic follow up observations of the teachers',

administrators' and district leaders' implementation of the inservice content.

These observations should be followed by presetripdve feedback which is either

reinforcing or remediating. Unless there is translation of learning into daily

performance, much of the initial inservice investment is lost 'The time required

for observation and feedback (coaching) is one of the most costly inservice

factors but is essential to a successful program.

WHERE

Training facilities should accommodate large group input sessions and small

group discussion seminars plus opportunities to observe and teach in a typical

setting. Often a °center schoor can be developed which will accommodate all

these requirements.
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4. BUDGET

Budgets may be lavish or frugal, but reasonable expectations should be based

ori evenditures rather than wishful thinking. A "one shor can stimulate and

Inspire but will not produce practitioners who can translate what they know into

what they do. Internalization is a long process which results from Inservice

interaction between professionals and practice with feedback. If budgetaty

support in terms of time and personnel Is not provided for this process, there is

high probability increased Instructional effectiveness may not occur.

5. COMMON PROBLEMS

Anticipating and developing solutions to the following common problems can

do a great deal to alleviate frustration.

1. Too much is expected too soon. The content Is deceptively simple in

presentation, Incredibly complex in application. Often the content is not

spelled out dearly enough or understood well enough so those who are

responsible for the decision to initiate a staff development program can

be realistic about anticipated outcomes.

2. Trainers attempt to go from "knowing" the content to teaching other

professionals without the practice necessary for internalization in their

own performance. This results in the °never use a preposition to end a

sentence with" syndrome and the program loses credibility. It is highly

probable that trainers will make some of the same Instructional errors

that they are trying to remediate in teachers unless performance skills

are developed then validated by knowledgeable observers. Credibility

land integrity of the program will more likely be maintained if leaders

occasionally teach students in their own schools and build in the

correction and humility which results from performance in the real world.
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3. Because it is costly in time, follow up of participants' performance

(teachers, administrators and district leaders) with reinforcement and/or

remediation is often minimized, yet this is a critical element for success

as well as the ultknate measure of success.

4. Trainers are discouraged by the 'yeah but" reluctant dragons that exist

on every staff. Reluctance stems from several sources. (a) Much past

inservice was useless because it was not based on sound theory so it

became a "this too will pass" fad. (b) inservice can present a seemingly

impossible time load. (c) inservice participants are fearful that they may

not be able to learn new skills and so protect themselves by denial and

resistance.

5. Conscientious administrators often want to start with the "terminal cancer

cases" in teaching rather than first developing their own professional

skills by working with eager, motivated teathero so competence to

handle more difficult problems is eventually acquired.

6. Effort is diffused by too many projects. While it is impossible to become

single purposed in schooling, if teaching effectiveness is to be

systematically developed and enhanced, major time and budget must be

allotted to that objective.

7. Once people are °trained° the temptation is to assume they're °finished"

and get on to the next group. Research tells us that distributed practice

usually is necessary to maintain any performance behavior so systematic

renewal and extension of skills must be scheduled and funded.

8. Districts often proceed without a long range plan so attention, effort and

budget can be consumed by ad hoc interests and emergencies. As a

result, essential professional time and energy is diverted or diluted.



9. Leaders do not receive periodic renewal, remediation or extension of

their skills. These people are the fountainhead of a successful program

and their competence continuously needs to be enhanced.

SUMMARY

Reseah is mounting which attests to the importance of the principal as an

instructional leader, and to the necessity for increasing instructional effectiveness in

the dassroom. Waves of "quick fix" panaceas have come and gone as schools

changed curriculum, materials, organization, technology and staffing. Because the

basis of professional competence had not been articulated, teacher certification was

assumed to denote instructional effectiveness even though evidence to the contrary

was present in every school.

We now know there is a science undergirding the art of teaching. That science can

predictably be acquired. Resulting increases in teaching effectiveness can be

observed and validated in subsequent instructional performance. Effectiveness

cannot, however, be mandated, admonished or acquired in "one shot" inservice but

requires enough time and coaching for internalization and "polishing° before artistic

performance becomes possible.

A district which plans, implements and supports continuous insemice for instructional

effectiveness will reap rich rewards in student learning, parent support and

professional satisfaction.
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The Coaching of Teaching
BRUCE JOYCL,ANII RLY SIRM

Bruce hove is Director of flooksend Labora-
tories. Palo Calitiania: end &wetly
Showers is Assistant Pndisese. Cake of
Education. University ot ()Ryon. Eugene.

The eight members of the English
department of LAMM 160
School in Sacrameot% Califor-

nia. arc conskkring oew teaching straw.
gies fior u.w in smote of their counaz.
The model of h.-aching dory are now
studying is Syneciics (Cordon. 1961).
designed to t.timulate metaphoric think-
ing. Several 11101then of the depiction:tot
think Synectics will be useful both to
rummage creative writing and in the
study of fiction and poetry.

The Kuglish teachers began their ex-
pluratimo by reading William Cordmis
book. Synatks. Later, an oil the
strategy came to the nhoolVionstrat-
ed it several times, and held discussions
with the teachers. They also saw a
videotape of Cordon explaining the the-
orv behind Synectics and visikd a
school in Stockton where teachers ham
used %necks fur the last two or duvet.:
years. lten. bused on Synectics. they
planned minikssons in creative writing.
poetry analysis, and the we of metaphor
in looesco's plays. Fads teacher prac-
ticed the kvehing strategy metal times
with the other kachene and. finally. bi
Imams of Nis. they began lo try it out
with the most able students in thek
elective creutke writing dams: Ow
team member taKht while the other
observed and offered cusotruetime aid.
elm; then they switched places. Sow'
times they taught together. Koch pm.

. (iced several times with the 'coaching
partner" pewit to reflect on papas
and in ofer suggotirms shout how In
improve the next trial. . .. ; -

Then, still working in teams, they
began to use Symmties in a kw of their
courses when it appeared the strategy
would be mOst productive and likely Su
succeed. Not surprisingly. they fismd
the hardest part of using a new ;model of
teaching was slot leamiog what to do as
a teacher but teueltiog the students No
relate to the model. FM exam*. part

C:vast Clon Mint
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of the Sy:It-dies strak-gy inyukcs akiug

I

students to gunerate -pcnonal alai-
ties" by -being a tennis lull, ditunatir.

i, Iwnmower. Of toothbrush." &IOW Mu-
dents were puzzled bv the instruetktn to
"be a toothbrush and describe how you
feel and what you thiok about your
users." It took time fur them to "tune
into" the procedures and feel comfort-
able with them. The Synectieh model
also asks studcnb to share their writing
pblicly, an uncomfortable procedure
for some of them.

As time passed the Lazarus twit
found it useful to reread parts of Cor-
don's book and misit the teachers who
WCfC MOM experienced USCIII of Spec-
tics. They were fortunate to obbin the
consuhativc senices of a Svnectics ex-
pert for a day. She 11.11CWCa the theory
and gave them tips for paciicing and
coaching one another.

The Lazarus team is studying alterna-
tive models of teaching (Joyce and Weil.
1980) and is using training procedures
that virtually guarantee the successful
implementation of almost any ap-
proach. The elements they use include:

Study of the theoretical bssis Of
rationale of the teaching method

Observation of demonsbadosis by
persons who aft relatively aped in the
model

Practice and feedback in
conditions (such as trying out the stride-
r/ on each other and then on children
who Mt relatively easy a kWh)

And, finally. caching _one another
as they work the new model into their
repertoire, proviang .corespinions14,
helPini a0 Ocrimia. 0 latch qic
iwmprhie aphis' b their
604 out the' Aglini.1 iiiiii
model in their courses; iid iinividhlf
one another with ides, an0 foldbeekw

.IV...Wi ri:poiied .licee
about the efcc duels althea eamPiir
rwttts on the dovlopelentif telicheir
sin in the-iii of
teschhig arid oii Whiffs. iiipiah
into the actire bakliing °rig
and Showers. 1980, 1989. The ;Andy of
theory, the obsekstion of demonstra.
dons, and practice with feedbackpm-
vided they are of high quality.ere sum-
dent to enable mast teachers to use a
model fluidly and priateb.. Ussfisr-

nately, the deecieot of skill by
«self does not ensure transfer; relatively
few teachers, having obtainal skill in a
new approach, wilt then transfer that

Ocrosta 1982

Like athletes, teachers will
put newly learned skills to
use if they are coached.

skill into their active repertoire and use
the new approach regularly and sensibly
unless they receive additional informa-
tion.°

However. when the coaching tempo-
ncnt is added and impkrnented effec-
tively. must (prikahly nearly alh barb-
en will kgin hi banal the new model
into their active repertoire.

While the major meths' of this ord..
de Is devoted to the 'cuschbeg proem
we want to emphadac that the other
eonmonents arc extremely important if
skill is lo be obtained. thsiess pa4t1e
develop All hi a new *prank diey
have no chance uisaboever of adding it
'kr their repertoire. Coaching widmut
the study of theory. the obsermlion
demonstrations, and opportunities 'for'
practice with feedbock tilt In 'fat
accompliA viiy
-.Wedu'mstwbbsp Imply id

tiaitelionirbi nnt
ID

occur
or nesiuence ed ha

=Oter h: Teacheis.
ke-i-niv apprOch
sislinng

.

ateillingtheek.
thcàryafld fu mitten' Dur.1%

doca ra'Ae
iAdlimtiniihilo attend tilting

. Artat&S,
Atb&ithe Toast
The puleflsof traswkt III rally si
Mims of a hew Magi aflowninp which
hemmer apnth1cmn only If si is nof
recapiacd. Valistially, once a tesching

been obtainot it needs b be
transformed when It is beamed ink;
the active repertoire. The conditions of
the classroom VC diferent from training

timing mote
dans aids
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situations; one cannot simply walk foals
the training session into thc classroom
with the skill completdy ready fur ure
it has to be changed to fit dassmom
conditions.

The appropriate use of the skill hi
context also requires that so under-
standing of the students, suhled matter.
objectives to bc achieved, and dimen-
sions of classroom managanesd
under "executive" controlthat is,
dearly understood so the skill can be
used oppropthaely and forcefully. Sue-
casfsd transfer requires a period dine-
d= of the MN in context until it is
tuned to the same levri of fluidity as
eivosenb of the previously existing rep-

To amfound doings somewhat fur-
ther. teaching behaviors that have
;mated well in an existing repertoire
inef &hay inifsede the use of new
idas V taildne We can ea this
ihen thisichei .itho icaudoessid Itr
limning We lid pointed "drill and
Oldie sesions begins b In& Wm-
tivdy with students. The swift psee of
the drill and melee. the directin feed.

to the sludents, ind the abilky ho
the &Want arid mcrionsiiu of

fls; lesson arc at first sonscilthat dysfinie.
Ilona as the kicher macs to a attire
Waxed sista; relics mere Milniiiative
*GM the students, peaks their under-
standing, and helps them lam to ghv
one another feedback. lhe u teach-
ing strategy seems so4mord. Its pace
seem slow. The Seachhog khavism that
saved m well berm olow appear tt
retard progress. Met a while. pradicv
ho context smoOdut of much Ave aml
the new *atm gradually feels as cow.
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did.
In mkt for tc3clocrs to cffectimly

attack the transfcr potbkm tor. molly.

prevent it from &Ma prohkuu three
techniques Jrl availahk in addition a,
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Froccasting the transkr proms

throughout the training cycle
Reaching the highest walk level

of skill development during training
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that is. a "meta understanding" about
haw the model works, how it am be
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Forecasting the process of transfer is
extremely important. Teachers need to
understand that they cannot simply walk
away from a training session and have
PO difficulty thereafter. Quite often
teachers who attend relatively weak
training sessions and then try to apply
what they have learned report that it
doesn't work. Wawa it doesn't work.
With weak training, the product could
never work. Even with the strong*
training. there is a period of discomfort.
when wing any new skill. Even experi-
enced and ambit teschen should be
aware throttle( the mining
that thsq wil need to gear themscIvcs up
for a second stage of learnir4 that will
come after the sicill has been developed.

Skill development of canoe, is es-
sential. When we think of a model of
teaching of average difficulty, we as-
sume that the study of theory will occu-
'py as much as 20 to 30 hours (cromPlez
models require much more than that).
At least lSbo2Odemon.tratlonsdthe
model should be observed, using harn-
ess with various chameterisdes and w-
end content ann. Demonstrations are
also needed when teachers try the model
for the first time, when they introduce
atudents to the model, and when they
ate learning how to .teads it b them.
The attainment of competence MOM
numeaus lugedes sessions. Ea&
teacher needs to try the model with
peen and smell m'oups of students from
10 to 15. dmas kiwi high Ind of skill
becomes evident. If the banter process
has been foam* k make good sense to
leech* to want to built the highest
level of skin bdoee using the modd in
the mote complex context of the cher
mom. f ..4:Areti .

The devaopneni of execulla "con-

hichediilloing. WA* iiVolves
trol hainot been a common

undestandlisgss *nods
wjiylteorb, whet kb OW fin' What b

dements sehirestit'bt k to
viryina salad and . des
velopmest. el) the ist of pinciples that
enables sine to think about the
and to modulete and transfonnir:tite
course of Its use. Executive piindplcs
should be included in Wining content.

The hecesting or hansfer, the high-
est kw! shill!, and the desolopment
executive control image the odd* that
a succosfid transfer can take place.
'Nether. dwy id thc stage for awh-
ile'.
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The Process of Coaching .

Ideally "coaching teams" are dveloped
during the training process. If we had
our way. 411 school facultie: would be
divided into coaching teams who reps-
lady observe one another's teaching and
provide helpful information, hick,
and so forth. In short, we recommend
the development di "coaching envi-
ronment" in which all personnel see
themselves as one 'anothee's coaches.
But, in the present COntat, the primary
function of coaching is to assist the
acquisition of new elements of cepa-
toire.

The process of teaching involves five
major function&

Provision of companionship
Giving of technical feedback
Analysis of application: extending

executive control
Adaptation to the students
Penonal facilitation.

Provision e(Compenionship. Coach-
ing's first function h to peovide inter-
chow with another human bdng over
a Meuk peon* The coaching rele-

ase% in the posdbik of mu-
tual reftedlon. the checking of percep-
tions, the andsm of frustrations and
swam and the infiumal thinkinp
through of =duel problems. 'No peo-
pie, other by a new
model of ht the fiat dm, will
find much to shout. Compute&
ship provides OSMIUM that poblems
are nouns!. Both peons find that their
habituel and automatic Waft pet-
Inis sale swinged's* who they
pintice the new panda's. Conan-
balks an tthaft moves and ideas,
they hid imeatial little odds and ends.

ad only mein the
pans technicallygad% but it

mhos dm "ray of the optima
better. It h.'s* pleasuiable to share a

The 'business of teaching has
new to do it in bastion.

softly the oompludOWsip we
enadon fee our coeching barns. Com-
ponionship also helps ovacome the ten-
dem to avoid pact* dud% the"awk-
ward" petiod. Practice must heOn right
alio training;

Provision of Technical Foedbeek, In

the count of training, our teem mem-
bers learn to provide feedbock to one
another as they practice their new mod-
el of teaching. They point out omis .

lions. examine how materials arc ar.
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1 ran;ed. check to see whether all the

1
arts of the strategy have been brought
.gether, and so on. "Technical" feed-

back helps ensure that growth continues
through practice in theslassroom. Thc
pressures of the context tend to diffuse
the teaching experience and draw atten-
tion away from the new teaching strate-
gy. The provision of technical feedbsck
haps keep the mind of the leacher on
the business of perfecting skiffs, polish-
ing them, and working through problem
nen

Nearly any teacher who has been
through a training process can learn to
provide technical feedback to another
teacher.3

The act of providing feedback is also
beneficial to the person doing it. The
coaching partner has the privilege of
seeing a number of trials of the new
moda oy another skilled teacher. It is
often easier to see the problems of cow
fusion and omission when watching
someone else teach than when attempt-
ing to recapture one's own process.
Also, ideas about how to use the model
are collated through observation.
When a group of four or six leachers

( *rye each other regularly while they
' .se trying out a model, they not only

give technical feedback lo each other.
but receive it vicariously while they
absent it being given. Together, the7
produce a number of fine peactices dist
constitute further demonstrations from
which they can obtain ideas for the use
of the model.

Andy* of Applioetion: Extending
Executive Contra Two of the most
impottant leanings from the transfer
petiod ate hawing out when lo'ae s
new model apisropelately ind what en
be achieved as a consequenee. Dodding
when to use a leeching *Mee is not as
easy es it sounds; needy everyone needs
assistance in learning to pick the eight
cob foe exercising It. Also, unfamilisi
teaching processes appear to hail hes
certain outcomes than do familiar ones.'
Most of us need assistance in finding out
how much we have, hi fact, mow
plished and how we might accomplish
mote. During training, coaching laths
need to spcnd a comaeable amount of
time examining euniculum materials
( plans and practicing the application
lit the model. Then, as the peocess of
transfer begins and practice in the class-
room intensifies, closer and closer attn

Oman 1982

lion must be given tu appropriate use
(Showers. in press,.

Adaptotien to the Studefits. Success.
ful teaching requires successful student
rtlponse. Teachert know how to cogagy
students in the instructional processes
that arc most common: a model that is
new to a group of students will cause
them trouble. They will need tu leans
new skills and to become acquainted
with what is expected of them, Sum to
fulfill the demands of dsc new method.
and how to gauge their own progress. In
addition, the model of teaching needs to
be adapted to fit the student& More
training must be pmvided fix some.
MOM structure for others, and so mt. In
the early daps. adaptatism to the stu-
dcnts is a relatively difficult proem re-
quiring much direct assistance and
compsnionship.

One of thc major functions of the
coach is to help "playcn" to "read" the
responses of the students to make deci-
sions about skill training and how to
adapt the model. This is especially im-
ports st in the carly stages of metier

'what Mochas me concerned-with their
own behavior and it is difficult to worry
sbout the students as well.

heffitation. The successful use of a
new legating method Noakes preetke.
Early triab won't even be close to the
nonnal standard of adoquacy. Thus, a
mafor lob d the coaching team is to
help its members feel good sthout them-

44.413 doting these Orly tn.sk. .1.4:3VIstf%.
La Of interpersonal snmod antl %low
amtact wills others is. the contest d
teaching is a tragedy. Ouching redones
this isolation and increases supono.

Who should coach? We're really not
Sure about that. On a practical basis
most coaching should by perfitrused by
teams of teachers socking together to
study OM approaches to teaching and to
polish their existing trachiog
There is HO MUM why administrators,
curriculum superviron, or college pew
fesson cannot also beeffective axsches.
But from a purely logistical pubst of
view. kicks% are Ara in one another
and iss ass =kilt pmoition to carry out
most of thc couching hindiono.

Parallels With Athletic Training
We are beginning to discover parallels
between doe problem of transfer in
leaching and the problem of transkr
athktic

There are going in he so mossy things in
your hod doe yaw Imo& tors meal going
to rerpood like they ANN awhik. . . .
You've got to andetdond doll doe hotway to
get tho doh h to reloas oat sew about
Piet 111% and come to ado indict
and web okellog maim So lam Well

oak poi mow Wora we nuke you

Cinch Itith Brooda: of the
thohusity of Doom ID his
incoming lbadouon hooded

players Moira 14. 1%1. TIor
Eugene Ratister-Cuerds
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intrigued by .11w,obvious parallel be-
tween Coach Brooks players and our
teachers. we asked him In talk ;11wInt
training and the probkins of transfer.
11w resuhing intervkw remlixl striking
similarities in the training prohkms
Faced by teachers. 6ndiall playersoand
their eisae1143.

Q. Coach Brooks. nui halemsted in
how you approach skill demlopment in
football tMining and Wyatt collider
the transfer of dm: skills to game con-
ditions to be a separate training path-
km.

A: Akinstigh ont players come to us
wish skills. we reteaell and refine those
skills as tlmugh we were starting from
scratch. We tinsell dwin our way of do-
ing it. because all Busse skills have to
61 together into one team. they're all
interdependent.

Q: Could you tell me your approach
to skill diNelopment?

A: Wc use a part/wholdpart method.
All skills ate broken down into discrete
steps. We work cm each segment. then
combine them into whole skills. then
into plays. etc.. then go back *and work
on the specifics of skills that are giving
problem. .

a Cook' you give me an example of a
spec& skill and how you would op-.
wadi the training fur that skill?

-
A: 11w fundamentals of blurting ind
taddisq--binidhig the kopaif Mid VV.:,
ing a blow. All positions siea tIsisA:
skill. 'Ilie trick is lis gel ile jilaYWIft ..t

visualixe. to have a mental piassielir .!..
haw it looks and how k leek Other-. S
wise, feedback isn't &elk. We can ..;i
k4l than wkii it's wrong. but the,
can't rorreit it till they

Q: I low do )nu get diem to -bile,.
what the skill is?

. ., O 4" %. k:./:., dr -art.
A: We tell thym. ritow them ittort.r.
:tisk With people and with Man, show
them films of themselves. havellsattL'

with the mechanical dummy.
r ledit,"" them practice each mom
separately, then put the moms togeth-
er, 601 one, that two. then three
how their knees should be bent, where
their arms should come up, when:
they strike, what all the muscles
should be doing. Wc diagnose posh-

kms with the dummy and keep ex-
plaining how it should work, over mid
over açiis in sequence.

a hi teacher bainini. we hdieve that
theoretical understanaing is important
fur Int/ performance. How important
is it hi football skills?

A: It's essentialthey must understand
how their budia work, why ceraht
muscle groups in certain combinations
achieve certain &en. We never stop
explaining.

a After they have mastered blocking
to your satisfaction with the dummy.
then what?

Mrning front the machine to a live
test is difficult movingfirom practice to

game is also very difficult.
people ham all the physical abilitr in
the world. all the moves. but can t
play because they can't gasp the entire
concept. can't 6t in with the whole
piaure.

a We have problems with transfer of
training too. Do you am& them dit
keen* after_they've mastered the "ba-
sk Mk of fall? What will you bc
doing differently next month after the
sawn has started? How do you work
on transfer?

A: OM of failure is a factor. My job is
10 ante confidence and succas situa-
tions. Skills have to be ovaleamed 'mu
Ihot the/re pist'oosucious thinking. I
**1 Its* lonicosic *inking o( how to

14tek le a Nantes They helOo
if'whoandwhciâidAlb' theiriefi or behind

jai:ergo r .4
.44" 4

4opearnalIy, how do Alvah
tinier of Mb to a gamp)Ittia..

don?
t'44...'. %".: .** . i

re-ciliphisiieikill training
frir.ai,ayari...The second, third. fourth

. gun arwilitoovte ilvnivs work....
for Improved execution. two we

wirkhardat an integration. which is .

hist a new kind of leaciling. Caching
is rally just leaching. We work on
confidence bv putting kin in 'Wa-
llin' where they eau see the improve-
ment. If a guy mot fifth/ 30t1 pow&
two weeis ago and is lining 1311 now.
no one hiss lo tell him hes geniis;
*mow.

88

Q: How does the training break down
for vour players right now, before
sehtiol starb?

A: We spend three hours in thc class-
room and two hours on the 6eld. On
their own they spend a couple of hours
in the weight room and working out
and another couple of hours with the
trainers, working out their bumps and
bruises.

a And after school starts?

A: Well spend 43 minutes a day in
class, two hours on the practice field
plus whatever they can manage on
their own, after studies.

a How does that differ from pro foot-
ball players' training regimen?

k They meet two or three hours daily
in position meetings. offensive and de-
fcnsive meetings, watching films of
themselves and their opponents, then
pactice two to four hours a dkv. de.
pgdoia on their coaches, then their

work and time with the train-
ers. They have more time to get into
the complexities of the game.

Changing what we do, even slight .
ly. an abidance the rest of ow
"game." Whether switching from

quarterbsck to tight end. adjusting the
grip on a golf club. or Issidating an
inquiry prucedure for sdenee
the new MI does not fit smoothly with
existing practice. The fact Int the nen
skill may have been perfected in ;tarts
and piadiced thoroughly in simulated

does not prevent the transfei
problera. Other behaviors must adjust
to the presence of a different approach.
ind the discomfort of this new awkward-
nal b oilen imugh hi mute a *Um
to the &mkt =oath. if leas &dent.
*desistance. .. t.

...Perhaps dte most striking difference
in training athletes ad twhess Is thdr
Initial anumptions. Mates do not be-
time mastery wig be khiesed quickly or
easily. They understood that enormous
effort results in small increments of
change. We, or the other hand, have
often behoved as though teaching skills
%me so easily acquind that a simple
presentation. one.day workshop. or sin-
gle videotajted demonstration were suffi-
cient In ensure successful classroom per-
fumuitcy. To the extent that we have
cominunicakd this message to teachers,
we have probably misled them. Leans-

Eno %.% 17;$NAI.
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ing to use an incluctiss: drakgy fin the
learning uf concepts is probably Jt kist
as difficult WI learning to throw a bind
properly.

Couch Bronks description wands
die argument we have tried to make.
The task of learning new skills and
integrating them. nut only as an individ-
ual pi:Ammer but as an entire 10111: the
knowki:Ighat generally make you
WHIM we snake you bitten end the
impudence of continuing tu try when
mules are discouraging eloquently de-
scribe the transfer process. The necessity
of overkarning skills to the point of
automaticity if thcy are to be useful in a

more cumpkx srAting is reflected in his
training regimen. "Executive control" is
sought in the emphasis on theory and
the claumum work on ;plays," "game
plans." .and analysis of Mins.

The elemenb of cinching iss teach-
ingthe provision of cumpunkmship
and technical feedback. analysis of ap-

plication and students (or opposing
teams). and personal facilitationare
clear in the interview with Coach
Brooks. Foutb:dl players. however. ham
a built-in advantage when implement-
ing this process: their training is orga-
nized as a group activity with continu-
mn fccdback from coaches. We came
sway from this interview feeling mute
strongly than ever that leachers must
also organize Amadeu into groups for
the express purpose of !gaining them-
selves and each other and lo facilitate
the transition from skill development to
transfer. EL

ereansfcr of new items of repertoire is
mom difficult than the transfet of skills that
polish Qv lne tune" models of teaching in
aiding repertoire.

crechnial feedback should nut be con-
fused «Affiliated eeeluetion. Feedback int-
plies no juctsment about the ovendl quality
of 'caching but is confined lo information
about the execution of model-nievant skills
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fortjbk Jod "in viintror Iltc old MK

did.
lot onkr for teachers to effixtively

attack the woofer problem me. madly,

pfewot it fr011s WWI A pruhlemo dirvu
kchniques arc milahle uo addit;goo
*whin

Nonvoting the transfer rocas
throughout the training cycle

itcadoing the highest risible kvel
of skin development during training

nom4uping "clsecutive control."
that is. a "Uldil understanding" about
luro the model work.. how it can be
fitted into the instmetional repertoke.
and Ism it am be adapted to Itudents.
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Forecasting the process of transfer is
extremely important. Teachers need to
understa'nd that they cannot simply walk
away from a mining session and have
nu difficulty thereafter. QUite often
teachers who attend telativdy weak
Wining sessions and then try to apply
what they have lamed report that it
doesn't worb. Of count it doesn't wort.
With weak training. the product could
now work. Even with thes=
training. there is a period of
when using any new skill. Even aped-
weed ajistli±k teachers should be
aware t the Wining
that the7o7lieed lovt. t wouseives

come after dw skin has been
for second stage of leamirlottvweduirl

Skil development, of cows., is es-
sandal. When we think of a model of
teaching of average &acuity. we as-
Immo that the study of theory will occu-
r ss much se 20 to 30 how; (amPlex
models requke Much more than them

least if tv 10 desnonetradons of the
model dwelt *wed. mks Seam-
es with various cheadeddice and sev-
eral content atm Danowbations ate
deo needed when iodises try the model
for the fiat Nose.. AN they bikoduce
Audi* ki theliodel. and Cohn they
ire teeming hoer WIN& it to them.
The alai,* efoupokico rataireir
einierauV4notioe seldom Each
liecher needs 'to "tri the model with
pew and smell_ groups diarists hm
10 b Klima imiasifs high lead °Mil
becomes millet If the ken& proems
When forecast. Imelsgaodagnuso
When to mint to bull the highest
level of ddll behe wing the model in
the more aomplei podia of the dat
No m.. . Aitt -

The development' of asks** eon-

tesidieekidniag. ENO* ktiolves
andeatending approach b.

teelhssbsmacomman

Wolk slat itis joid irhat
&Beak ore. howls b

tileyini salad End do.

=Vieb thiiik about the
of die ict of principles that

and b model* and kensfosiTktrite
awn of Its ale. Evocadve principles
Amid be indwied ho kaiak% mica

The foommting or taw* the high-
at level dia. and the development al'
ascutive control Macre the odds that
a miccedul twofer can hike place.
Together, they set the stage fat coach-
ing.

0

The Process of Cochin§ .

Ideally Hcoeching teams are deve
during the training process. If eivhd
our way, all school faculties would be
divided into Nadal tams who regu.
1114 observe one ier's teecjimg and
provide helpful information, f000k,
and so forth. In short, we mcommend
the development aka "coaching envi-
ronment" in which all personnel see
themselves as one' anothees coedits.
But, in the present context, the primary
function d wodshl is to assist the
acquisition of new dements of reper-
toire.

The process of kerbing involves five
major fisnctiont

Provision of compsnionship
Giving of technicel feedbeck
Analysis of applkation: extending

executive control
Adaptation the studcna
Personal facilitation.

Provision of Canignionskip. Coach-
ing's first function is te provide kiter.
dssngs _with another human being ova
a It poem The coaching ohs
&aft larks In the possibilky ef
taelLctlo, the chat* ofgams
dons, the daring of kwteedens and
/1110011111, IA the WNW ibbildng-
thrashd mutual pudding. Tao pea
pie, other by. a new
maid d for the Int dme. wet
find much bs about. Compadonz
ship provides mermace dug pobleme
ere notnal. loth mons rind 6,* their
habitual and adorns* tewhing O-
ka+. auk awleardnas who bey
preatics the stew pomdwes. Gowen-
In6g en abaft moves ant ides,
dig 60*odd Ude odds and midi.

sot only makes the
peones Ischnicely mar, kst it

maks the ef the amerience
bcttet.kk more pleatiable b ism a
new malice than to do k in halation.
The lonely *hien of Isochisig has
wetly Wind dm'
avAsion our caching leant
panionship oho helps overcome the kn-

t1 IspeLtaid. dint:stintedisinNadtt

oda boining.
Provision teTallied Feedback. In

die course el training, ow team mem-
bers leem b provide feedback to one
another a they practice their now mod-
el of teaching. 'Mg point out amis.
:ions. examine how mataials are sr-
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Iranged,
check to ...e whether all the

wts of the stratetv have been brought
,gether, and so on. 'Technical" feed-

back helps ensure that growth continues
through practice in the.classroom. The
pressures of the context tend to diffuse
the teaching experience and draw often-
lion away from the new tcsching strate-
gy. The provision of technical feedback
helps keep the mind of the teacher on
the business of perfecting skills. polish-
ing them, and working through problem
MIL

Nearly any teacher who has been
throuOt a training process can learn to
!nevi& technical kedback to another
teacher.2

The act of providing feedback is also
beneficial to the person doing it. The
coaching partner has the privilege of
seeing a number of trials of the new
model by another skilled teacher. It is
ofien easier to see the problems dm-
fusion and omission when watching
someone else teach than when attempt-
ing to recapture one's own proms.
Also, ideas aWit how to use the model
are collected through observation.
When a group of kyr or six teachers

lave each other regularly while they
suse hying out a model they not only
give technical feedback to each other.
but reeehe it vicariously while they
observe k being given. Together, they
produce a number of fine practices that
con:time further demonstrations from
whkh they con obtain. ideas for the use
of the model.

'.
Mel* of licetion: Extending

Execudve Contra. 1Nvo of 'the most
baporteitt lesmingi ffrom the bander
period au Spring out when I. Ile a

odelappsiaklyiolwhat4fl
be achieved as a eonsequeesie. Daddies
Qua lo use a leading drably I! ad as

=sound; needy
in laming tosvpFetie

cob Sat eureising it. Mao,
teaching rooms appear to hat less '
certain outcomes than do familiar ones:
Most ofus need auistance in finding out
how muds we have, le fed, mem-
plished and how we edght accom'plbh
InOree Da% training. _Magni
need to spend $ artikk amount of
time examining curriculum ma
( plans end practicing the applicetion
a the model. 'Then, es di, Poem of
tan& begins and practice In the class-
room inteosifies, closer and closer atten-

Omen 1982

tion must be given to appropriate use
(Showers, in press).

Adeptetion to the Students. Success-
ful teaching MOM successful student
response. Trachea know how In engage
students in the instructional promo.%
that arc most common: a model that is
new to a group ufstudvsibuiillcatuc
them trouble. They will need to
nor skins and to become acquainted
with what is exported of them how Os
fulfill the demands of the new metlesd.
sod how to gaup their own progress. In
addition, the model of leaching needs to
be adapted to fit the students. More
training must be provided for some.
more structure for others, and so on. Iii
the Cady daps, adaptation to the stu-
dents is a retail.* difficult process re-
quiring much direct assistance and
companionship.

One of the major functions of dic
ouch is so hclp 'Viva:" to "read" the
responses of the students to make deci-
sions about skill training and how to
adapt the model. This is especially im-
port* st in the eady stages d practice

'who *whets are concemcd'with their
own behavior and it is diScult so worry
about the students as well.

Facilitation. The suecedul we of a
new teaching method requires practice.
Early trials won't even be dose to the
nomad standard of adequacy. Thus a
major job of thecoeching turn is to
hdp ib members fed good about them-

lava during thoe early Inds. *kacher:
lack uf ioterpersonal support mai chow
contact with when iii the context of
tcaching is a bag*. Couching reduces
this isolatiun and imams %support.

Who should coach? Were molly Ind
sure about that. On a practical hoh
most coaching should be perfimned hy
Scam of Sodom working together In
study new approsches * teething and lo
polish their existing %codling skills.
Thar is 1m reason Ay administrators,
curriculum sum*" or eislierqpne-
fangs cannot also be effeeth.e
But firms a purely kgistical point of
vim leachers ate doer to one another
and in an excellent position to carry out
mod of the coaching functions.

Parallels With Athletic Training
We are begirming to &wow parallels
between the pnbkin of transfer its
inching and doe problem of transfer in
adddie skills.

Those me_ galsg k la sway damp in
mor land iludyossr monks ine aren't spin
to

s
nepassd lik they &mild is awhile. . .

Yosew gat * ondrisbnal *et Mae hat wilyin
ort ies doh is Is tam sal yam. shout
per mod wise le tusk practice
and web minks isetios Is hum. Wel

faask pm mathafen, wr sok powimlydlser.

Ouch Rkk Inalb:ddw
Unimak, at Onion Ss his
iscsagni Wham fnudoll

playas Mop* It 1911. ne
Koper ItarisksCarldi
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Intrigued by thembvimis paralkl be-
tween C.:oaell Brooks players and our
kvelim. we asked him to talk about
hauling and the' problons of transfer.
The resulting interview reveakd striking
similarities in die training problems
faced by teaehers, fisodrall players. and
their roaches.

a Coach Brooks. nu interested in
NM you approach skill ckvdopmesit in
football training and if you consider
the transfer of dome skills to game con-
ditions to be a separate training prob.
lein.

A: Mthough our players come to us
uith skills. we reteach and refine those
skills as though we were starting from
scratch. We teach them our way of do-
ing it. because all those skills have to
fit higether WO tine tenni, they're all
intspes Ida 1 t. ...

a Coukl you tell me your approach
to skill development?

A: Wc use a part/wholefport method.
MI skills are brOken down into dissete
steps. We work on each segment. then
combine them hitOselsok Mts, then
into plays. en .. .then gn bock ind wotk
on Ilse specifies of skills that ire giving
problems.

.

a Could you gke me an example of a
specific skill anti how you would op%
poach the training fur dsat Aill?

A: The fundamentals of Mucift 'Ind
ballingbending dse knedind Arffs.-.:,
log a blow. MI positions isia da..,-44; ,
skid. The trick is to gel an lialiall
*make, to have a n_ ada l ftitife
Iiw k looks end how k Fmk Other;.
wbe. failisack isn't effeetke.,We eitn. 6
tell them whai it's mom bid dsq '''
caul anal it till they

..
knoir:Ii.'13

.. ...0.. .. .,. . .....q.:.4.1: ...

a 1 kw do }ins pi thna "Wier
4 what the skip is? ?..,c11134.9 kf

.. s:i.lo 436
A: Wc tell them. show

i
sem tsmi;.

slide With pen* and with films than-
them films of thumaclas, isavithem

rllct
with the mechanical duninsir

ieliscaeve them practice cads mom
sepasstely, then put the was togeth-
er, rust one, then two, diadem--
how their knees should be bat. whew
their arms should come up, where
they strike, what all the mocks
should bc doing. We dispose prob.

kilts wills the dummy and keep ex-
plainiug how it should mirk. ova Jnd
over apin. in sapience.

Q: Isa teacher traini% we believe that
thanksl understandiug is important
fur later performance. How important
is it in foudiall

A: it's essentialthey must undasbod
how their bodies wok why cabin
musck groups in certain combinations
achieve attain drab. Wc neva stop
aphining.

Q: After they have mastered Mocking
to your saction with the dummy.
then what?

A: Moving from thc machine to live
lest is difficult moving_from' practice to
a pine is also ray diffnuk.,Some
people have all dr physical ability in
the wolid, all the Moves. but can't
play because they can't grasp the entire
=Kept. ain't 61 in with the whole
picture.

a We have problems with transfer of
Missing kw Do you cosh them dif-

sikrZof fade& What WM you be
akar they've mowed the "ba-

doing dills:ready next month after thc
anon hes stetted? How do you work
on transfer?

Par of filun is a factor. My job is
ID au* confidence and success situa-
tions. Sldis hew to be ovedeamed an
that the& Oisiconscious thinldtsg.
eau) lervi isoiiimie third* or how 0,

bleels a came. mc no* to
"if and what'ind

' or behind

tei .0.40 6.1.1i. i!* ;1°-""ea1hawyUs &
ipme)kue.

.. bric. .

".*
Asp404.10-citiphisiiiiill training
fltsryone.ffhe =Sit third. kWh

as'o;01-ftwe're skip work....
execution. Theo we

latklutdest on integration. which is .

kid a nel kind d kaching. Caching
is tally lust teaching. We work on
imfidessix* putting them in situa-
dons when they an see the Wpm-
mat. If a guy was lifting 14*I pounds
tan Multi ago sod is Mug 150 now.
no me has to ten him he s getting
stmts./.

8
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a How does the training break down
for your players right now, before
school starts?

A: We spend three hours in the class-
ram and two hours on the field. On
their own they spend a couple of hours
in the weight room and working out
and anothet couple of hours with the
ttainers, working.out their bumps and
Wises.

Q. And alter school garb?

A: Well spend 43 minutes a day in
class, two hours on thc practice field
plus whatever they can manage on
their own, after studies.

Q: How does that dikr from pro foot-
hill played training regimen?

A: They meet two or three hours daily
in positiOn meetings. offensive and de-
knsive.meetbsgs, watching films of
themselves sad their opponents, then
practice two to four hours a day. de-

pptzon their coacher, then their
work and time with the train-

ees:MO have Mote time to get into
the complexities of the gam

Cngho- ing whet we ao. even ilight.
IN am unbalance the rat of out
lame Whether **him from

quarleidock le light end, adjusting the
grip on a golf club, or inidating an
inquiry prom:duce for science teaching.

the new skill does not fit smoothly with
aiding panda. The Int thet the nos
aldll may have been pedaled in guts
lindjaLticed &emu.* inukted

does not ptevent the tvansfes
problai. °thee behaviots must adjust
to the.keience of a different approach.
aid the discomfort of this new awkward-
yea it ohm laugh to awn a rains
to the fattier snoods, if las efficient.
Pursuance. .. At.! .e
...'Paldps the moot *idol difference
in training sthletcs Imiseu is thcit
initial assumptions. Mates do not be-
im watery will be &Weed quiekty or
is*. They undentand that enormous
dort tesulb in mein increments of
chenge. We on the Other hand. have
often behaved as &nigh teaching skills
wete so easily acquired that a simple
proentation. ow*, worishop. or sin-
gle videotakd demonstration Were sulfi-
de* In ensure successful classroom per-
fermance. To the extad that we have
ammunicated this message to lathers.
we have ptobahly misled them. Learn.

1.111 iNA1. &AM...0111P
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Mg to uhe ass inducthe dr:4w hsr tlw
kansisig uf euftecpb is probamy at lealbt

diffienk as kerning dsmw a block
proPurly.

Coach Brooks'. description parallels
due arrnOent we hew tried to make.

task of konsing new skills and
integrating them not only as an individ-
ual perfinuser but as an entire team the
knowitelb jew:hat mew* make you
IVINW we make you better: and the
importance of continuing to try when
resulb dilMuraging cloquendy de-
scribe the transfer proms. The necessity
of ovcrlansing skills ID the pohit of
automaticity if they are to he useful in a
more complex setting is reflected in his
traissing regimen. "Executive control" is
sought in the emphasis on theory and
thc classroom work on ;plays." "game
plans," and analysis of films.

ulse elemenb of coaching its koch-
ingthe provision of companionship
and technical feedback, analysis of ap-

plication and students /or opposing
teams), and personal facilitationare
clear in the inteniew with Cinch
Stooks. Football players, however. have

builtein achvntage when insplamist-
ing this process; their training is ogre-
nized es & group activity with continu-
ous Whack from coaches. We came
away fiom this intetview feeling mute
strongly than ever that leschers ntust
allat orpnize theasseisa into groups be
the egress purpose of twining duns.
sOlves and each other and to facilitate
the !mullion from skM development to
transfer. EL

Tian& of new items of repertoire is
more dilfieult than the Denier et skills that
OA or luso Dme" models of teaching in
ailing repertoire.

rrochnial feedback should not be con-
fused with ossrat evalustiost. Irmdbeek im-
plies no iudpnent about the ovemN quality
of want but is confused to informotkm
about the elocution of modetalevent skins.

flehretra

Gordon. Symeties. Cies.
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jam. Num. snd Wet Moshe. Medd,
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Teaching is a stream of decisions, the implementation of
which increase the probability that learning will occur.
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SELECT OBJECTIVE AT THE CORRECT LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY

Dermition: the decisions and actions of the teacher wherein hei she
determines where to start teaching by matching
appropriately the students and the content.

Critical Attributes: learning is incremental

Factors: 1. Formulate the objective

When:

Why:

Examples:

A. content - what is to be learned
B. student behavior
C. thought process (Bloom's Taxonomy)

2. Task Analysis

A. start with an objective
B . state qualifier
C. state baseline
D. list essential components
E. consider independent and dependent sequence

3. Diagnostic Activities

A. formal
B . informal
C. inferred

formulate the objective - always, in some form
Task Analysis - always, in some form
diagnosis - always, in some form

to use instructional time more effectively and efficiently

to provide with greater accuracy for the instructional needs
of the students

1
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Definition:

Critical Attributes:

Factors:

TEACH TO AN OBJECTIVE

the relevant actions of the teacher as he/she implements
decisions regarding the instructional objective.

Four teacher actions

A. provide relevant information
B . provide relevant questions
C. provide relevant activities
D. respond to the efforts of the learner

When: whenever we teach essential information/skill

Why: to utilize instructional time more effectively and efficiently

to help students identify and focus on the essential
information/skill

Examples:



Definition: the behavior of the teacher wherein helshe elicits an overt
response from the student(s) and acts on it.

Critical
Attributes:

Techniques:

oven

1. Monitor the progress of the student(s)

A. elicit oven, relevant response
B . check the response

2. Adjust the teaching

A. interpret the response
B . act on the interpretation

reteach
practice
abandon
move on

When: continually thmughout the learning, especially with
essential information/skill

Why: to provide for continued diagnosis

to determine when and if the students are ready for the next
increment of the learning

3
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MOTIVATION

the ability of the learner to maintain focus on a task with an
intent to learn

focus

1. Success

a. level of difficulty
b. recognition

2. Interest

a. vivid
b. novel
c. meaningful

3. Level of Concern

a. raise
b. lower

4. Feeling Tone

a. pleasant
b. unpleasant
C. neutral

5. Knowledge of Results

a. immediate
b. specific

6. Attribution

continually throughout the lesson

to help students maintain relevant focus on task

to promote the likelihood that learning will take place



RATE AND DEGREE

Active Participation

Reinforcement

Anticipatory Set

Closure

5
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ACTIVE PARTICIPATION

the consistent engagement of the students mind on that
which is to be learned

consistency

1. Overt
2. Covert
3. Covert/Overt

consistently throughout the lesson

to promote rate and degree - students learn more and learn
faster

to promote involvement and accountability on the part of
the student

to provide the teacher opportunities to monitor

Active participation relates to au the Elements of Instruction



Definition:

Critical
Attributes:

Factors:

REINFORCEMENT

the interacdon between the behavior of the student and the
reinforcer of the teacher - the response of the student to the
reinforcer determines the kind of reinforcer

immedire, linkage

1. Positive Reinforcer
2. Negative Reinforcer
3. Extinction
4. Schedule of Reinforcement

When: when there is a need to modify student behavior

Why: to strengthen behaviors that promote learning

to suppress and/or eliminate behaviors that interfere with
learning

Examples:

7
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Defmition:

Critical
Attributes:

Factors:

When:

ANTICIPATORY SET

the opportunity for the students to bring prior knowledge
or experience to the current learning situation provided by
the teacher, performed by the students

transfer, focus

1. Re Ltes to objective
2. Relates to past (transfer)
3. Active parpcipation

1 . beginning of lesson
2. after interruption
3. beginning new learning objective

Why: to promote rate and degree - students learn more and learn
faster

Examples:

to focus students' attention on the upcoming learning

8
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CLOSURE

Definition: the opportunity for the students to bring forth a summary
of the learning and a chance for them to inventory or

group the essential parts of the 'learning

Critical
Attributes: summary

Factors: 1 . Explanation of learning in own terms, oral or written
2. Opportunity to do main; repeat
3. Active Participation

When: 1 . Formal - at the end of instruction or lesson
2. Procedural at the end of a learning

Why:

Examples:

toinomote rate and degree - students learn more and learn
faster

to provide opportunity for students to inventory or
organize the learning

to provide an opportunity for the teacher to monitor

9
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RETENTION

Definition: the ability of the learner to remember learning

Critical
Auzibutes: mental access

Factors: 1. Meaning

When:

Why:

Examples:

a. value
b. structure
c. Mnemonic Device

2. Degree of Original Learning

3. Practice

a. how much?
b. how long?
c. how often?
d. how well?

4. Transfer

5. Modeling

a. correct/accurate
b. critical attributes

6. Feeling Tone

a. pleasant
b. unpleasant
c. neutral

at times appropriate to each technique

students retain learnings via a number of different
strategies. The above list increases the probability that
students will ittain more as various techniques are utilized.

10
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Definition:

of

Critical
Attributes:

Factors:

TRANSFER

the ability to learn in one situation and to use that learning
in a modified or generalized form

Kinds of Transfer:

Positive - when the old learning assists in the acquisition

the new learning

Negative - when the old learning interferes in the
acquisition of the new learning

usability

1. Similarity of two learnings
2. Association of two learnings
3. Degree of Original Learning
4. Identification of essential and =varying elements

a. categorization
b. identification of critical attributes
c. preliminary practice
d. generalization

When: at appropriate times throughout the lesson

Why: to promote transfer or learning

to eliminate factors that may interfere with laming

to help students form relationships between various
learnings

Examples:

11
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INTRODUCTION

NI Workshop Purpose
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INTRODUCTION

II Money awl Training

:
:.

'Mat etwqrsabs spud MI le 70%4Asir
spwwq ea perk's WNW, am 1 yai the speed
Sus Ass 1%elm*Weal ka *di Moir
Mollie'

I% Om Mina Morro

111 01011111.

OBSERVATION

Sopervieore most be Lanill how to observe
and whet to look for se they can telefora h.
Just becalm sernerhoss know how, doesnot
mean they OM do it sweetly.

1. IhreivIng seed when your car is mech.

2. Comprner.repair.

'

INIMIN 1
16, INSTRUCTIONAL
/ SUPERVISION

1nstmotors and overtime nothing together
for the purpose of improvement and insvdt
opportunities.

MOON 11

112

10, Instructional Leader

O

O
O

0
O
O

O
0
O
0
O

OI

II
An instrectional Wen

is concerned whit the quay of inernoties.

hes the knowledge and skills to work
with inrunceors.

banlo 11

010. Observation Effect

O

0

I
O

O
O

O

I

II
O
II

IllObeervatios will always affect both the
umber and swam TheSail CM be
Niehnieed bp

1. Condos:des heqnset observations.

2. Iliephaellig est the popes is teachins
impsovement :ether them evahrtios.

MO.
,

O WHY WHAT - WHEN

O WHY - anismion tithe alaments hao the
daemon to help the lestrrneor grow.
A supervisor owes k le the inernmor
to *been. teaching.

WHAT - °biocides, seriptatries, analpia,
toefemecing and fallow-op.

WHEN Schedule obarnatios and =femme
with teacher.

OMNI NEWSOM..
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1nsbuctional Supervision Is a
partnemNp squarely targeted
In &coveting and refining
teaching to enhance learning."

111110 11111111.1 ,&

INTRODUCTION

Instmctional Supervision Mode1111
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Oi Madeline Hunter

'Any growth demands a temporary
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creative fiou

Immo 11110
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INTRODUCTION

Characteristics - (cont.)

1111111Bads cosimeissent to limeys inserectioe.

: News rektionships betas" self esd
: edniiidessdos "bleb ere bulk os sus.

Reengage teesercb-beeed MINS as die
fousdedos for planning instruceional
impluvement.

Posters inetnicior-eo-inetnictor sown for
improviss teacher adios end decision
making.

IMNOM 111.11111.11119

10. Workshop Objectives

I. Comprehend die process of insnicdcse1
aspervision.

2. Dispose a seed* episode by oomplethig,
is Welds& diessosie al a gm teaching
episode.

3. Wm conferesse objecdve(s) for in
issenstiosel ooderesce.

t Pins instroctional oafs:use by canyledni,
is mills& five phase conference piss.

Immo Wool*
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SCRIPT-TAPING

0. Purpose of Supervision

Accelerate the profersioad pow* doss

who ere superribari.

OP Why Script-Tape

Better than an& tape chase to view and
document nonverbal emeammiestioe.

Gives you a diem edit.

Don't have to remits.

eN1.0 11111111011.

111=ir
10 Essentials of Growth

Idontifionion dikes types ci leeching-
lemming behnion: ion tint

1. contilbute to prodective performance el

teacher mid modem.

2. emenme parka tin and enemy, and
mud* bet emnituts limb to
productive performance.

3. have potentiel to Wafers vskh
productive performance.

41

1Rationale for Script-Taping

lf supervisors must be able to provide gad&
feedbeck. they need to be skilled a omording

behaviond supsenoes in envies deems.

A simple check list is not daskabie.

1..4V Um...NOM

Script-Taping

Me purpose el a salpupe is to hem a record
el whet occurred is a lescee bt sides tre

1. Mal* eesseOhtt reladenehipe in
undies end Widow

2. to snood these reiedensidpe with specific
eumples from the observed leeching *rode.

3. ham them available for use in en

instructional conference.

I1I1
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SCRIPT-TAPING

lib, Advantages of
Sotfpf-TaPIng

I. Requires only paper Ind pen&

2. Very flexible.

3. May provide mamas accounn.

4. Unbiased and accurate when dons correctly.

5. Can be "played beck" anywhere.

SWOP Imudll

10 Script-Taping

Them is no one Mersa way to orgrnise a
scaipt4aps.

Bach observer develops their own symem.

SWOP 110111111.1,

11 Some simple
Mg:

for

I. Collect complete mamples.

2.Wrkefast.

3. Use abberriations.

4. Reg - but keep eye contact - don't just linen.

S. Get Won impressions of the knot.

1

10. Script-Taping

04:00P141014, Y00 and 00 Pike 01=0111711
wimples.

A. No one enloys

B. Thing

C Hard work

0. When Sainting

Leltralumn
Whet of Teaching

: TTO, CLD, WA

MOW

filobiCama
How of leeching

Pdnolplos of learning

ammouswoo
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PROCESS OF INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION

Process of instructional
Pr Supervision

S. asassIVIUMIMIIIIIIImpallil.11. tiCreft. llwIftemft 1.0.04.
IMMIrr M=1;r. a 01.ftweim

irmiNfteMIMIINI mom,
I INNm

ftwore.m a ha"...

:fter=.="
b=lage

6.d."'w

. Conference Guidelines
(cont.)

UN specific examples from die lesson in
the °enhance.

San and end with positive comments when
aPlimPrkas

Limit the amount ci information included in the
confeseem.

Invite the indrector to be an acdve participant ht
the Nuisance.

Make sure the hutrucsor undentends what is being
saki.

10 Diagnosis

1. Ask leather for instromiona1 objemive

2. Script-tape the teaching episode.

: 3. Label the data in terms of the Elements of
Effective IftStrildiall.
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10 Conference Guidelines

Ask about insumar concenu 'eluding its
lemon.

Select impieties, as opposed so insignificant,
anus to focus on in the mistime.

Be premed with aketnatives when a CODCCM

°emblem is identified.

Suggest alternatives to decisions which worked
this time but might not work other times.

Unlit the INgth of the conference to 10-30
minutes.

0.01.

hb, Conference Guidelines
(coM.)

Monitor and adjust in the conference, jest
as insutsmors are to masker and adjust in
in their classroom ea they taut

0.011.11.

Diagnosis (cont.)

4. wins specific suffusive data foam the
scripwaps, ask s quesdons:

A. Did the Machu such to the objective?

B. Was the objective at the ceases level of
Washy foe the leemet(s)?

C Did es teacher monitor the students popes,
end adjm the teaching in fabulous to the
students' progress?

D. Wu theft effective use or wu rhea abuse of
the pinciples d learning?



PROCESZ OF INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION

lb, Selecting the Confrence
Objectives

I. List kamaknal dulls dull plumaged ad
houthred whh learning

; Promoted kerning: hoidens, with lunar

Illo 11

hh, Selecting the Conference
Objectives (cont.)

Mg"6. Wrhs the rdnewcseast objective ad the
Insinulissal objadvs for this conferanos.

Reinfonnment objsuivs:

lastrucdonel objective:

1 fm4

, Select Conference
Objectives

Don't try ad fia the lesson!

Teach for the More - not the past.

The issue is. how can ws kip teachers so
grow end Improve so students kart.

118

CelectIng the Conference
Objectives (cont.)

2. Rank dos shamus the promoted kends& the
. first Inks the ons that wu =OK insountental
: to proems award the lumina.

: 3. Rak the element that impeded bunk& the
: Ant being tbs ens that mon inserferod with
: papass toward the learning.

; 4. Consider the ability oft the amber to rocky.*
kstmcdon at this dins.

; 3. ldnUandycurabdirytoieachthe
inniuctione, objective.

IMINNIM =1

16, Select Conference
Objectives (cont.)

Don't pick the objective to reinforce, solset

k, based on the script-apt!

l Plan the Conference

1. istroductoty Phase

2. Diagnosing Phase

3. RakklfalMOM Phase

4. Instructional Phase

5. Follow-up Phase

il



PROCESS OF INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION

1 Introductory Phase

Purple,:
1. To emblish physical cordon and a

planet feeling tone.

2. o establish a mental set toward the
conference process.

3. To establish the professional tone of the
amference.

111111101.1.1 11

1010. Diagnosing Phase

Purpose:

: I. To get additional information about the
: lesson and the macheis perspenkm to

complete the dieposb.

2. To allow dm teacher the oppontanky so
analyse die bum.

3. To nanow the focus of the teacher to the
oonfererses objectives.

11111.11011.1 OMMENII01.

0. Diagnosis Phase (cont.)

Mlle Needed: (otos.)

4. Design a question diet will narrow die
focus of the teacher to the Istmedoeal
skill to be musk in the confirms.

S. Monitor the teaches 'espouses end
adjust as appropriate.

amirftwole

100. Introductory Phase

Skills Needed:

1. Plan statement for greeting dte
teacher.

2. Plan a pkuant feeling-me statement.

3. Plan to leview the eenference
sequence for the teacher.

111M11111111.11116

10. Diagnosis Phase

Skills Needed:

I. Design an opeomded rimed°s dtm will
allow the teacher m oppenenity to Whoa
on the insumtionel skiS. dm pawed
lemming.

2. Duly a question thet via gins the leacher
an opponuoky so rases on die hatnettionel
skills which was not as effective b
pamoting leandng.

3. Design a question dm will mnow dm foam
of the sm so the hatmetiomal MI so be
minfinced in the confemince.

ft111111111.1111

Reinforcement Phase

Purpose: mg
To identify and reinforce butrectional
skill so dm the seedier will condom
using thet skill.

11
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PROCESS OF INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION

Reinforcement Phase

Skills Nestled:

1. Writs the OhjeCtiVe for the skill to be
reinforced.

2. Mwk in tbs anecdotal record specific
examples of the instructional skill being
reinforced.

3. Plan how these specific examples will be
shared with the teacher.

011111 ..11111110

11. instructional Phase

Porpees:

To develop or refine an insuucdonal skill.

Skills Needed:

1. Weiss tbs objective for the instructional skill
being devdoW or refined (ase Selecting
COlik0111:11 Maivw).

2. Develop a lesson plan to "teach" the okilL

11n111M 111.1111;

10. Follow-up Phase

Purpose

1. To allow the apportunity far gtognh.

2. To bold both the leacher and the surevisor
accowdable for ths knprovernent of the
iniuucdonal

3. To provide support for the teaches dforts
in bnprovenent.

11111

.1

Reinforcement Phase

Skills Needed: (coat).

4. Design a Paaemest to recanmend continued
we of this instructional skill.

3. Design a gaseusess to upiain how this
instructional skill assists students in
learning.

6. Plan a procedural closure.

111111111MIIMINNOM MEM11/11.

00, Instructional Phase (cont.)

Develop a lesson plan (cow.)
Web dr *aim br larnalsol dr.11 be

IN* Isdr emsis.

ika.

OWN*, pka is mil dr siimin ft dr nab,.
Pop= .$arleviiw il Nola dr
Nuke la WNW.

WM .01 qrspr1.4,
Oink Ilst whormilms,

bpi- Ws; do tusk 'Wye fa as *Woe.

Osihol previa.

Onew.1
OP. Follow-up Phase

Skills Nadal:
1. Plan so assist dis teacher in deciding ths

amamt oldies needed by the teethes for
practice before ths follow-up observatice.

2. Establish a date and time for the new
observadom

1. Plan a statesiziltwigratateacher's
efforts in

1111111.11/

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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CONFERENCING

lo, TGeoaseitiors' Conference

0

'14y god for a manna is to be able to look
fantod to another because I know T will leon
and pow. and k will be a comsat.
experience."

MIMI

Some Conference
/ Guidelines (coM.)

Limb the mesa et karma' you
Weds ln the centhreace.

1. Teachen seed thee to develop an
undentandlog ci the information
plumed.

2. The more hammiest presented, the lan
likely imam will proms it and/or
ma it.

3. Lima the amber at macho 00th1111011
dschime andlor growth mods to one.

MIMI II1=11

10, Conferencing Guidelines
(cord.)

:

:
:

mommemornoCr

Wm Women (es apposed to insignificant)
ams so focus on la a contemn=

Sam ironer wham a behavior was e
pion mho dm ens orange=
Make genetelisstions which will woofer to
oat lessons rather than opal& for only
one Ism=

I.

121

Some Conference
/ Guidelines

Start and end a confine= with positive
0011110.11111.

k 1411 crease a feeling whidt facilitates
productively by hming the pa rtidpent become
involved in the contennoe.

Some. 1MilmWD

h. Some Conference
/ Guidelines (cont.)

Provide Per Active Partidpetion InTh1e

Cenfereme

Check for understanding.

Find out "then the lesson fits.

Find out how they dscided who to teach.

Ask what they feel west pesdadedy well

Ask if there woe any surpdses.

MIMI 1
110. Conferencing Guidelines

(cont.)

: Suggest alionedvee which might work
with some students but might not wodc
wkh cam
Be impend with altematives when you
hove idendfied a concern or question.

Use specific examples from the lesson.

MIMI 111,



CONFERENCING

Affirming Effective Tecimiques

I. Identify and label cos or mom elemeau ci

inamcdon thet the medlar hu applied
mealy*.

2. Explain how k was uteri And why k
worked.

3. Objective is to bring the behavior to the
conscious leveL

10 Type C Conference

Critiquing by the Teacher

1. The teacher k asked to alba and
mlfevalume !lenient cl their lessee.

2. Supervisor and timber provides pouible
solodons.

3. Objective is so idea* whams with
potential for clanging unsatideaosy
atpects tithe WM.

Immo. 111=

Encouraging lizallenos

I. Provide qui& feedback and mcognidon
to excellent teething:

A. So teacher knows that they are euellent.

B. So anineed growth an be encouraged.

2. Ms objecdve is to have tendon Wen the
next asp in histher professional growth.

122

110. Type 6 Conference

Broadening the Behavior Repertohe

I. Ask the teacher to think of thernadve way of
dealing with a particular situation in the lesson.

2. Supavisor ak3 provides alternative
exempla.

3. Objective is to stimulate the development
of a repertoire of effective teaching responses.

04.0.11.

00. Type D Conference

Developing Ahernaives to an Ineffective
: Technique

: 1. Sepetviser moor tines sad kWh
buffs:dye practices which was not
obvious to the teacher.

2. &planter mammoth tedmiqua which
fit into the palmier lad* style.

3. Objective is for the teather to select fmet
sternatives geserated he/the might uns.

1111 601101118

OP Your Follow-Up

I. Review your notes and books (disuibuted
practice).

: 2. Discuss what you learned with other thfonned

: 3. Diapoe.1 youndf.

: 4. Select one area far your fira concentration.

: 5. Design s Issas to math a group of audau.

: 6. Invite a tnined peer/supervisor to observe.

P aPle
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT

11111I. 'Do Me* Too boa" Mod= GI
imillodty oboe orabiag ohm

2. bflabobias folowop acivkies.

3. Lot of Wow mongoomm.
4 P000dos Go malls MAW.

S. Woos Mond by dim Florida sod
assigomsou.

IMIOples

COIN
ampiries
lorliMia

PoomPlow~allsikildhl
Compimi
1111mIhris

Embefaufter
Cimpilowim
liorirloa

UNIMINO

anaidardall.mideb

1111111111111
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0. Phil Wad Ingredients kw
Impirdne Umber Illsolimess

RoombBusd Come

LasOmbip

A Dommosd Pim

A Niko
Koowledso Patebou

IMM.10 1111111111111
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ATTACHMENT F

Certificate of Completion
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Instructional Supervision VTAE Workshop

Certificate of Completion

This is to certify that

Participated in 18 hours of Instruction March 5-7, 1990, Wisconsin Rapids

Howard Lee, Project Director William Mamel, Consultant

A project sponsored by the Wisconsin State Board of Vocational. Technical and Adult Education and the
University of Wisconsin-Stout, Center for Vocational, Technical and Adult Education
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ATTACHMENT G

Rating Scales and Participant Comments



EVALUATION FORM

INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION WORKSHOP
March 5 - 7, 1990 MEAD INN - Wisconsin Rapids

Please rate the following and comment in your own word(s).
poor OK Great

1. Clarity and appropriateness of workshop objectives - 1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

2. Applicability of Workshop Content - 1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

3. Delivery of 1nformation/Modeling - 1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

4. Relevance of Activities - 1 2 :i 4 5

Comments:

5. Attention to Your Efforts - 1 2 3 4 5

IComments:

6. Use of Principles of Learning - 1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

7. What is the most significant thing you learned from the workshop?

8. Should we consider offering this workshop again?

Why?

9. Your personal comments, suggestions and/or concerns:
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DISAP, Version 2.0, VAX-11 BASIC. Program: DES101
Center for Vocational Technical and Adult Education
Group numbers based on the PRIMARY group for this analysis
Analysis on 15-Mar-90 at 10:44 AM. "Nita from file: INSUPER 89
Survey analysis of response to 6 questions, by 20 people
MOIMMIUMMVISMAIBMAMOI

Question: 1
ummiumilmm

Group ---- Mean ---- --- Stand Day ---
Omit No Omit Omit No Omit

0 4.65 4.65 0.49 0.49

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.35 0.65 People

0 0 0 0 7 13

gliMUMMilt=11111111i=

Question: 2
gmmummungimiummis

Group ---- Mean --
Omit No Omit

0 4.60 4.60

--- Stand Dev ---
Omit No Omit
0.60 0.60

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.30 0.65 People

0 0 0 1 6 13

MilliMMOMMOBIMOIM

Question: 3
IMMIIIMIMMIMMUSMOM

Group ---- Mean ---- --- Stand Dov ---
Omit No Omit Omit No Omit

0 4.85 4.85 0.37 0.37

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.85 People

0 0 0 0 3 17

MMIIMMIMMOBIIIMM=

Question: 4
sigummilmagnimm

Group ---- Mean ---- --- Stand Dev ---
Omit No Omit Omit No Omit

0 4.70 4.70 0.57 0.57

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.20 0.75 People

0 0 0 1 4 15

M-1111111MMIM-----

Question: 5
1111101111-MaMMIMOBEM

Group ---- Mean ---- --- Stand Dev ---
Omit No Omit Omit No Omit

0 4.85 4.85 0.37 0.37

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.85 People

0 0 0 0 3 17
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- -- Number ---

Page: 1

Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

20 20 4.21 4.73 5.12 0.90

- -- Number --- Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

20 20 4.17 4.73 5.12 0.95

- -- Number --- Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

20 20 4.62 4,91 5.21 0.59

- -- Number --- Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

20 20 4.50 4.83 5.17 0.67

- -- Number Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

20 20 4.62 4.91 5.21 0.59



DISAP, Version 2.0, VAX-11 BASIC. Program: DES101
Center for Vocational Technical and Adult Education
Group numbers based on the PRIMARY group for this analysis
Analysis on 15-Mar-90 at 10:44 AM. Data from file: INSUPER 89
Survey analysis of response to 6 questions, by 20 people
IMOMOIMMIUMMUIMMilt

Question: 6

Group---
Omit No Omit Omit No Omit

0 4.85 4.85 0.37 0.37

O. Mean mWO - Stand Dev

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.85 People

0 0 0 0 3 17

1432

Page: 2

--- Number Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

20 20 4.62 4.91 5.21 0.59



Instructional Supervision
Evaluation Form

March 5 - 7, 1990

Comments for Question #1 - Clarity and appropriateness of workshop
objectives

Every objective written and spoken appropriate for both instructors and supervisors.

Very clear.

Good to start with summary of Elements and putting it together on the wall - it helped me
see the °Geste Itul

Use of overlays - pass out and reinforce at beginning and end of class.

Finally we got to see the Gestalt of Hunter's Model - it made everything clearer - I would
liked to have seen it at the very beginning of the 1st seminar.

The objective was clear and was strived to be taught to.

Right on - stayed with workshop objectives.

Comment for Question 02 - Applicability of Workshop Content

Though there isn't District support, yet.

Just concerned what °can do" back at the district.

Right on target.

Both workshops for supervisors - first workshop for instructors.

Relevant.

Great presentation with modeling, role playing, etc. - effective enough to transfer the
majority of material to uback-atschoor situations.

Although concept was great the length of time to be fully operational is a hindrance.

For me, this is very applicable and timely.

Still struggling with implementing certain parts in our system.

Information is great/okay, however, time limitation and local District emphasis would
hinder.
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Page II
Instructional Supervision-Evaluation Form

Comments for Question 13 Delivery of Information/Modeling

Wonderful organization and materials. Thanks!

Great with your role playing and copies - transparencies in workbook.

Especially well done.

Excellent role playing.

Great job role playing - showing us the right direction.

Bill and Howard did a lot of modeling to reinforce information shared and with overlays.

Information blended well with practical application - conscious competence!

Very timely and good content.

Good job - enjoyed varied APX.1.

Outstanding - instructors worked hard at it - good job at role playing - was helpful.

Certainly a strength.

Comments for Question 14 Relevance of Activities

Would have liked at least one more opportunity "to do" a conference. The first one really
scared me too much.

For me, doing the 5 step conference role play with Howard gave me feecback to see if I
was on track.

Great.

More guided practice, more on implerronting, more peer coaching.

The conferencing was excellent - (writers' cramp).

I feel smaller groups for the conferencing would have been more productive and more
practice.

Activities were coherent and congruent with the objective of the day.

The activities made the information understandable and real.

One of the few conferences where there was not Muff."

Need to work this into evaluation.
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Page III
Instructional Supervision-Evaluation Form

All directly related. Stayed on time/schedule. Group work was fitting.

Comments for Question #5 Attention to Your Efforts.

Very good role modeling by both Bill and Howard regarding effective teaching.

I have a lot of work to do in the next five years.

Excellent listening to each participant's ideas.

Howard and Bill always took time to answer our questions and made comments if we did
good or bad.

Both of you are excellent at reading your audience and structuring your activities
accordingly.

Awesome guidance - right on. I would have liked a little nun correction (instructional
supervision) - something to be able to correct my errors on know if there auLerrors.

Helpful - patient in explanations yet able to maintain interest in the rest of the class.

I felt great about the personal concern both Bill and Howard demonstrated.

Considerable efforts to keep us on task.

No problem - always called upon/allowed to speak/ask questions.

Comment for Question #6 Use of Principles of Learning.

Very good role modeling by both Bill and Howard regarding effective teaching. (used this
same answer in Questions #5)

Excellent active participation and good transfer from the previous workshop.

Excellent.

I liked it when you used the principles and noted aloud that you had just used it. You
were good at manipulating the motivational variable to keep the interest level high.

You practice what you preach.

Right on base - special attempts appeared to have been made to do this.

Super role models.
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Page IV
Instructional Supervision-Evaluation Form

Comments for Question e7 What Is the most significant thing you
learned from the workshop?

I'll be a more effective supervisor. Reinforcement and clarity on Elements of
Instruction.

The positive effort - to improve instruction techniques to be an advocate for the
instructor.

The intention behind conferencing and the elements that make it.

1. How to conduct a conference. 2. The elements of instruction.

Elements of learning/teaching/and supervision.

This method of dealing with instruction is much better than check lists.

How to script-tape and conference.

A better understanding of the elements. Better understanding of conferencing

Bill, I must admit that I really was not looking forward to participating in the role
playing, but you can read the situation well and I came away from the conference feeling
good and confident.

I received information, saw it in action and got to put it in action that will help me be a
better instructor.

Peer conferencing.

How to plan and deliver a conference after all the information is gathered - practical
application!

I learned more about the elements plus the value of having someone else help you access
your use of the elements.

How to effectively use different elements of instruction.

The script-taping with and concerning peer coaching.

The model.

Hunter model.

The model - script-taping and the conference.

Is this difficult to answer. Clinical supervision coaching. The dignity of the
instructor is paramount. I need to and what to study the elements of instruction in more
depth.
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Pap V
instructional Supervision-Evaluation Form

Comments for Question #8 - Should we consider offering this workshop
again?

YeS.

Yes - need for others to receive the training form excellent leaders.

I'd rather have you offer one that's an extension of these two, to help stretch me some
more.

Yes - valuable - especially for instructors and for supervisors.

Yes - on campus at each technical college - more on peer coaching.

Yes - to all supervisor to make them aware.

Yes - if you want to implement "Hunter into Wisconsin VTAE and Hunter related
conferences.

Yes, until every VTAE faculty member in Wisconsin has this down pat. This should/must
replace existing certification courses.

Yes - what instructors can learn and share - we need supervisors that have the
supervision skills!

Very definitely - because it does cause growth.

Yes - with cost of putting it all together and °need* of Wisconsin vocational and technical
staff.

Yes worthwhile information for both instructional and supervision.

Yes - I may need reinforcement, the more people that know Hunters model and
vernacular, the better the conferencing will work universally.

Yes - because it is a model that is very constructive.

Yes - if it is to be the language of teaching - if it is to be familiar to all teachers - they
must be taught.

Yes - more instructors and supervisors should be exposed to this as an alternative to and
leading to evaluation.

Definitely - a must in our system.

Yes - I would like to recommend it to others within our organization.
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Pap VI
instructional Supervision-Eviauation Form

Yes - all districts need to know this model. If it is the model for VTAE system, all
districts should have it.

Definitely. I hope we can offer similar workshops and inservicing in our district.

Comments for Question 09 Your personal comments, suggestions and/or
concerns.

Thank you very muchl You both did a superb lob.

An idea: to put some conferencing segments on video tape to show the different phases -
as another modeling technique. These could be optional. An idea to even break it down
further: to stop video at the time it moves into the different phases to analyze what has
gone on, etc.

I'd encourage a handout similar to the "wall activity."

I'm not sure I will have any opportunity as an instructor ut use the things I learned
about supervision. However, I will certainly put the elements of instruction into
conscious practice.

Implementation at a technical college.

You were both very professional and aware of the students ? feelings. UW-Stout has two
excellent people presenting this program. Thank you for the learning experience.

Questionable activity for line teachers, but a must for supervisors. Advantage of
teachers at workshop is to make proponents to this "Hunter° theory where they probably
won't be doing conferences but will understand them and "pass the word" to the rest of
the faculty.

Please don't insist on every person get involved in role playing. I for one am very
uncomfortable as a participant.

I would like to see things taken one more step. Another seminary alter things fall into
place in our heads. More practice.

I think you need to focus your efforts to groups of teachers and groups of supervisors in
the same school so that a large portion of the faculty and administration is aware of this
model and technique. I realize that this effort is to at least get it into many districts. It
would be interesting to, with a volunteer, take the role playing into a slightly less
cooperative situation (keeping it in focus). I know that Bill and Howard could probably
make that work. I think this would probably bring out some tactful methods of
questioning which might in time break down some barriers.

It was a great experience to meet and share information from so many levels and areas.



Page VII
Instructional Supervision-Evaluation Form

Session #1 should be prerequisite for session ff2.

Have the woikshop last 4 days - specifically for more active participation.

I don't have as high a level of understanding of the elements of instruction and
conferencing as many others in the group but I may have learned more given my starting
point. Thanks Diane Weberg,

Do not do role playing in such large groups - not as interesting to see it 16 times as 8
times - too "scary." Why not have rotation like last time and have Bill and Howard go
back and forth and observe, not be the participant? We should be timed too like last
time (at least a limit) (i.e., however many steps we could get done in 10 or less
minutes)! Give some examples of really poor instruction so that we have to look hard to
find good points.

Thanks.

At times reached burnout. May have been too much encompassed into the short time
frame.

Thanks tor putting the workshop on and for your fine effort to make it a success. Also -
real plus was to get to know supervisors/instructors from other districts. Great group
of folks.

Keep up the great work. You dedication to quality instruction is admirable.
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Introduction:

The Instructional Supervision VTAE Workshop was conducted
March 5-7, 1990, in Wisconsin Rapids. A similar workshop was
conducted March 28-30, 1989. This workshop was requested again by
the VTAE Instructional Service Administrators.

Instructional supervision is a process used by the first-line
supervisor, department head or lead instructor and teacher. The
first-line supervisor, department head or lead instructor is seen as
the instructional leader in the department and as such, has a major
role to play in effective classroom instruction.

In this training, individuals must first have a clear understanding of
the materials in the Elements of Instruction Workshop. The second
part of the training involves the development of observation, analysis
and conferencing skills. Training includes techniques for collecting
data for the conference, interpreting the data, and planning the
instructional conferences. Following this phase of training, the first
line supervisor, department head or lead instructor will observe and
conference staff members teaching in a classroom/lab to;
1) reinforce the effective instructional skills observed in the lesson,
and 2) refine or add new skills to the teacher's repertoire. The intent
is not to "fix" the teacher or lesson, but to provide a forum where the
first-line supervisor, department head, or lead instructor and teacher
can focus on instructional development specific to that teacher's
needs. This is a staff development process and not evaluation!

The material used in this training session is based on the UCLA
Teaching Model, Clinical Supervision, resulting from the work of Dr.
Madeline Hunter. Psychology research was translated along with
hundreds of hours of observation and analysis into meaningful content
easily understood by those in the teaching/supervision field. When
elements of instruction are coupled with an ongoing program of
instructional supervision and live instructional conferences, this
two-part process has been judged to be one of the most effective
ways to heighten, maintain and refine instructional skills.

Many new and experienced first-line supervisors, department heads or
lead instructors need help concentrating on instructional supervision
- studying research, integrating effective instructional techniques
into new curriculum programs, and highlighting instructio %al
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behaviors in teaching. The "elements of instruction" forms the
theoretical base of knowledge describing how students learn and
"instructional supervision" helps the instructor make instructional
decisions to increase the probability that students will learn.

Participantsz

Letters were sent to each district announcing the workshop in
December 1989, (see Attachment A). At that time, background
information, objectives, teams, registration and credit information
was included.

Each VTAE district was asked to send three faculty who could benefit
from the content. It was also requested that the same faculty attend
the Elements of Instruction Workshop prior to this workshop.

Thirty-one VTAE personnel from thirteen districts participated in
this workshop (see Attachment B). Fourteen were supervisors, three
were general education instructors, and fourteen were occupational
instructors. Milwaukee Area, Lakeshore, WI Indianhead, Northeast,
Gateway, Moraine Park and Madison Area each sent a team of three
people.

WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES:

The Instructional Supervision Workshop had the following objectives:

Develop an awareness of the UCLA Instructional Supervision Model
approach as it applies to vocational, technical, and adult education by:

1. Reviewing the content in the elements of instruction.

2. Gather data by conducting an observation of an instructional
episode in a classroom/lab setting.

3. Planning an instructional conference.

4. Conducting an instructional conference.

5. Analyzing other instructional conferences.



WORKSHOP OUTLINE z

The following information was covered during the workshop:

1. Professional responsibilities of a teacher.

2. Instructional skills.
A. Teaching to an objective.
B. Selecting objectives at the correct level.
C. Monitor and adjust.
D. Principles of learning.

1) Motivation
2) Rate and degree.

a Set
b. Participation
c. Reinforcement
d. Closure

3) Retention
4) Transfer

3. Implications of the Elements of Instruction to Vocational
Education.

4. Background and Theory of Instructional Supervision

5. Planning the Conference
A. Introductory Phase

1) Purpose
2) Skills

B. Diagnosing Phase
1) Purpose
2) Skills

C. Reinforcement Phase
1) Purpose
2) Skills

D. Instructional Phase
1) Purpose
2) Skills

E Follow up Phase
1) Purpose
2) Skills



SCHEDULE;

The following schedule was followed for the three-day workshop:

Monday, March 5, 1990

Introduction, Objectives and Expectations
Professionalism
Responsibilities of a Teacher
Decision Making Model
Elements of Instruction Model Critical Behaviors of a Teacher
Background and Theory of Instructional Supervision

Tuesday, March 6, 1990

Overview of the Instructional Conference
Scriptaping
Analysis of Script
Introductory Phase of Conference - Practice
Diagnosing Phase of Conference - Practice

Wednesday, March 7, 1990

Reinforcement Phase of Conference - Practice
Instructional Phase of Conference - Practice
Follow-up Phase of Conference - Practice
Pulling the Whole Conference Together - Teaching Episode and
Analysis
Implementation Strategies

The workshop was conducted with formal presentations, opportunity
to put the content in the participants' own words, and opportunity for
practice (see Attachment C). Practice was accomplished through
sharing, worksheets and group activities. Each participant had an
opportunity to practice what they learned by presenting a lesson and
to observe other instructors as they presented instruction. Feedback
from participants was gathered at the end of the first two days and
adjustments were made to accommodate participants' concerns.

Each participant was provided with a three-ring notebook with
labeled dividers. Numerous articles, information sheets, worksheets
and notebook paper were also provided. Many transparencies were
developed and also mailed to each district for use (see Attachment E).



Each participant also received a Certificate of Completion (see
Attachment F). Twenty-nine participants signed up for the one credit
course, 199-570 Instructional Improvement, through the University of
Wisconsin-Stout. Based on the University of Wisconsin System Policy
#22, the tuition fee was waived except for the segregated fee which
participants paid.

Lunch and coffee breaks were provided consistent with state
guidelines.

Evaluation;

Each participant completed an evaluation form. Questions and mean
scores based on a 5.0 scale are indicated below:

1. Clarity and Appropriateness Of Workshop Objectives. 4.65

2. Applicability of Workshop Content. 4.60

3. Delivery of Information/Modeling. 4.85

4. Relevance of Activities. 4.70

5. Attention to Your Efforts. 4.85

6. Use of Principles of Learning. 4.85

The tabulated average rating was 4.7 (see Attachment F). Participant
comments are attached and indicate excellent resu,ts (see
Attachment G).
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ATTACHMENT A

Letters



November 9, 1989

(See attached list)

Dear (name):

The Wisconsin State Board of Vocational, Technical and Adult Education and the Center for
Vocational, Technical and Adult Education, University of Wisconsin-Stout are conducting
two staff development workshops:

ELEMENTS OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION
February 5-7, 1990 March 5-7, 1990
Mead inn Mead Inn
Wisconsin Rapids, WI Wisconsin Rapids, WI

The purpose of the first workshop, ELEMENTS OF INSTRUCTION, is to heighten the skills
of the instructor by providing knowledge and skills in the essential elements of
instruction. Each district should consider sending a team of three people: two teachers
(ACE or part-time instructor may also be sent) and one first line supervisor, or
department head. It Is important that the first line supervisor be someone who has
responsibility to evaluate/supervise instructors.

The second workshop, INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION, will apply skPls learned in the
first workshop by providing a focus on improvement of instruction by the development
of observation, analysis and conference skills. Participants will be able to reinforce the
effective instruction of skills observed, and refine or add new skills.

Districts should plan to send the same first line supervisor to each workshop. One or
both of the teaching staff who attended the first workshop should also plan to attend the
second with the supervisor. A team will facilitate the comprehension, application and
implementation of the new concepts and strategies learned.

The presenters for the workshop will be Howard Lee, Co-Director, Center for
Vocational, Technical and Adult Education, University of Wisconsin-Stout and Bill
Mame!, Consultant, Instructional Troubleshooters, Minneapolis, MN.

radinaeutd: One credit (either graduate or undergraduate) will be offered with
tuition waived. A small UW-System institutional fee (graduate $10.40, undergraduate
$13.28) will be the only charge. Registration for credit will occur at the workshop.



(name)
Pago H
November 9, 1989

A confirmation letter will be sent to registered participants prksr to the workshop.

The workshop grant will cover lunches and breaks. Other meals, travel and lodging
expenses are the responsibility of each VTAE district. There will be no general
registration charge for this workshop.

Please complete the enclosed registration form and return it in the envelope provided by
Wednesday, January 10, 1990. Call the Mead Inn (715) 423-1500 directly for
lodging arrangements, noting you are attending this workshop. A block of rooms have
been reserved. We look forward to your involvement lr this staff development activity.
If you have any questions, please contact Steve Schlough at (715) 232-3793.

Sincerely,

Howard Lee, Co-Director
CVTAE, UW-Stout
218 Applied Arts Bldg.
Menomonie, WI 54751

dmd

Enclosures: Registration Form
/Venda

cc: Bob Johnson
James Umess

Steve Schlough, Workshop Coordinator
CVTAE, UW-Stout
218 Applied Arts Bldg.
Menomonie, WI 54751

The WISCONSIN STATE BOARD OF VTAE & UW-STOUT do not discriminate on the basis of
race, sex, age, religion, sexual orientation, handicap, national origin or ancestry.
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Dr. Thomas Maney
Nicolet Technical College
P. 0. Box 518
Rhinelander, WI 54501

Mr. Allen Ellingson
Northeast Technical College
2740 West Mason Street
P. 0. Box 19042
Green Bay, WI 54307-9042

Dr. Richard Rogers
Southwest Technical College
Bronson Boulevard
Route 1, Box 550
Fennimore, WI 53809

Dr. William Ihlenfeldt
Chippewa Valley Technic& College
620 West Clairemont Avenue
Eau Claire, WI 54701

Mr. Laurence Schoenberger
Waukesha County Area Technical College
800 Main Street
Pewaukee, WI 53072

Dr. Philip Thaldorf
Western Wisconsin Technical College
304 North Sixth Street
P. 0. Box 908
LaCrosse, WI 54602-0908

Mr. Fred Baue
WI Indianhead Technical College
P. 0. Box 452
505 Pine Ridge Drive
Shell Lake, WI 54871

Dr. Kenneth Mills
Northcentral Technical College
1000 Campus Drive
Wausau, WI 54401

Mr. Frederick Mitchell
Area Technical College District No. 4
3550 Anderson Street
Madison, WI 53704

Ms. Karen Knox
Blackhawk Technical College
6004 Prairie Road., Co. Trk. G
P. 0. Box 5009
Janesville, WI 53547
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Mr. Merlin Gentz
Fox Valley Technical College
1825 North Bluemound Road
P. 0. Box 2277
Appleton, WI 54913-2277

Mr. Hubert Braun, Director
Educational Services - Kenosha Campus
Gateway Technical College
3520 - Mth Avenue, P. O. Box 1486
Kenosha, WI 53142-1690

Mr. Patrick Flanagan, Director
Educational Services - Elkhorn Campus
Gateway Technical College
400 South Highway H
Elkhorn, WI 53121-2020

Mr. Ralph Troeller
Gateway Technical College
3520 - Mit Avenue
P. O. Box 1486
Kenosha, WI 53141

Mr. Edward Falck
Lakeshore Technical College
1290 North Avenue
Cleveland, WI 53015

Dr. Max Faming
Mid-State Technical College
500 - 32nd Street North
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494

Dr. Phil Langerman
Milwaukee Area Technical College
1015 North Sixth Street
Milwaukee, WI 53203

Mr. Peter Jushka, Administrator
North Campus
Milwaukee Area Technical College
5555 West lighland Road
Mequon, WI 53092

Mr. Richard Neumann, Adminisastor
South Campus
Milwaukee Area Technical College
665 South Howell AVenue
Oak Creek, WI 53154

Mr. Donald Schwarz, Administrator
West Campus
Milwaukee Arca Technical College
1200 South 71 Street
West Albs, WI 53214



Ms. Betty Brunelle
Morame Park Technk:al College
235 North National Avenue
Fond du Lac, WI 54935
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ATTACHMENT B

Participant List
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Instructional Supervision Participant List - March 3-7, 1990

Bruce Koopika
Instnictor, Mathemadcs
Northeast Wisconsin Technical College #13
PO Box 19042
Green Bay, WI 54307-9042

Al Hiles, Instructor
Machine Tool
Northeast Wisconsin Technical College #13
PO Box 19042
Green Bay, WI 54307-9042

Lee Cooper
Police Science
Northeast Wisconsin Technical College #13
PO Box 19042
Green Bay, WI 54307-9042

Jack Rice
Dean, Business and Marketing
Southwest Wisconsin VTAE District
Highway 18 East
Fennimore, WI 53809

Wynn Henderson
Associate Dean, General Education
Southwest Wisconsin VTAE District
Highway 18 East
Fennimore, WI 53809

J Knutson
Dean of Business Education
Gateway Technical College-Racine Campus
1001 Main Street
Racine, WI 53403

Ethel Stills
Instructor-Admin. Asst.
Gateway Technical College-Racine Campus
1001 Main street
Racine, WI 53403

Kenneth Karwowski
Welding Instructor
Gateway Technical College-Elkhorn Campus
400 S. Highway H
Elkhorn, WI 53121-2020

Beth Ann Dailey
Dental Program Coordinator
Nonhcentral VTAE District
1000 Campus Drive
Wausau, WI 54401

Sue Budjac
Nonhcentral VTAE District
1000 Campus Drive
Wausau, WI 54401

Tom Harke
Millwright-Awrentice
Fox Valky VTAE District
PO Box 2277
Appleton, WI 54915-2277

Cynthia Chase Whitely
Staff Development Manager
Fox Valley VTAE Disnict-Bordini Center
PO Box 2277
Appleton, WI 54915-2277

Jerry J. Stepien
Associate Dean
Moraine Park Technical College
235 N. National Ave.
Fond du Lac, WI 54938

Don Ladwig
Instructor, Police Science
Moraine Park Technical College
235 N. Nadonal Ave.
Fond du Lac, WI 54938

Dianne Webers
Instructor, Corrections Science
Moraine Park Technical College
235 N. National Ave.
Fond du Lac, WI 54938

Marian Timmerman
Dean-Home Economics Division
Madison Ann VTAE District
3550 Anderson Street
Madison, WI 53704

Barbara Hundt
Instructor-Home Economics
Madison Area VTAE District
3550 Anderson Street
Madison, WI 53704

Sue Schwerdtfeger
Instructor-Business Division
Madison Area VTAE District
3550 Anderson Street
Madison, WI 53704



Instructional Supervision Participant List - March 5-71 1990

Charles Anhalt
Division Chairman-Trade & Indusvy
Mid-State VATE District
5C3 - 32nd Street North
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494

Charles Oestreich
Machine Tools
Mid-State VTAE District
500 - 32nd Street North
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494

Cheryl Mayes
Milwaukee Area VATE District
700 West State Street
Milwaukee, WI 53233

Audrey Stockey
Milwaukee Area VATE District
700 West State Street
Milwaukee, WI 53233

Larry Riley
English Instructional Chairperson
Milwaukee Area VME District
700 West State Street
Milwaukee, WI 53233

Bob Pruse
Chairman-Construction and Transportation
Western Wisconsin VTAE District
304 North 6th Street
La Crosse, WI 54602-0908

Douglas Lindsey
Supervisor-Aviculture
Lakeshore VTAE Disvict
1290 North Avenue
Cleveland, WI 53015

Scott Heinig
Plastic Technology
Lakeshore VTAE District
1290 North Avenue
Cleveland, WI 53015

Arlan Lerch
Math/Science
Lakeshore VTAE District
1290 North Avenue
Cleveland, WI 53015
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LeRoy Nyquist
Office Occupations
Blackhawk Technical College
6004 Prairie Road - PO Box 5009
Janesville, WI 53547-5009

Jim McFaul
Instructor-General Education
Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College
600 North 21st Street
Superior, WI 54880

Mary K. Berchild
Instnictor-Cosmetoly
Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College
1900 College Drive
Rice Lake, WI 54868

Don Putnam
Instructor-Food Service
Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College
1900 College Drive
Rice Lake, WI 54868



ATTACHMENT C

Agenda
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Agenda

INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION VTAE WORKSHOP

Monday, March 5, 1990 Mead Inn-Wisconsin Rapids

WORKSHOP
INSTRUCTORS: Howard Lee, Co-Director, Center for Vocational, Technical

& Adult Education, University of Wisconsin-Stout
Bill Mamel, Manager Operations Training, LORAM,
Hamel, MN

7:30 - 8:00 Registration

8:00 - 8:30 Introduction, Objectives & Expectations - Howard

8:30 - 9:00 Background - Theory of Instructional Supervision - Howard

9:00 - 9:30 Assessment & Check for Understanding - Bill

9:30 - 9:45 Break

9:45 - 11:30 Elements of Instructional Review - Howard

11:30 - 12:00 Clarification of Elements - Bill and Howard

12:00 - 12:45 Lunch with discussion

12:45 - 1:15 Micro-Teaching Lesson (Students script-tape/observation)- Bill

1:15 - 2:00 Conferencing/Howard

2:00 - 2:15 Break

2:15 - 3:15 Gathering Data - Howard

EVENING

116:30 8:00 Consultation Informal Discussion
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Agenda

INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION VTAE WORKSHOP

Tuesday, March 6, 1990 Mead Inn-Wisconsin Rapids

8:00 - 8:30 Review/Objectives - Howard

8:30 - 9:15 Analysis of Script, Diagnosis - Howard

9:15 - 10:00 Practium - Select Conference Objectives - Bill

10:00 - 10:15 Break

10:15 - 10:30 Conference Model Phase - Howard

10:30 - 11:00 Introduction Phase (Practium Model) - Bill

11:00 - 12:00 Diagnosis Phase (Practicum Model) - Bill

12:00 - 12:45 Lunch with discussion

12:45 - 1:45 Reinforcement Phase -Howard

1:45 - 2:15 Instruction/Planning Phase (Practicum-Model) - Howard

2:15 - 2:30 Break

2:30 - 3:15 Continue

3:15 - 3:30 Closure - Howard

EVENING

16:30 8:00 Consultation Informal Discussion



Agenda

INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION VTAE WORKSHOP

Wednesday, March 7, 1990 Mead Inn-Wisconsin Rapids

8:00 - 8:30 Review/Objectives - Howard

8:30 - 9:15 Observation/Script (From Video) - Bill and Howard

9:15 - 10:00 Analysis/Conference Planning - Howard and Bill

10:00 - 10:15 Break

10:15 - 12:00 Observation, Script, Analysis, Conference Planning and
Conference

(two groups) - Bill and Howard

12:00 - 12:45 Lunch with discussion

12:45 - 2:15 Instructional Supervision

2:15- 2:30 Break

2:30 - 3:30 Implementation, Assignment and Evaluation - Howard

2 0
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Handout Materials
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C Madeline Hunter 1986

CUNICAL SUPERVISION FOLLOW-UP

I . DEVELOP YOUR SKILLS AND UNDERSTANDING OF CONTENT
A. Review your notes and books (distributed practice)
B. Discuss what you have learned with other infomwd people.
C. Diagnose yourself - what are your areas of greatest/least understanding?
D. Select one area for your first concentration. Task analyze what you need

b do.
E. Design a lesson and teach to a group of students. Arrange for observation

by an informed observer or have the lesson videotaped and analyze it
yourself. Revise the lesson based on what you '3amed and leach It again,

I I . DEVELOP YOUR SKILLS AND UNDERSTANDING OF TEACHING
A. Find a teacher with whom you feel you can wort and TEACH with that

teacher. Both of you will learn a great deal.
B. Observe that teacher after reminding him/her it is for your growth.

Practice 5 - 10 minute script tapes. Go over the script tape with
himther just reading what you have recorded. If you feel comfortable, do
a Type " k conference. (LEVEL II SKILL)

C. Observe and teach for fellow administrators and have them do the same for
you.

D. Ail of the 'above will give you examples to use when you begin to share
your WA/ledge.

I I I. SHARE YOUR KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS (done for your benefit)
(Beware of just sharing a list or your notes. Without comprehension,
presentation at a knowledge level is not only useless, but dangerous).

A. Select one area and do an input to a small group (use films, tapes, charts,
chalkboard, outline, etc.). If you need a lot of notes, you do not understand
your =tent well enough. Make sure you model what you have learned in
this course as you do your presentation (small meaningful amount of
information, lesson design, motivation, checidng for understanding, etc.).
Also make sure you demonstrate and label (right and left hemisphere) in
your presentation the content you are teaching. Use examples from your
own experience to insure understanding.

B. Ask your partidpants to anonymously evaluate your input so you can get
honest feedback.

C. Redestn your input and do it with another small group and again get
anonymous feedback.

D. Develop skill In each area using this process. It is the only way skill
develops. Otherwise, you are just parroting and it comes off lacking
credibility. REMEMBER, THIS TAKES TIME. BE PATIENT BUT
PERSISTENT.
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Page II
Clinical Supervision Follow-Up

IV. DEVELOP SKILL IN INSTRUCTIONAL CONFERENCING (Level II skill)

A With one or two teachers with whom you have been working, explain what
you need to learn to do and ask for their help. Observe, take script tapes
for 5 - 10 minutes, and hold W, "Ir and "C" conferences. If they
request it, you have move to a "Da conference. MAKE SURE YOU KNOW
THE TEACHERS REASON FOR MAKING A DECISION BEFORE YOU ASSUME IT
WAS INAPPROPRIATE.

B. Teach for those teachers and ask them to observe and conference you.
C. The word will spread and you will get other requests. PROCEED

SLOWLY!
D. Ignore "heel draggers" (extinction) until you have the rest "up and

flying" and your skills have escalated. Then tackle them.

IF SOMEONE "HIGHER UP TRIES TO JAB YOU INTO FIRING A TEACHER OR RETRAINING A
WHOLE STAFF THE FIRST YEAR, SHOW THIS PAPER TO THEM AND TELL THEM THAT
MADELINE SAYS SUCH ACTIVITY IS A SURE WAY TO KILL AN INSTRUCTIONAL
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM.



INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION

VTAE WORKSHOP

WISCONSIN RAPIDS

MEAD INN

MARCH 5, 6 & 7, 1990

A WORKSHOP FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATORS

WORKSHOP INSTRUCTORS:

Howard Lee, Co-Director, Center for Vocational,
Technical & Adult Education, University of Wisconsin-Stout

Bill Mamel, Manager, Operations Training-LORAM, Hamel, MN

CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL, TECHNICAL AND ADULT EDUCATION

University of Wisconsin-Stout
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eLINICAkilLEFMISIQILY&ZMIIAIN/N.
The primary difference, is the instructional aspect In clinical supervision, you set an objective to
rein orce, and an objective to teach to (improve teacher's skill). In evaluadon, you really don't
have to do any instruction, just rate various categories on the evaluaon insuument.

Also, scope of evaluation is broader, and covers all aspects of the job.

Another difference, is that one purpose of evaluation is to pinpoint teachers who really need help -
(probation possibilities), but if a teacher is "satisfactory", no further effort is required to help the
teacher refine skills.

In evaluation, exwer a broad area of skills a teacher has and assess them i.e. - classify where they
are in the overall teaching profession.

In clinical supervision, a spwific lesson is assessed and what you want the teacher to continue is
reinforced. You may teach a part that is left out with the understanding that you will return at a
specific time agreed upon to see if the missing part has been fixed.

Clinical supervision zeros in on instructional skills which are more specific and exacting - the
criteria are more clearly defined. It requires that the supervisor teach. (in the conference!)

In contract, evaluation is an inventory of whether the teacher is doing a satisfactory or
unsatisfactory job on a myriad of areas. The items are more broad and conferencing less specific.

Exalusion: Means using a district instrument to assess a teacher's overall abilities in many areas
for a given period of time. It is an inventory of the person's abilities and skills.

Clinic May also use a district determined criteria, but the purpose is for
maintenance and improvement of skills. The supervisor must have a knowledge of the elements of
instruction. You are lookinp for what is effective and reinforce that and what needs improvement
and provide instruction for improvement - with follow up.

One way to distinguish is like the difference between a referee and a coach. The evaluation
requires the referee; the clinical supervision is the coach.

The referee calls or makes judgement on all phases of the.operation while the coach is aware of
what is going on, but builds on the strengths and tries to improve weaknesses - works on this.

Differences between evaluation and clinical supervision:
In evaluation you are to determine whether or not the person is doing the job he was hired to do.
In clinical supervision you are to determine the strengths and weaknesses of a person's teaching -
to reinforce what he is doing effectively and to teach him ways to improve those areas that are not
helping the kids to learn.

The purpose of evaluation is assessment. It is a check-list inventory of various competencies of a
teacher - such as instructional skills, management skills, relationships with teacher and students. it
is like giving a student a report card. The purpose of clinical supervision is to zero in on a certain
aspect that needs to be maintained and to build in correction of an aspect that needs tobe refined.
The major distinction is that clinical supervision requires the administrator to teach the instructor
according to a deficiency observed within the teaching skills.

Clinical supervision implies reinforcement of good teaching skills plus suggestions to help in areas
that need help whereas evaluation suggests the final report card for the year.
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THE INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION PROCESS

I. In the instnictional supervision process, data is gathered by conducting an observation of an
instructional episode in a classroom/lab.

2. A detailed anecdotal record of the observation or analysis of the self-directing process is
compiled, documenting specific points in the episode.

3. An initial diagnosis of the specific documented points is made identifying those points which
were effective and those which were less than effective.

4. After the episode has been analyzed in detail, the observer prioritizes those points which were
effective and those which need strengthening.

5. Utilizing the identified priorities, the instructional supervisor plans an instructional conference
in order to verify what was observed and to utilize the information which was gathered in order
to improve future instruction.

6. A conference is conducted between the instructional supervisor and the teacher. The major
components of the conference are diagr its of the episode, reinforcement of an effective
instructional skill, and (if necessary) sti ihening of a less effective skilL



INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION

The role of the mstructional supervisor as an instructional leader has been an intention of
educatioMraining for some time. Instructional experiences focus on the the Improvement of
instruction. As instruction improves, other key factors such as school climate, discipline,
attendance, retention, and the quality of the curriculum in general improves.

prerequkite Skills and Knowledge

Knowledge of Bloom's Taxonomy

State objective in performance terms.

Formulate a task analysis in relation to that objective.

Differentiate between a dependent and independent sequence in relation to
component objectives.

List the dependent objectives in sequence of difficulty.

Have knowledge of the curriculum goals and objectives of the school district

Have knowledge of the criteria (Elements of Instruction) used to diagnose quality
instruction.

Workshop Objectives

Upon completion of the workshop, participants will be able to:

1. Comprehend observation and feedback process and techniques.

A. Label examples of elements observed in teaching episodes

B . Demonstrate comprehension of observation - conference process

C. Explain process of instructional supervision

2. Diagnose a teaching episode by completing, in writing, a diagnosis of a given
teaching episode by:

A. compiling a written anecdotal record.

B . demonstrating ability to analyze the anecdotal record by labeling the teaching
behavior.

C. list supportive and specific data from their anecdotal record for each category
of the elements of instniction.

D. classifying the labeled data under appropriate element of instruction.

E. use the classified data to judge the teachet's ability in each element of instruction.

3
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3. Select conference objective(s) for a conference by writing the conference objective(s):

A. prioritize teaching competencies to be reinforced.

B. prioritize teaching competencies to be extended.

C. arrange the prioritized competencies in a dependentAndependent sequence.

D. use knowledge of teacher learning style to assist in final determination of conference
objective(s).

E. write conference objective for reinforcement and extension of instructional skills.

4. Plan an instructional conference by completing in writing a five phase conference plan.

A. The task analysis for the five phase conference plan follows:

1) Inundixtrahasa

plan a statement for greeting the teacher

plan a pleasant feeling-tone statement

plan to review the conference sequence for the teacher

2) Diagnaskahisa

design a question that will give the teacher an opportunity to reflect on the
instructional sldlls that were effective in promodng learning.

design a question that will give the teacher an opportunity to reflect on the
instructional skills that were not as effective in promoting learning.

design a question that will narrow the focus of the teacher to the instructional
skill to be reinforced in the conference.

design a question that will narrow the focus of the teacher to the instructional
skill to lx taught in the conference.

provide for professional dignity of the teacher.

3) PainfoomcatEns

write the objective for the instructional skill to be reinforced.

mark in the anecdotal record the examples of the skill being reinforced.

design a statement to recommend continued use of the skill.

plan to explain how the continued use of the skill being reinforced will assist
the student in learning.

4
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4) Instructional Phase

write the objective for the instructional skill to be taught to the teacher.

set

objective - plan to tell the objective to the teacher.

purpose - plan to explain how this skill will assist the student in learning.

model (if appropriate)

check for understanding

input - write the task analysis for the objective (list any information teacher will
need to receive in order to achieve the objective)

guide practice

closure

5) Planning the Follow-up Phase

assist the teacher in deciding the amount of time needed by teacher for the practice
of the skill before your next observation.

decide on date and time for next observation

5
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PROCESS OF INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION

Diagnosis -+ - Select Conference
Objective - - Plan the Conference ..* - Conduct the Conference

1 . Ask teacher for instructional
objective - to see if they can

1 . Ust instructional skills that
promoted and interfered with

1 . Introductory Phase

articulate learning. 2. Diagnosing Phase

2 . Gather data 2. Rank (order) lists 3. Reinforcement Phase

3 . Label data 3. Check for dependence - prior
knowledge is necessary.

4. Instructional Phase

4. Group data for analysis 5. Follow-up Phase
4. Consider:

Ask: Did the teacher teach
to the objective? Is the teacher ready?

Was the objective at
the correct level of

Is the principal able?

difficulty? 5. Formulate the objectives:

Was there monitoring
of the learners and an
attempt to adjust the
teaching?

Reinforcement

Instructional

Was there use or
abuse of the Principles
of Learning?

,
_
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ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF INSTRUCTION

Can the teacher:

Teach to an Objective

generate teacher behaviors relevant to an objective

generate student activities relevant to an objective

Select an objec.: at the correct level of difficulty for students

formulate an instructional objective

write a task analysis

use the task analysis as the basis for the diagnostic process

Monitor the student and adjust the teaching

elicit overt behavior of students

check the overt behavior

use an analysis of the learning and/or knowledge of the principles of learning
to interpret the overt behavior of students

act on the interpretation

- reteach
- practice
- move on
- abandon

Use the principles of learning (some of which are listed below)

Active Participation
Anticipatoty Set
Motivation
Closure
Reinforcement
Retention
Transfer



SCRIPT-TAPE

NAME DATE

TIMESUBJECT

CRITICAL BEHAVIORS PRINCIPLES OF
LEARNING 0



PLANNING THE CONFERENCE

Purpose & Ski lig

1. JNTRODUCTORY PHASE

A. Purpose:

to establish physical comfort and a pleasant feeling tone

to establish a mental set toward the conference process

to establish the professional tone of the conference

B . Skills: (ability of the principal to:)

1) plan a statement of getting

2) plan a pleasant feeling-tone statement

3) plan to review the conference process for the teacher

2 . DIAGNOSING PHASE

A. Purpose:

to get additional informafion about the lesson and the teache?s perspective to complete
the diagnosis.

to allow the teacher the opportunity to analyze the lesson.

to narrow the focus of the teacher to the conference objectives.

B. Skills:

1) design an open-ended question that will allow the teacher an opportunity to reflect on the
instructional skills that promoted learning.

2) design an open-ended question that will allow the teacher an opportunity to reflect on the
instructional skills that interfered with learning.

3) desir a question that will narrow the focus of the teacher to the instructional skill to be
rein orceci.

4) design a question that will narrow the focus of the teacher to the instructional skill to be
taught.

5) monitor the teacher's responses and adjust as appropriate.

9
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3 . REINFORCEMENT PHASE

A. Purpose:

to identify and reinforce an instructional skill so that the teacher will continue using that
skill.

B. Skills:

1) write the objective for the skill to be reinforced (see Selecting Conference Objectives).

2) mark in the anecdotal record specific examples of the instructional skill being reinforce&

3) plan how these specific examples will be shared with the teacher.

4) design a statement to recommend continued use of this instructional skill.

5) design a statement to explain how this instructional skill assists student in learning.

6) plan a procedural closure.

4 . INSTRUCTIONAL PHASE

A. Purpose:

to develop or refine an instructional skill

B. Skills:

1) write the objective for the instructional skill being developed or refined (see Selecting
conference Objectives)

2) develop:
inticipatcry set plan to focus the teaches attention on the instnictional skill being
developed.

gbjcigyn: plan to relate the objective to the teacher.

purpose: plan to explain how this skill affects the student's learning process

input: develop a task analysis for the instructional skill being developed.
- plan how the information nom the task analysis will be provided.

model: plan examples that will illustrate how the instructional skill is utilized.

check for understanding: design a question that will check the teacher's
understanding of the instructional skill being developed.

guidodincits: design several activities that will serve as practice for the
instructional skill being developed.

arm: design an activity that will allow the teacher the opportunity to summarize
his/her understanding of

- the instructional skill that was developed
- the instructional skill that was reinforced

10
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. FOLLOW-UP PHASE

A. Purpose:

to allow the opportunity for growth

to hold both the teacher and the principal accountable for the improvement of the
instructional sIdll covered in the conference.

to provide support for the teachet's efforts in improvement

B. Skills:

1) plan to assist the teacher in deciding the amount of time needed by the teacher for practice
before the follow-up observation.

2) establish a date and dme for the next observation

3) plan a statement of support for the teacher's efforts in instrucdonal improvement

11
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F.

1

i

1

DIAGNOSIS

1. Ask teacher for the instructional objective. (What will the students learn and how will they
demonstrate that they have learned.)

Instructional Objective

2. Script-tape the teaching episode.

3. Label the data in tem of the Elements of Effective Instruction.

4. Using specific supportive data from the script-tape, ask:

Did the Teacher teach to the objective? Yes/No

Evidence (from script-tape)

Was the objective at the correct level of difficulty for the learner(s)? Yes/No?

Evidence (from script-tape)

Did the teacher monitor the students' progress and adjust the teaching in relation to the
students' progress? Yes/No

Evidence (from script-tape)

Was there effective use or was there abuse of principles of learning? Yes/No

Evidence (from script-tape)

12
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SELECTING THE CONFERENCE OBJECTIVE(S1

1. List the sldlls Mkt promoted learning and list those that interfered with learning.

Promoted learning: Interfered with learning:

2. Rank the gill s that promoted learning, the first being the one that was instrumental
to progress toward the learning.

Circle the item ranked #1. This will be the instructional sldll to be reinforced.

3. Rank the :Ws that
with progress toward

1111 .0 .0 laming, the first being the one that most interfered
learning.

arcle the item ranked #1. This will be the instructional skill to be taught

4. Consider the ability of the teacher to receive instruction at this time.

Consider your self and your ability to teach the instructional objective.

S. Write the minfgammont .objecdve and the timigignil objective for this conference.

Reinforcement Objective

Instructional Objective

13



PLANNING THE CONFERENCE

1. INTRODUCTORY PHASE

Plan a statement for greeting the teacher.

Plan a pleasant feeling-tone statement.

Plan to review the conference sequence for the teacher.

2. COMPLETING THE DIAGNOSLS PHASE

Design a question that will give the teacher an opportunity to reflect on the instructional
skills that were effective in promoting learning.

Design a question that will give the teacher an opportunity to reflect on the instructional
skills that were not as effective in promoting learning.

Design a question that will narrow the focus of the teacher to the instmcdonal skill to be
reinforceclin the conference.

Design a question that will nanow the focus of the teacher to the instructional sldll that is
to be taught in the conference.

Listen and mentally label teacher comments.

14



3. REINFORCEMENT PHASE

Write the objective for the instructional skill to be reinfaved. (See Selecting the Conference
Objective, item #5)

Mark in the anecdotal record the examples of the skill being reinforced.

Plan how ru will relate these examples to the teacher.

Design a statement to recommend continued use of the skill.

Plan to explain how the continued use of the skill being reinforced will usist the student
in learning.

Plan a statement to elicit closure.

15
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4. INSTRUCTIONAL PHASE

Write the objective for the instructional skill to be taught to the teacher, (see Selecting the
conference Objective, item #5)

Anticipatory Set

Objective - Plan to tell the objective to the teacher

Purpose - Explain how this will assist the students in learning

Input - Write the task analysis (see Essential Elements of Instruction: Task Analysis
Information Packet)

Model - Examples, Mustrations

Check for Understanding

Guided Practice

Closure - (Teacher summarizes)

5. pLANNING THE FOLLOW-UP PHASE

Statement of support

Statement of accountability

Establish date and time for next observation.

16
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SUGGESTIONS FOR MINI LESSONS

1. How to tie a de/bow

2. Waxing skis

3. Preparing attractive food garnishes

4. Napkin folding

5. Ten essential Spanish words for communicadng in Mexico

6. Blood pressure

7. Wood carving

8. Rules for Cribbage

9. Coundng a Bridge hand

10. How to do your own personal color analysis

11. Hand cut letters

12. Water color techniques

13. Techniques for remembering names

14. Creating paper flowers out of tissue paper

15. Ribbon poinsettia

16. Hockey infractions

17. Football penalty signals

18. Filleting fish

19. Soft sculpture

20. How to sell your car yourself

21. Creating your own transpaitncies

22. Food exchange system

23. CPR

24. Dealing with abrasive people

25. Aerobic exercises

1 7
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Effecting a Reconciliation between Supervision and Evaluation

Madeline Hunter

I take exception to the assertion that teacher evaluation is a high-cost.

low-yield investment. Teaching has improved more in the last decade, since we

have done research on teaching and teachers are being evaluated in terms of

that research, than it had in the previous centuries. Granted, there always

have been outstanding teachers, but their skills usually were intuitive, not

consciously practiced. Granted, also, that more research has been available

for determining effective teaching in the last decade than in previous

centuries. We need only look at the contribution of criterion testing to

improvement of student performance in order to supply evidence that high yield

results from application of research to the evaluation of students or teachers

(or principals).

I will also grant that many principals still have not had the opportunity

to learn how to either supervise (help) or evaluate a teacher: an indictment

of our universities, many of whom still do an inadequate job of preparing

principals for either professional responsibility.

Another issue with which I do not agree is the "fix or fire," "Improve or

remove" implication of formative and summative evaluation. We are way beyond

those rudimentary notions. The outcome for both supervision and evaluation

should be escalating teaching effectiveness. Summative evaluation becomes a

check point when decisions need to be made about pay, promotion, or release.

Expectations will vary for beginning and experienced teachers but both must be

certified as growing professionals not merely "adequate" teachers. The
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processes of gathering supporting valid evidence for formative, and summative

evaluation are much the same. Observing, script taping, and analyzing

constitute the diagnostic phase of both. Prescribing for continuing

professional growth or making decisions about future status constitute the

prescriptive phase. Formative and summative evaluation must be sequential

processes, not simultaneous, for the latter is a summation of and achieves

validity from the former. The decision to terminate must be based on evidence

that the individual has. throughout the year. had the opportunity but has not

demonstrated the capacity and/or intention to grow professionally from that

opportunity. Intent to grow can be stimulated as a result of supervision by

someone who has the power to make a final evaluation and who has collected

ongoing data to support final evaluation. Of course, principals want to be

supportive. They will feel so if they have been involved in helping, not just

judging.

In a Los Angeles inner city school, the principal attempted to help a

resistant teacher. Finally, in desperation, the principal issued an ultimatum

that better professional skills would be demonstated or the teacher would be

terminated. Improvement began. By the end of the year the principal rated

the teacher as "better than average" and confessed, "I've always been ashamed

of myself for losing ay temper and threatening to fire you. What caused you

to grow?" The teacher responded, "No one had ever explained professional

growth to me that way before."

When there are two administrators, teaming rather than separating

formative and summative evaluation should be the procedure. In that way

stimulation and correction are built into both processes. To have no

communication between the two is like concealing from your doctor all relevant

health information when you have your annual physical.
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It is tine we do some "marriage counseling" to avert the potential divorce

of teacher evaluation from supervision and coaching. The two are really very

compatable. With understanding of the role, purpose, and activities of each,

marital productiveness out of which is born escalating instructional

effectiveness (and even bliss!) are possible to achieve. Those who believe

otherwise seldom have had extensive experience in dealing with both processes

in routine clinical school practice.

It is interesting that in no other enterprise do we consider helping

people become more skilled, and determining that they have become more skilled,

to be mutually exclusive enterprises. Typically, the teacher who works daily

with a class believes no one else can evaluate them as fairly. Surely,

teaching graduate classes does not interfere with grading those same

students. We would stipulate it contributes to a fair grade!

A coach who has worked with players usually can give a more accurate

appraisal of their present skills and future potential than can a one time,

skilled observer. Only in competition where the contestants are being

compared and ranked in identical situations, are the Judges different from

trainers who could be biased in terms of their "one and only." Evaluators of

teachers do not have a "one and only" who is competing against another's "one

and only" in identical situations. Competence must be evaluated in terms of

appropriateness and artistry of teaching decisions and behaviors in

bewilderingly different situations. The athlete's high Jump bar is not at

different heights when it is supposed to be at six feet. The condition of the

ice does not vary considerably fror one skater to the other but classes and

teaching situations do.

Teaching is an action performance behavior based on cognition. Information

or skills can be acquired through fhservice, self analysis, observation or

47
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independent study. The "how" is less important than that artistic skills and

accurate knowledge are acquired. Proficiency and artistry develop, as in all

action performance behaviors, through practice with coaching. In education we

call the coaching process "supervision," or "peer coaching," or formative

evaluation. Coaching requires that the coach possess and utilize the skills

necessary to increase the effectiveness and/or artistry of another's

performance (something not always true in current peer coaching). It does not

require that the coach be able to perform better than the individual being

coached. The diagnostic-prescriptive aspect of coaching to remediate or

stretch performance through formative interactions has been missing from much

previous supervision (hence, the name "snoopervision"). The primary purpose

of supervision, coaching, or formative evaluation is to enhance performance.

Formative evaluation employs the process of observation, script taping,

and analysis of productive and, if they exist, less than productive behaviors.

The purpose is to increase teaching effectiveness and artistry through a

subsequent instructional conference.

Summative evaluation is a summation of those same processes for the

purpose of certification of a person and/or assignment to a category which can

range from "Inadequate" to "outstanding." Evaluators must have the skills

necessary for making judgments about teaching performance which can be

supported by reasonably objective data gathered from frequent formative

eve uations. A valid summative evaluation can not be made after one

observation or oner conference.

Consequently, to validly supervise or evaluate teachers one needs to be

highly skilled in both formative and summative evaluation in order to

determine whether the teacher's decisions and behaviors were appropriate (and
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artistic!) or are becoming increasingly appropriate to these students in WI

situation with the particular content being learned. The professional skills

essential to engaging in supervision and evaluation also require formative

supervision/coaching during their acquisition and require summative evaluation

to certify their possession.

This is not to say that only the evaluator contributes to professional

growth. Both principals and teachers need all the help they can get to

translate research about teaching and learning into effective and artistic

classroom implementation. Principals welcome the augmentation which results

from assistance of resource teachers, central office supervisors, and peer

coaches to assist with, B21 replace, their own supervision because daily

assistance over a period of time is not usually possible for a principal given

the other responsibilities.

It is essential; however, for a principal to know the area on which a

teacher's attempt to grow is focused and to be aware of the effort put forth

and the progress being made so this becomes an important consideration in the

final summative evaluation. It is naive to believe that the teacher will

reveal problems to a supervisor and conceal them from an evaluator. Problems

in performance behavior cannot be concealed. They are inevitably revealed to

any sophisticated observer. Do you think the coach doesn't know who lacks

skill in passing? The teacher doesn't know which students can't multiply?

The observer doesn't know when a teacher has discipline problems, doesn't

understand math concepts, asks only "yes/no" questions? To believe that a

teacher must reveal a problem for a skillecobserver to know it exists is

wishful thinking.

It is equally naive to assume the principal does not have the time for

supervision when instruction is the first priority of schooling. Granted,
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none of us has all the time we need and we welcome and need additional help.

Every principal can schedule a few hours. inviolate, each week to supervise

(assist with) the development of escalating excellence and artistry in

teaching. "Walk through" supervision enables prfncipals to visit four to six

teachers in a half hour. Seldom should any supervisor's visit last more than

ten to twenty minutes. The necessary feed back and coaching can follow at

breaks, before and after school, In preparation periods or in the classroom

with the students on "autopilot." Frequently, "don't have tine" means "don't

know how," which is understandable, as skills of supervision often are not

adequately taught in administrative preparation.

Supervision is a much more difficult process than is evaluation although

the latter appears more formidable. The former requires diagnosis of what the

teacher is next ready to learn, prescription of how best to acquire that

knowledge or skill, monitoring the process of acquisition, accelerating or

remediating the process as required, and assuming part of the responsibility

for the teacher's professional growth.

Evaluation, while not easy, requires only a final assignment to a category

with supporting objective evidende. To do either supervision or evaluation

well requires the same process (observing, script taping, analysis, and

interpretation of script tape) but each has the different purpose of

"teaching" or "grading." Teachers see a final evaluation as fair and just if

it is based on many samples of their teaching, not one fatal visit.

Principals feel secure in final evaluation if they have been involved in a

teacher's growth throughout the year when "summative" becomes truly a summing

up of year's effort and achievement in the demanding process of teaching.

Evaluation should be an outcome which reflects supervision in the same way

that grading is the outcome that reflects effort and instruction.
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Let's look at some actual situations which support the marriage of

formative and summative evaluation.

1. Teacher A is a nice "average" teacher. Students make routine

progress in her class but are not very excited about school. Parents

(and the custodian) don't complain, but never request that teacher.

The supervisor works hard all year to try to get Teacher A to try same

new ideas, to add a little spark to her class, but to no avail. At

the end of the year, things are just the same as they were last year

and the year before and the year before that.

Teacher B is a teacher who begins the year with considerable chaos.

The room is disheveled, the students noisy, and teaching is spotty.

The supervisor works hard and slowly things begin to improve. At the

end of the year students are well behaved most, but not all of the

time. The room is usually orderly, but exciting student activities

sometimes leave it messy. Teacher B has tried and mastered most, but

not all of the teaching techniques suggested.

An evaluator, unaware of what the supervisor has been striving to

accomplish with both teachers makes a visit to each room. Which

teacher do you think will receive a better evaluation? Which has

demonstrated potential for continuing growth? How can the evaluator

know that?

2. An evaluator observed a class where one boy was drawing a motorcycle

while the teacher was explaining a process. The evaluator marked the

teacher down for not making the boy put the motorcycle away. He was

unaware that the teacher had grown from "taking the student on" in a

public display of "tug of war" from which there was no honorable
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to others and was well along the way to interesting the boy in the

lesson. The evaluator, not having worked with the teacher had no way

of crediting the teacher with professional growth in a very difficult

situation or knowing that the boy was behaving the best he ever had.

3. The author, observing a mature teacher, felt he left a lot to be

desired. The principal, who had been supervising him all year, stated

that he had arrived this year as an administrative transfer from

another school where he had been permitted, by "average" evaluations.

to continue with less than mediocre performance. The current

principal had assisted with, but insisted on, improvement and the

growth bad been reaarkable. School district personnel marveled at his

improvement and predicted he would shortly, attain better than adequate

performance. Would the author's or the principal's be the more fair

evaluation?

An important aspect of evaluating teachers is knowing what new

skills they are learning, how eagerly they seek constructive

appraisal, what and how hard they are willing to try in order to

improve their performance, how much they have accomplished

professionally this year. The person who supervises is aware of

these aspects. The evaluators say not be cognisant of how well

teachers have learned what they have had the opportunity to learn and

how much superilsory effort it took to achieve these results. All of

these aspects are predictors of continuing professional growth or

stagnation.
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4. It is interesting to note that in the Napa Project* where the

consultants supervised and the principals evaluated, as soon as the

consultants left, the teachers no longer continued with what they had

learned but went back to their "old ways." Evidently, the teachers

felt there were different expectations in supervision and evaluation.

This provides provacative evidence that supervision and evaluation

should be marriage partners, not divorced activities. Let's reunite

them but, through lnservice in both, build future compatability.

* Journal of Elementary Education, February 1987.
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Trends
[Supervision
ROBERT J. KNEWSK1

Understanding the Why's of
Instructional repervision
Why is k that so many teachers do hot
receive the instrucdonal improvement
suppon and services they feel they
need? Why don't schools have an
abundance of improvement pro-
grams? These are complex questions
that lead to others witty deeper impli-
cations for supervision. Are there
enough instructional improvement
personnel? Do they have the necessary
preparation and skills to carry out
their instructional improvement role?
Do they understand what their role
entails? And do their lob tequiremenn
give them sufficient time to devote to
that role? Perhaps in oUr zest to excel
in instructional improvement, we have
been too quick to tespohd to the
boas and have ignored the RV&

Underitanding instructional super-
vision is not easy, and implementing
an instructional supervision program
remains a persistent challenge. Most
super/bore develop usumpdons, prin-
ciples, hypotheses, and conceptual
frameworks On which to base their
theories and build their supervision
ideas. They express concern that in-
structional supervision is too often
thought of as a process that focuses o
specific skills, advantages, time co
maims, or motivation technique&
Withoix the reasons behind the pro-
cesses, it is needy impossible for su-
pervisors to communicate effectively
with teachers. Both supervison and
teachers must be aware of the why's,
and any instructional
model must intewate the with
the how's

From 'the instrucumat supeartwon
literature and from practice, I chose
six kerPlements that together provide
a firm foundatkm for building a viable
instructitinal improvement program

1. Instructional super:Won requires
a perceiving, behaving attitude. The
most important task ktstructkmal au-
pervisors face is relating to the affec-
tive. Crucial to success is forming and
maintainink a positive attitude and en-
thusiasm toward. instruhknal im-
provement. Just as a prerequisite for

effective teaching is a teacher's accept-
ance of self, so too must the instruc-
tional supervisor know, aecept, and
respect self as a prerequisite to wodt-
Ina effectively with teachers and gold-
Ins their instructional improvement
efforts.

Wilhelm% (1973) believes that the
only teachers who can really do the
lob are those who somehow feel good
about themselves, the people they
work with, and the world they work in.
The same holds true for supervisors.
Effective instructional supervision re-
quires that supervisors be in touch not
only with themselves but with -col-
leagues as well. Knowing and accept-
ing self-limitations allows supervisors
to better accept colleague& work with
them as they are, and encourage them
to accept themselves and to accept
students. Moss iinportant, such behav-
ior facilitates a perceiving, behaving
attitude and enhances supervisors' en-
couraging a like attitude in teacher&

2. Instructional supenesion requires
a becoming attitude. Supervisors who
try to do their best for instructional
improvement .and who model im-

ger:nt in their own professional
will hold similar expect*

lions of the teachers with whom they
work. The concluding sentences of
ASCD's Perceivin& &barbs Beam.
kg (Combs, 1962) note that the per-
son who has values, a pesitive view of
self, is creative, open to experience,
responsible And, trustworthy, well in-
formed, and aware that he or she is in
the process'of becoming, is the person
most able to survive and deal.with the
future. Our actions speak louder than
words. Confidence it% self encourages
confidence in others; others become
what we expect and help them to be.

3. instructional supeniidon requires
nurturing qf mutual trust and rap
port Rapporta harmonious relation-
ship, especially one of mutual trustis
vital. Trust is the foundation of instruc-
tional supervision; itS development
must be continually promoted and
nourished. While perceiving, behav-
in& becoming attitudes are necessary
prerequisites, rapport nurturance is

the binding element for instructional
sbpervision.

4. Ingnolonal aieenuson rogubm
suridensPreParadm Thmush PrePa.
radon Programs. ProsPeothe supervi-
sors must acquire a thorough knowl-
edge base of instructional skills and
theory u well as an ability to apply that
theory in the practical world of teach-
ing. Too often, however, supervision
credential programs lack dila impor-
tant featureor address it only minimal-
ly hece&sary aldUs itiart:
nin& &serving xtd analping
conferendng and counseling with
teachers; and planning and knple-
menting improvement programs with
teachers; kutructionel supervisors
cannot NM their role expectations.
And without sufficiem preparation, su-
pervisors cannot acquire these neces-
sary skills.

lmtnetionat supenition requires
role *Negation. A supervisor helps
teachers and supervisors understand
and accept their respective role& In
supervision, 'role delineation is con-
comitant with cog -,, for while
the supervisor is r.sØonslble for de-
Moping and knpleneating Manx-
dons! impnwement paw^ the
teacher is the critical Ink to student
learning. Preparing teachers for in-
structional knpronmem means get-
ting all teachers kwohted In instruc-
doted map= decisions, promoting
idea sharing and a sense of program
owners* k also means assuming
sal leatitelttb.setting realistuica

tor to accta;m7e1 the goals.
6. instructional superldon requires

proauctint tendon. Behavior dime
pluduces mann for both teacher and
supervlxx. Supervisor tensiondue
in pan tt incongruency between lob
expectation:e and lack of sufficient
preparationis perhaps even greater
than Aat tithe teacher whose instruc
tional behavior is analyzed for im-
provement. Teattter sensionwheth-
Raw/ Shofar* Preqinsor and nem(
DepwInmat Mucaliond Administna.
Mon and Ofenalins eterrsity tMrth -
071 IONA aver Falk
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ef from neopiTes wit.httirn, succeixl
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PREPARING 7OR AN INSTRUCTIONAL CONFERENCE
Madeline Humer

All instructronal conferences have "increased excellence in ibture teaching" as their goal. The teacher

will never teach that same lesson to those same students apin. Consequently, the purpose of the conference

is not to compliment the teacher or repair that lesson, but to use that lesson as a data source to reinforce and

extend effective teaching or to remediate less effective teaching so in either case positive transfer to that

teachees future lessons will become more probable. '

Observe and Script Tape the Lesson
It is assumed 1) that an observation will precede any instructional conference (unless teacher and

observer are only planning for a subsequent lesson) and 2) that a script tape (running anecdotal record of

what the teacher and students said and did) will Ix made thuing the observation to be used as the primary data

for the conference.

Using a checklist to determine whether a teacher did or did not do something is an unsatisfactory

means of recording data for an instructional conference because there is no record of temporal cause-effect

relationships or of the context in which the behavior occurred. Presence or absence of any behavior is not

the question. The question is whether the behavior observed was appmpriate or inappropriate to that

situation and for those students.

Analyze the Script Tape
As soon as possible after the observation, the observer should identify the teacher's instructional

objective and analyze the script tape in terms of that objective, recording in the margin those sections which

have relevance for the conference. This identification can be done by marks (7, I, 41, ) or colored pen.

Sections identified should be labeled with the professional term that will be used to describe and

communicate concepts and generalizations in the conference r antidpatory set," "massed practice,"

"extinction," "meaning," transfer," etc.). Labeling builds a common vocabulary which subsequently can be

used to discuss professional understandings. The part of the script tape that will support that label or

generalization should be marked so it can be readily located during the conference.

From the script tape, teaching decisions and actions am analyzed to identify cause-effect

, relationships and to determine the conditions under which similar decisions would be effective in the future.

For decisions that were not as effective as intended, theory based practical and specific remediations need

to be developed. The following activities should be included in the analysis.:



Identify and label any nontypical, effective decision or behavior which occurred only once or

seldom in the lesson. Frequently this is intuitive behavior, so the teacher needs to be alerted to that behavior,

learn the generalization that supports its effei iiveness and identify the conditions under which that same

behavior should be used in the future.

If they occur, identify patterns of less effective teacher or student behaviors, not just one instance.

One instance of not enough "wait time," a blurted out answer, an inappropriate rhetorical question, a lack of

specific feedback is not all that important but observers tend to ''pounce* on such instances. Only

sophisticated teachers welcome being alerted to their occasional "slips."

Prioritize what needs to be accomplished with the teacher. Remember, you can't accomplish

everything in one conference. The first items of pciority are the concerns of the teacher the discepancy

between what the teacher hoped would happen and what did happen. Little else can be accomplished unless

those discrepancies are discussed, understood and handled. This does not mean you begin every conference

with, "How did you feel about the lesson?" It does mean that whenever a teachees concern surfaces it

must be attended to before proceeding to other matters.

It there are problem or inappropriate student behaviors, those need to be handled. Very little can be

accomplished when students are not in order. Try to determine what triggered the unproductive behavior.

Was ft teacher, students or situational? Plan a workable (practical!) remedial plan that is possible for that

teacher to implement with that student in that situation. Also plan how you will teacWassist/support the

teacher in the implementation. Anticipate, also, how you will follow up to determine if the plan wu

successful, if it requires modifications, and how they will be detelmined and effected.

If student behavior problems are not an issue, determine a primary objective for the conference. Is it

to identify effective teaching decisions and behaviors, to develop alternatives for future situations where those

strategies might not work (increase the teaches pharmacy of alternatives), to encourage the teacher to engage

in self-analysis, to remediate behaviors that were not successful or to stretch effective teachers to new heights

of professionalism, or a combination of these objectives appropriate for teacher and time available?

Any one, or the combinadon a these objectives, may need to be modified as information emerging

during the conference indicates a different direction would be more productive. Remember to include, in

whatever are the priorities, strategies to pruduce positive transfer of understanding and/or skills developed in

the conference to fifture teaching situations.

Plan the Conference

I. From the analysis, generate a sequential lesson plan." Remember, the observer has responsibility

for teaching. How will you open the conference? While something initiated by the teacher may cause you to

modify you beginning, it is wise to pTan the words you will use to start the conference productively. Usually

it is advisable to begin with a successful teacher behavior. Don't waste time on "small talk." Usually starting

off with "What went well and why," will get teachers' attention and make them more comfortable in the

conference situation.
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Beware of the use of "I" in the conference. ("I liked," "I was impressed by." "I noticed.") "You"

has more potential to build the teacher's self concept. ("Your lesson was impressive." "You used excellent

judgment when you --." "You really thought on your feet when you ---." "When you--- it caused

students to --.") Occasionally it helps to tape record your conference to discover whether you have the "I, I,

I" habit, and to hear how you "come across."

2. Have your script tape marked in a way that you can easily find the sections you wish to "play back"

to the teacher. Don't bore him/her by reading the whole script tape ("and then youand then youand then

you---.") The teacher knows the sequence of the lesson. Work from only the parts you have selected and

develop those into generalizations with the condition under which their future use is or is not appmpriate. If

the teacher raises a question about a certain part of the lesson, take dme to find it in your script tape. Don't

try to work from memory. This is the reason you need to script tape the entire observation, not just the parts

you see as important. A different part of the lesson may be more important to the teacher.

Support your comments with data from the script tape so the teacher knows the pan of the lesson to

which you are referring. Always being aware of and responding to the teachees questions and concerns,

make your suggestions become generalizations useful in the Mum. Then determine how you will check

for the teacher's understanding of the use of that generalization in similar situations which the teacher

may encounter in the future.

3. Work from a teachees strength to a problem area if there is one. Plan questions that will elicit the

teachees reasons for what occurred before you make &judgment about it. ("You've done an excellent job of

teaching students to raise their hands and wait to be acicnowledged. One time you ignored Marys blurted out

response and another time you accepted it as the answer to your question. Was there a difference in the two

situations?") When you hear the teachees reasoning behind actions, you may be imptessed by the "custom

tailoring" to differing sets of circumstances. If there was no difference, simply inconsistency in the teacher's

I;ehavior, it usually will be discovered as (s)he hears the script tape and considers the answer to your

question.

Typically we am questioned only when something is wrong. The ability to ask a question without

implying that something was amiss is one of the most complex skills for observers to acquire. It helps to

precede the question with the indication that the teacher's action was productive, "Your rephrasing of the

question was surely effective, what caused you to do it?"

If the teachees action was not productive, questions are more difficult to phrase so they don't

become value judgments or accusations and imply, "Why in the world would you do that?" An observer

needs to develop phrases such as, "Take me through your thinking when you---." "What was your thinking.

when --?" "Help me !mow the reason for --."

4. It is an important responsibility of the observer, before the conference, to develop altematives to less

effective teacher or student behaviors. If the lesson wasn't interesting, what specifically could be done to

make it more interesting. General admonitions or platitudes are useless. ("Your lesson should be more

related to the students so they are interested in learning," needs to become, "It's sometimes hard to make
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pans of speech interesting. Usually it helps to use students interests such as, "He put the tape in the video

player, under the video, away from the video.") If the observer can't suggest something specific (and

practical in terms of teacher time and energy) to make the lesson related to students, don't expect the teacher

to generate solutions. You need to be prepared with, "Them are several ways of doing it, such u " and

suggest several, not just one way or it becomes an order rather than a repertoire of possible alternatives.

S. Practice enabling statements: "Tell me what you were thinking when you ." "Help me

understand what happened when --." "I'm sure you had a reason but I don't know what it was." "ft work

beautiAdly. If it doesn't work in a future time you might try 'There is a potential booby trap here that

the strength of your teaching got you through. You need to watch out for

Avoid giving suggestions as questions: "Might you have tried, used, done needs to be "You

might have --." "Could you have 7" is mom honestly exprened as "You could have ." A genuine

query is acceptable. Suggestions in the form of questions are not.

Avoid such words as: "problem," "trouble" and "inconect." They are red flap. ("You had a

problem when --.") Use "situation," "episode," or baler, simply read from your script tape what

happened. ("You asked, 'What should we serve at the patty? and the students all started calling out

answers. That is probably not what you wanted. Let's develop some ways to avoid it in the Mum.")

Avoid the use of assumptions: 'The studems were confused when ." Use specific accounts from

your script tape of what actually happened. "When you asked several students gave incorrect answers";

6. Develop ways to encourage the teacher to analyze and generate increasingly effective behaviors so

self analysis becomes more routine after every lesson. Don't be afraid to give information, however, when it

is requested or needed. Remember, a sophisticated observer who is only observing and recording can often

perceive mom than a teacher who is having to generate high speed responses in terms of what students are

saying or doing which often necessitate modifications of original plans; to "catch it coming down and rtm

with it."

7. Phn for a summary of the conference with the teacher and/or the observer reiterating the most

important points and remaking them when necessary. Avoid a summary that becomes an "inquisition."

Determine whether those points will be reconied, how and by whom.

8. Build an enabling bridge into the next observation and conference. ("I learned a great deal nom

observing your teaching. I'm looking forward to the next observation." "It will be a learning experience for

me to see how you develop these ideas." "Let me know how well these ideas work and whether I bud to

rethink them or develop some new ones.")

Conferences are like lessons in that the better they are planned, the more productive they are apt to

be. However, as in all teaching, things seldom proceed exactly as anticipated. Consequently, it is very

growth evoking to videotape your conference or have an observer script tape it in order that you too will get

feedback so you continue to enhance your conferencing effectiveness.
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Script-taping: An Essential Supervisory Tool
Madeline Hunter

The fundamental purpose of all supervision is to accelerate growth, in a desirable

direction, of those supervised. Essential to this growth iiidentification and labeling of

behaviors which are contributing to productive performance, behaviors which are con-

suming precious time, energy and materials, but contributing little or nothing to

productive performance, and behaviors which, albeit unintentionally, are actually

interferring with productive performance. Only through such identification can those

behaviors be strenghthened, eliminated or remediated.

The easiest way to identify specific behaviors is by observation of a person's

performance. Final scores, whether in sports or tests, indicate whether you have

a winner or loser. Only observaticin will yield the information necessary to change

the latter to the former. To be useful in accomplishing this purpose observation must

be valid, objective and recorded. Script-taping is probably the easiest and most

efficient way to provide a record of teaching performance.

Script-taping is the process of capturing with pen and pad 'Nvhat happened" in

an observed segment of teaching. The anecdotal tot judgemental or categorical)

notes of a script-tape enable observer and teacher to "play back" the teaching episode

so salient cause-effect relationships can be identified, discussed, reinforced ex

remediated.

Criteria for efficiently and effectively obtening records in any situation are:

1. They require minimum equipment in terms of cost, bulk and time

for setup.

CO



2. Their focus is flexible rather than static.

3. Thcy provide sequential data from which can be inferred cause-

'effect relationships.

4. They are not biased.

S. They are easily "played back."

6. They can be edited easily and a specific part located quickly.

Let's look at several taping devices in relation to these criteria.

Videotape

Nothing excells the use of videotape to "see ourselves as others see us." Teachers,

principals, supervisors, superintendents should have frequent opportunities to see them-

selves in action. It is inexcusable that, in this day and age, anyone be denied the growth

potential from viewing a completely objective record of his/her professional performance.

Videotapes when examined according the the 6 criteria listed above have assets

and liabilities (as do all records).

1. Videotaping requires equipment which is expensive, takes time to set up

and take down, usually needs a technician to operate, and can, frequently,

"not work., "

2. Videocameras cannot easily be "swung around" the classroom. Videocameraa

"take" only where they are pointed and time is required to change focus

without obliterating what is happening or making the subsequent viewer

dizzy.

3. Given an educationally sensitive and skilled operator, videotaping can

capture "what lead to what" in probably more vivid and obvious form than

any other method of recording. But, if the camera is not focused on the
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right place, the cause-effect sequence is lost.

4. What is recorded is what really happened. Aside from the bias of where

the camera is pointed, the record is completely objective.

5. "Playing back" requires setting up equipment or the provision of a permanent

setup to which observers always must come. It also necessitates.the

subsequent erasure of the rape or investment of money in tapes and

storage space.

6. Finding the place needed in a videotape can be an exasperating, see-

s awing experience. The alternative is watching the entire tape which

takes the same amount of time as it did to see the lesson originally.

Occasionally, it is important to review everything that happened in a

segment of teaching. More frequently only the salient parts are discussed

in an instructional conference. These parts can be difficult to locate

quickly on the tape.

In spite of these liabilities, the assets available only in videotape make its

occasional use imperative to accelerating teaching effectiveness.

Audiotaoe.

Audiotaping also has an important place in professional growth. "To hear

ourselves as others hear us" can be a surprise. The lack of recording body language,

however, can give an inacurate impression of what was meant. Words and intonations

accompanied by a smile and a twinkle can mean something very different from the

same sounds accompanied by a frown or a glare. What is recorded is not always

what was "heard" by the students.
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Audiotaping also has assets and liabilities.

1. Its cost in tent is of equipment and time for set up is not as great as video-
..

tape. It requires no operator, just a mike placed so that it catches

-
significant sounds.

2. Flexibility is limited only by the position of the mike and the electrical

outlet. Equipment is easily carried and moved.

3. Sound sequence is recorded, visual or movement sequence is not.

4. No bias exists except in the limitations of what the mike can "catch."

5. Playback requires only the tape recorder and an outlet. Little space

or money is needed to "save" tapps.

6. Audio-taping presents the same problems as videotaping in locating and

listening to salient segments of the lesson.

Script-tayinx

Script-taping is the least expensive tool of the effective supervisor .and it

effectively produces needed records because:

1. It requires only a writing instrument and paper, easily portable equip-

ment available in every school.

I. It has extraordinary flexibility. The writer can change focus ouickly and

monitor two or more areas which are operating simultaneously. Quick

sweeps of the observer's eyes can pick up activities and responses from

all over the room. Focus can be changed instantly from teacher to studts

so the most salient aspects of each can be recorded.

4
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Script-tapes provide easily accessible temporal relationships of events

from which cause-effect relationships can be inferred.

4. Script-tapes correctly done are bias free for they arc a record of what

actually happened. Done by an inexperienced or unsophisticated observer,

script-tapes can be biased if the records show only what the observer

thought was important or worth recording.

5. Cizript-tapes can be played back anywhere because, from the written

record, the observer becomes the playback instrument. The fidelity

of the reproduction is, as with all recording, dependent on the sensitivity

of the recording instrument and the reproduction capacity of the playback

insirument. A trained observer can produce an unbelievable performance

in both recording and playback. The cost of storage is only a folder and

file space.

6. The optical scanning of the human eye and the dexterity of the hand in

Aurning a page are the only time consumers spend in locating the needed

part of the teaching episode. Skilled observers mark salient parts when

recording them, making their location obvious. All parts of the lesson are

almost immediately accessible.

Developing the skill of script-taping

Ltarning the skill of script-taping is a remarkably easy but extraordinarily

painful process which can be accomplished with about two hours of practice. The

pain results from the "taper's" conviction that "it can't be done." Groans, anger.

wishes for shorthand skills, indignation about "being expected to do this" are all



familiar symptoms of the beginner, generated by the bumbling inadeqnacy of the

beginner's attempts contrasted to incredible accuracy a inclusiveness of an

accomplished script-taper. Beginhers can't believe that such a dramatically

useful skill can be acquired in such a short amount of time. Two practice hours

later, beginnerVlushed with pleasure, are successfully "playing back".an ac

curate sequence of what teacher and students said and did in a teaching episode.

The following is a sample of a script-tape and the playback from it:

Open p. 43 I'm ask ver hd - use mark to find ens when fnd sho me with sig who

has lots of pets Every had mark on rt ans Who can't see Mr. Sleeper (wrong

ens) that rt if asked who sees but can't see. Now just rt.

From this script tape the recorder can play back:

Open your book to page 43. I'm going to ask some very hard questions. Use

your marker to find .the answer. *When you have found the answer show me with the

signal (thumb up) Who has lots of pets? Everyone had the marker on the right

answer. Who can't see Mr. Sleeper? (A girl gave a wrong answer) That would

be right U I asked who sees Mr. Sleeper but I asked who can't see Mr. Sleeper?

(Same child responds correctly) Now you're just right!

.From this script tape the observer can verify that the teache a. had every

student answering every question with a marker and that the teacher Is monitoring

each student's Information location skills. Also the teacher is to be commended

for dignifying the student's incorrect answer, giving a prompt (I asked who can't

see Mr. Sleeper) to help that same student be right, thereby leaving the student

with a success experience rather than leaving her with a feeling of being "wrong"

by moving to a different student for the correct answer.
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SCRIPT-TAPING:

A METHOD FOR RECORDING CLASSROOM OBSERVATIONS

The purpose of a script-tape is to have a temporal record of what occurred in a lesson in order
to (1) identify cause-effect relationships in teaching and learning. (2) to support those
relationships with specific examples from the observed teaching episode, and (3) have them
available for use in an instructional conference. This means the observer needs to record as
much of what is said and done dudng the lesson as possible. The following are guidelines to
help observers record an adequate script-tape:

1. Prior to the observation, write the name of the teacher, date, subject, time, etc. on your
script-tape paper.

2. You may find it helpful to diagram the classroom before the lesson begins - particularly the
teachers and students' positions. If you don't know students' names you can always
label them during or after the lesson. The diagram might help you recall areas where
students were working productively/non-productively, couldn't see, were easily distracted,
etc.

3. The best position from which to observe is one where you can see the teacher, the
students, and the board/screen. Try the front at the side. You do not, however, want to sit
where you become a distractor to the students. At times you will sit wherever you find an
empty chair.

4. Once the lesson begins, you need to record enough of what is mid and done to be able to
remember specific examples for the instructional conference. You will soon develop
your own 6shortword° and will become selective as to what you think will be necessary to
record in order for you to recall the remainder of the lesson. You have recorded enough
information if you always have enough specific examples during conferences. If you find
yourself unable to remember specific examples from the leuon during the conference,
then you have not recorded enough in your script-tape.

5. At times it may be necessary to just observe how students are working, how particular
student is reacting, or just rest your hand. If you to do this, indicate on your °tape° that the
lesson continued while you were not script-taping. This might help you remember
something which occurred while yov were not .6

6. You may wish to record the time periodically (tri;litPhtleft-hand margin). This will give you
information as to how long different sections of the lesson lasted.

7. Record as accurately as possible what the teacher writes on the
chalkboarcVtransparency/cherVetc. Include position, size, etc. You may wish to foCus on
chalkboard techniques during the conference and this will provide the specific examples
you will need.

8. When describing non-verbal behavior, record what the student(s) did. °Johnny stared out
the window° is a record while °Johnny looked bored° is an interpretation.

9. Observers should not become involved in the lesson. If students approach you with
questions, explain that the student(s) need to seek help elsewhere as your job is to script-
tape what is happening during the lesson. (Students should already know this).

Teachers should already know that the observer will be writing throughout the lesson to record
what happens so specific examples can be used during the conference. Teachers who have
not been observed previously should already have seen a copy of a script- tape and have
observed a conference (live or videotaped) so the teacher knows what to expect during the
observation and conference.



Using the script-tape, the observer plans an instructional conference. (There

is no way this can be done from memory). Skimming the anecdotal notes, the ob-

server can pick up specific examples from actual performance to give meaning to

the discusiion "When you said, 'Be ready to give an example of , ' then

waked, all students were alerted to the possibility of being called on but were given

time to formulate and refine their answer." This eliminates the need for the ob-

server to talk categorically with such general statements as, "You gave students

enough thinking time." Regardless of what type of instructional conference is

planned, the data which bring validity to the interchange are easily available.

In the author's opinion, script-taping should become a required proficiency

for any educator who has responsibility for improving the performance of another.

It is a necessary element in supervisory and administrative pre setvice training

and a constant in effective supervisory performance.
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CRITICAL ATTRIBUTES OF A STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM TO INCREASE

INSTRUCTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

Madeline Hunter and Doug Russell

Staff development for instructional effectiveness is a focus which frequently has been

missing in the quest for improvement of schooling. Previous foci have centered on

organization, curriculum, materials and technology: all of which are important in the

conduct of schooling. Each of these augments but does not substitute for

instructional competence which is the foundation of educational excellence. Common

sense and research now are in accord that by far the most important school element

which contributes to successful learning is skill in teaching. Teaching (instructional

competence) can be defined as a constant stream of decisions made before, during

and after interaction with the learner: decisions which, when irnplem 'Med increase the

probability of learning. Staff development which promotes an increasingly

sophisticated basis for maldng those decisions is an essential continuing aspect of

effective schooling.

There are many inservice programs which can band aid certain aspects of teaching:

"Discipline," °Skills," 'Time on Task,* `Classroom Management' to name but a few.

Anything may be better than nothing, but such a disjointed patch work seklom

becomes the professional mantle which encompasses and relates the hundreds of

educational decisions made each day.

Based on the assumption that there now exists a science which undergirds the art of

teaching, staff development programs need to be constituted so they create a

foundation of cause-effect relationships which are not limited to any one content area,
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learner or situation but which are useful in all educational decisions and applicable to

any educational endeavor.

There are five attributes critical to a program designed to increase teaching

effectiveness:

1. Specific research-based content which can be translated into classroom

implementation and validated by observation of subsequent teaching

performance.

2. Leadership to teach that professional content, monitor progress and

keep the program moving "on taick.°

3. A written plan which details all aspects of the program including a time

line with formative evaluation check points.

4. An adequate budget so time and personnel to accomplish the program

are available.

5. Knowledge of the problems common to such a program so solutions for

those problems become a deliberate part of the plan.

1. CONTENT

Content for staff development, either preservice or inservice, is comprised

initially of basic aids required for any teaching: diagnosing learners, analyzing

the learning task, sequencing learning, eliciting many student input and output

modalities, using learning principles that affect students' motivation, rate and

degree of learning, retention and transfer of that learning to new situations.

While this basic content is the foundation of effective and artistic teaching, it is

not the total of what is now known of cause-effect relationships between

teaching and learning. Consequently, for those who have translated the
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'basics' into effective practice, there must be on-going input of more advanced

content to promote continuing professional growth. Districts should consider

inservice for renewal of previously learned skills plus addition of new skills to be

a recurring item In the annual budget

The content for staff development must be organized as a clearly defined, well-

articulated instructional model which emphasizes teacher decision maidng in

the cause-effect relationships of teaching and learning as they are translated

into artistic teaching. These same cause effect relationships should be highly

visible in the leader's performance throughout inservice activities. Any program

of inservice for addnistrators and teachers should model the concepts it

*preaches" rather than being a "do what we say, not what we do" violation.

2. PREPARATION OF A CADRE OF DISTRICT LEADERS

initially, experts may be brought into a district, but if a productive inservice

program is to survive and grow, district educators with potential for leadership

must be recruited and trained. Potential leaders should progress through the

following phases with proficiency at each phase being validated by someone

qualified to do so.

PHASE I Comprehension of the inservice Content

In this phase the participants acquire knowledge and

comprehension of the cause-effect relationships of teaching and

learning. Participants can label and explain the concepts and

generalization, and identify and label examples observed in

teaching episodes.
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PHASE II Internalization of the Inservice Content

Participants demonstrate the use of the cause-effect relationships

of teaching and learning while teaching students in a sequence of

consecutive lessons rather than a "one shot" performance.

Content taught in these lessons should be familiar to the

participants because the emphasis is on practicing and

internalizing skills of effective teaching rather than working with

new content. This phase Includes participants being observed

and subsequent modification of their teaching performance as a

result of feedback from knowledgeable observers.

PHASE III Comprehension of Observation & Feedback Techniques

This phase is focused on comprehension of the skills necessary

to analyze another's teaching performance as validated by giving

the teacher observed some growth evoking feedback which

models the same principles of learning that are expected of the

teacher. This involves the skills necessary for (a) observing

teaching episodes and capturing the sequence of what happened

in a script tape (b) from that script tape labeling teaching-leaming

behaviors, then generating examples of different types of

feedback (conference) statements to the teacher who was

observed. Since this phase requires acquisition of knowledge

and comprehension of the generalization of the observation-

conference process, practice is achieved through the use of

filmed, taped or live teaching episodes which have been

specifically selected for this purpose. Phase III of leadership

training also involves participants teaching lessons and becoming

the recipients of conference feedback from knowledgeable

4
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observers so there is n continuation of the internalizing process of

Phase il as well as experiencing the observation conference

process of Phase it

PHASE IV Internalization of Observation and Feedback Techniques

This phase requires the internalization of the skills necessary to

conduct a growth evoking instructional conference. The

participants synthesize the skills to:

1. Observe and script tape a teaching episode.

2. Analyze the script tape.

3. Design objective(s) and the strategies for achieving those

objective(s) in a subsequent instructional conference.

4. Conduct te conference modifying strategies as a result of

sensitivity to the teacher's responses.

5. Evaluate the success of the conference and generate

information which can not only be used in subsequent

conferences with the same teacher but can be extrapolated

to increase the success of conferences with other teachers.

Phase IV involves being observed while conducting conferences

and making modifications as a result of feedback from

knowledgeable observers. Since this phase is a practicurn for

developing observation and conference skills, partidpants

practice obseMng each other teach and conducting instructional

conferences. This provides continuing practice in all the previous

phases. Eventually this phase should provide opportunities to

observe and hold conferences whh teachers who are not involved

in the leadership training, followed by the opportunity to receive

feedback on those conferences from knowledgeable observers.

5
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PHASE V Comprehension of Presentation Skills for Staff Development

This phase is focused on the skills necessary to design and

implement a staff development program. Potential leaders need

to become familiar with the research bass of current professional

knowledge so they can support the content and respond to

questions they may encounter in their future leadership roil. They

also need to develop skills in organization and articulation of

inservice content (rather than "parroting* it) with special emphasis

placed on their generation of original examples. These examples

must be valid, unambiguous and related to the inservice

participants' personal as well as teaching experience. In addition,

potential leaders should practice generating hypothetical

questions from insemice participants and creating "satisfying*

answers in anticipation of the 'on your feet* responses that are

sure to be needed to satisfy the *yeah but* reluctant dragons on

every staff.

PHASE VI Internalization of Presentation Skills for Staff Development

°This phase yields leader performance behaviors which model

artistic practice of the professional content being presented in

district inseMce. Those behaviors include the development of

group dynamics skills plus small and large group presentation

skills which can range from showing films, leading discussions

and monitoring learning to being completely responsible for all

content input and participant achievement. The difference in skills

required and periormance complexity between Phase Ill

(Comprehension of Observation and Feed Back Techniques) and

Phase VI (Internalization of Presentation Skills for Staff
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Development) is as great as the difference between being able to

help a student with his math assignment and being able to design,

organize, and implement a math program in a classroom of

diverse students. It is a quantum leap and many people try to

make it from Phase I (knowing) to Phase VI (teaching the content)

without building essential skills, corrections and the integrity

generated by the intervening phases.

For most educators, progressing from Phase I to Phase VI is a

minimum two year growth process of study, articulation, practice

and internalization. This growth process requires continuing

coaching from knowledgeable observers to correct the inevitable

mutations which creep in, as well as to keep adding to and

refining the knowledge and skM of the district leaders. Without

continuing observation and renewal, information and sidlis can

become mechanical, stagnant or even incorrect.

3. PLAN

it is essential that from the beginning, leaders from administration and from

teacher orgarkations work together so a collaborative rather than adversary

kelationship be established in planning, implementing and evaluating an

inservice program designed to increase instructional effectiveness. An outside

consultant can facilitate progression through the initial stages of the plan and

provide periodic feedback to extend the competence of district leaders.

WHQ - On order of involvement over a five year period)

1. Leaders who represent administration and teacher organizations

collaboratively develop a plan and establish a time line.



2. All central office and local school administrators (and possibly teacher

leaders) develop initial acquaintance with the vocabulary and content of

the inservice.

3. Volunteers (administrators and teachers), who have the potential for

future leadership, develop knowledge and performance skills in the

content of effective instruction.

4. Future trainers, selected from the volunteers, develop knowledge and

performance skirs necessary for district staff development leaders.

5. Volunteer administrators and teachers, who are seen by others as

professionally competent, progress through phases appropriate to their

responsibilities. (It Is essential that the program does not initially become

associated with teathers or administrators needing remediation.)

6. Any administrators or teachers who volunteer, take insemice to increase

professional effectiveness.

7. All administrators take inservice to increase supervisory effectiveness.

8. All teachers take inservice to increase teaching effectiveness as

resources (leader, time, money) become available.

WHAT. (ln order of presentation)

There is a logical sequence but content can be learned in any order depending

on the needs of the district and the judgment of the trainers. Following are the

most common categories but they are not inclusive of all the content now

known to be useful in effective and artistic teaching.

1. Principles of Motivation, Reinforcement, Practice

2. Elements of Planning for Effective Instruction

3. Extending Students' Thinking, Task Analysis, Diagnosis and

Prescription

8
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4. Transfer, Self Concept, Hemisphericity, Retention

5. Lesson Analysis and the Instructional Conference

IIIMN
Ideally, inservIce Is conducted during the work day. If it is done after school or

on non-work days, there should be some acknowledgement of the extra time

and effort involved. If It is just "charity," a donation of time on the pan of the

participant, there can be little accountability demanded.

A frequently neglected but essential aspect of the time demands of "when" is

the necessity for systematic follow up observations of the teachers',

administrators' and district leaders' implementation of the inservice content.

These observations should be followed by prescriptive feedback which is either

reinforcing or remediating. Unless there is translation of learning into daily

performance, much of the initial inservice investment is lost The time required

for observation and feedback (coaching) is one of the most costly inservice

factors but is essential to a successful program.

W8FEBE

Training facilities should accommodate large group input sessions and small

group discussion seminars plus opportunities to observe and teach in a typical

setting. Often a "center school" can be developed which will accommodate all

these requirements.
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help a student with his math assignment and being able to design,

organize, and implement a math program in a classroom of

diverse students. It is a quantum leap and many people try to

make it from Phase I (knowing) to Phase Vi (teaching the content)

without building essential skills, corrections and the integrity

generated by the intervening phases.

For most educators, progressing from Phase I to Phase Vi is a

minimum two year growth process of study, articulation, practice

and internalization. This growth process requires continuing

coaching from knowledgeable observers to correct the inevitable

mutations which creep in, as well as to keep adding to and

refining the knowledge and skill of the district loaders. Without

continuing observation and renewal, Information and slcills can

become mechanical, stagnant or even incorrect.

3. PLAN

It is essential that from the beginning, leaders from administration and from

teachael organizations work together so a collaborative rather than adversary

relationship be established in planning, implementing and evaluating an

insemice program designed to increase instructional effectiveness. An outside

consultant can facilitate progression through the initial stages of the plan and
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WHO. (in order of involvement over a five year period)

1. Leaders who represent administration and teacher organizations
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2. All central office and local school administrators (and possibly teacher

leaders) develop initial acquaintance with the vocabulary and content of

the inservice.

Volunteers (administrators and teachers), who have the potential for

future leadership, develop knowledge and performance skiNs in the

content of effective instruction.

4. Future trainers, selected from the volunteers, develop knowledge and

performance skills necessary for district staff development leaders.

5. Volunteer administrators and teachers, who are seen by others as

professionally competent, progress through phases appropriate to their

responsibilities. (It is essential that the program does not initially become

associated with teachers or administrators needing remediation.)

6. Any administrators or teachers who volunteer, take inservice to increase

professional effectiveness.

7. All administrators take inservice to increase supervisory effectiveness.

8. All teachers take inservice to increase teaching effectiveness as

resources (leader, time, money) become available.

WHE - (in order of presentation)

There is a logical sequence but content can be learned in any order depending

on the needs of the district and the judgment of the trainers. Following are the

most common categories but they are not inclusivo of all the content now

known to be useful in effective and artistic toaching.

1. Principles of Motivation, Reinforcement, Practice

2. Elements of Planning for Effective Instruction

3. Extending Students' Thinking, Task Analysis, Diagnosis and

Prescription

4. Transfer, Self Concept Hemisphericity, Retention
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5. Lesson Analysis and the Instructional Conference

WHEN

Ideally, inservice is conducted during the work day. If it is done after school or

on non-work days, there should be some acknowledgement of the extra time

and effort involved. If it is just "charity," a donation of time on the part of the

participant, there can be little accountabirdy demanded.

A frequently neglected but essential aspect of the time demands of "when" is

the necessity for systematic follow up observations of the teachers',

administrators' and district leaders' implementation of the inservice content.

These observations should be followed by presetripdve feedback which is either

reinforcing or remediating. Unless there is translation of learning into daily

performance, much of the initial inservice investment is lost 'The time required

for observation and feedback (coaching) is one of the most costly inservice

factors but is essential to a successful program.

WHERE

Training facilities should accommodate large group input sessions and small

group discussion seminars plus opportunities to observe and teach in a typical

setting. Often a °center schoor can be developed which will accommodate all

these requirements.
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4. BUDGET

Budgets may be lavish or frugal, but reasonable expectations should be based

ori evenditures rather than wishful thinking. A "one shor can stimulate and

Inspire but will not produce practitioners who can translate what they know into

what they do. Internalization is a long process which results from Inservice

interaction between professionals and practice with feedback. If budgetaty

support in terms of time and personnel Is not provided for this process, there is

high probability increased Instructional effectiveness may not occur.

5. COMMON PROBLEMS

Anticipating and developing solutions to the following common problems can

do a great deal to alleviate frustration.

1. Too much is expected too soon. The content Is deceptively simple in

presentation, Incredibly complex in application. Often the content is not

spelled out dearly enough or understood well enough so those who are

responsible for the decision to initiate a staff development program can

be realistic about anticipated outcomes.

2. Trainers attempt to go from "knowing" the content to teaching other

professionals without the practice necessary for internalization in their

own performance. This results in the °never use a preposition to end a

sentence with" syndrome and the program loses credibility. It is highly

probable that trainers will make some of the same Instructional errors

that they are trying to remediate in teachers unless performance skills

are developed then validated by knowledgeable observers. Credibility

land integrity of the program will more likely be maintained if leaders

occasionally teach students in their own schools and build in the

correction and humility which results from performance in the real world.
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3. Because it is costly in time, follow up of participants' performance

(teachers, administrators and district leaders) with reinforcement and/or

remediation is often minimized, yet this is a critical element for success

as well as the ultknate measure of success.

4. Trainers are discouraged by the 'yeah but" reluctant dragons that exist

on every staff. Reluctance stems from several sources. (a) Much past

inservice was useless because it was not based on sound theory so it

became a "this too will pass" fad. (b) inservice can present a seemingly

impossible time load. (c) inservice participants are fearful that they may

not be able to learn new skills and so protect themselves by denial and

resistance.

5. Conscientious administrators often want to start with the "terminal cancer

cases" in teaching rather than first developing their own professional

skills by working with eager, motivated teathero so competence to

handle more difficult problems is eventually acquired.

6. Effort is diffused by too many projects. While it is impossible to become

single purposed in schooling, if teaching effectiveness is to be

systematically developed and enhanced, major time and budget must be

allotted to that objective.

7. Once people are °trained° the temptation is to assume they're °finished"

and get on to the next group. Research tells us that distributed practice

usually is necessary to maintain any performance behavior so systematic

renewal and extension of skills must be scheduled and funded.

8. Districts often proceed without a long range plan so attention, effort and

budget can be consumed by ad hoc interests and emergencies. As a

result, essential professional time and energy is diverted or diluted.



9. Leaders do not receive periodic renewal, remediation or extension of

their skills. These people are the fountainhead of a successful program

and their competence continuously needs to be enhanced.

SUMMARY

Reseah is mounting which attests to the importance of the principal as an

instructional leader, and to the necessity for increasing instructional effectiveness in

the dassroom. Waves of "quick fix" panaceas have come and gone as schools

changed curriculum, materials, organization, technology and staffing. Because the

basis of professional competence had not been articulated, teacher certification was

assumed to denote instructional effectiveness even though evidence to the contrary

was present in every school.

We now know there is a science undergirding the art of teaching. That science can

predictably be acquired. Resulting increases in teaching effectiveness can be

observed and validated in subsequent instructional performance. Effectiveness

cannot, however, be mandated, admonished or acquired in "one shot" inservice but

requires enough time and coaching for internalization and "polishing° before artistic

performance becomes possible.

A district which plans, implements and supports continuous insemice for instructional

effectiveness will reap rich rewards in student learning, parent support and

professional satisfaction.
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The Coaching of Teaching
BRUCE JOYCL,ANII RLY SIRM

Bruce hove is Director of flooksend Labora-
tories. Palo Calitiania: end &wetly
Showers is Assistant Pndisese. Cake of
Education. University ot ()Ryon. Eugene.

The eight members of the English
department of LAMM 160
School in Sacrameot% Califor-

nia. arc conskkring oew teaching straw.
gies fior u.w in smote of their counaz.
The model of h.-aching dory are now
studying is Syneciics (Cordon. 1961).
designed to t.timulate metaphoric think-
ing. Several 11101then of the depiction:tot
think Synectics will be useful both to
rummage creative writing and in the
study of fiction and poetry.

The Kuglish teachers began their ex-
pluratimo by reading William Cordmis
book. Synatks. Later, an oil the
strategy came to the nhoolVionstrat-
ed it several times, and held discussions
with the teachers. They also saw a
videotape of Cordon explaining the the-
orv behind Synectics and visikd a
school in Stockton where teachers ham
used %necks fur the last two or duvet.:
years. lten. bused on Synectics. they
planned minikssons in creative writing.
poetry analysis, and the we of metaphor
in looesco's plays. Fads teacher prac-
ticed the kvehing strategy metal times
with the other kachene and. finally. bi
Imams of Nis. they began lo try it out
with the most able students in thek
elective creutke writing dams: Ow
team member taKht while the other
observed and offered cusotruetime aid.
elm; then they switched places. Sow'
times they taught together. Koch pm.

. (iced several times with the 'coaching
partner" pewit to reflect on papas
and in ofer suggotirms shout how In
improve the next trial. . .. ; -

Then, still working in teams, they
began to use Symmties in a kw of their
courses when it appeared the strategy
would be mOst productive and likely Su
succeed. Not surprisingly. they fismd
the hardest part of using a new ;model of
teaching was slot leamiog what to do as
a teacher but teueltiog the students No
relate to the model. FM exam*. part

C:vast Clon Mint
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of the Sy:It-dies strak-gy inyukcs akiug

I

students to gunerate -pcnonal alai-
ties" by -being a tennis lull, ditunatir.

i, Iwnmower. Of toothbrush." &IOW Mu-
dents were puzzled bv the instruetktn to
"be a toothbrush and describe how you
feel and what you thiok about your
users." It took time fur them to "tune
into" the procedures and feel comfort-
able with them. The Synectieh model
also asks studcnb to share their writing
pblicly, an uncomfortable procedure
for some of them.

As time passed the Lazarus twit
found it useful to reread parts of Cor-
don's book and misit the teachers who
WCfC MOM experienced USCIII of Spec-
tics. They were fortunate to obbin the
consuhativc senices of a Svnectics ex-
pert for a day. She 11.11CWCa the theory
and gave them tips for paciicing and
coaching one another.

The Lazarus team is studying alterna-
tive models of teaching (Joyce and Weil.
1980) and is using training procedures
that virtually guarantee the successful
implementation of almost any ap-
proach. The elements they use include:

Study of the theoretical bssis Of
rationale of the teaching method

Observation of demonsbadosis by
persons who aft relatively aped in the
model

Practice and feedback in
conditions (such as trying out the stride-
r/ on each other and then on children
who Mt relatively easy a kWh)

And, finally. caching _one another
as they work the new model into their
repertoire, proviang .corespinions14,
helPini a0 Ocrimia. 0 latch qic
iwmprhie aphis' b their
604 out the' Aglini.1 iiiiii
model in their courses; iid iinividhlf
one another with ides, an0 foldbeekw

.IV...Wi ri:poiied .licee
about the efcc duels althea eamPiir
rwttts on the dovlopelentif telicheir
sin in the-iii of
teschhig arid oii Whiffs. iiipiah
into the actire bakliing °rig
and Showers. 1980, 1989. The ;Andy of
theory, the obsekstion of demonstra.
dons, and practice with feedbackpm-
vided they are of high quality.ere sum-
dent to enable mast teachers to use a
model fluidly and priateb.. Ussfisr-

nately, the deecieot of skill by
«self does not ensure transfer; relatively
few teachers, having obtainal skill in a
new approach, wilt then transfer that

Ocrosta 1982

Like athletes, teachers will
put newly learned skills to
use if they are coached.

skill into their active repertoire and use
the new approach regularly and sensibly
unless they receive additional informa-
tion.°

However. when the coaching tempo-
ncnt is added and impkrnented effec-
tively. must (prikahly nearly alh barb-
en will kgin hi banal the new model
into their active repertoire.

While the major meths' of this ord..
de Is devoted to the 'cuschbeg proem
we want to emphadac that the other
eonmonents arc extremely important if
skill is lo be obtained. thsiess pa4t1e
develop All hi a new *prank diey
have no chance uisaboever of adding it
'kr their repertoire. Coaching widmut
the study of theory. the obsermlion
demonstrations, and opportunities 'for'
practice with feedbock tilt In 'fat
accompliA viiy
-.Wedu'mstwbbsp Imply id

tiaitelionirbi nnt
ID

occur
or nesiuence ed ha

=Oter h: Teacheis.
ke-i-niv apprOch
sislinng

.

ateillingtheek.
thcàryafld fu mitten' Dur.1%

doca ra'Ae
iAdlimtiniihilo attend tilting

. Artat&S,
Atb&ithe Toast
The puleflsof traswkt III rally si
Mims of a hew Magi aflowninp which
hemmer apnth1cmn only If si is nof
recapiacd. Valistially, once a tesching

been obtainot it needs b be
transformed when It is beamed ink;
the active repertoire. The conditions of
the classroom VC diferent from training

timing mote
dans aids
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situations; one cannot simply walk foals
the training session into thc classroom
with the skill completdy ready fur ure
it has to be changed to fit dassmom
conditions.

The appropriate use of the skill hi
context also requires that so under-
standing of the students, suhled matter.
objectives to bc achieved, and dimen-
sions of classroom managanesd
under "executive" controlthat is,
dearly understood so the skill can be
used oppropthaely and forcefully. Sue-
casfsd transfer requires a period dine-
d= of the MN in context until it is
tuned to the same levri of fluidity as
eivosenb of the previously existing rep-

To amfound doings somewhat fur-
ther. teaching behaviors that have
;mated well in an existing repertoire
inef &hay inifsede the use of new
idas V taildne We can ea this
ihen thisichei .itho icaudoessid Itr
limning We lid pointed "drill and
Oldie sesions begins b In& Wm-
tivdy with students. The swift psee of
the drill and melee. the directin feed.

to the sludents, ind the abilky ho
the &Want arid mcrionsiiu of

fls; lesson arc at first sonscilthat dysfinie.
Ilona as the kicher macs to a attire
Waxed sista; relics mere Milniiiative
*GM the students, peaks their under-
standing, and helps them lam to ghv
one another feedback. lhe u teach-
ing strategy seems so4mord. Its pace
seem slow. The Seachhog khavism that
saved m well berm olow appear tt
retard progress. Met a while. pradicv
ho context smoOdut of much Ave aml
the new *atm gradually feels as cow.



Afloat: Id -111 cisiltior .1s the Ohl Me

did.
In mkt for tc3clocrs to cffectimly

attack the transfcr potbkm tor. molly.

prevent it from &Ma prohkuu three
techniques Jrl availahk in addition a,

asschisit
Froccasting the transkr proms

throughout the training cycle
Reaching the highest walk level

of skill development during training
Dcyclok,i14 "executive amtml."

that is. a "meta understanding" about
haw the model works, how it am be

fitted into the instructional rePCfloire,
and how it he adapted to itudents.
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Forecasting the process of transfer is
extremely important. Teachers need to
understand that they cannot simply walk
away from a training session and have
PO difficulty thereafter. Quite often
teachers who attend relatively weak
training sessions and then try to apply
what they have learned report that it
doesn't work. Wawa it doesn't work.
With weak training, the product could
never work. Even with the strong*
training. there is a period of discomfort.
when wing any new skill. Even experi-
enced and ambit teschen should be
aware throttle( the mining
that thsq wil need to gear themscIvcs up
for a second stage of learnir4 that will
come after the sicill has been developed.

Skill development of canoe, is es-
sential. When we think of a model of
teaching of average difficulty, we as-
sume that the study of theory will occu-
'py as much as 20 to 30 hours (cromPlez
models require much more than that).
At least lSbo2Odemon.tratlonsdthe
model should be observed, using harn-
ess with various chameterisdes and w-
end content ann. Demonstrations are
also needed when teachers try the model
for the first time, when they introduce
atudents to the model, and when they
ate learning how to .teads it b them.
The attainment of competence MOM
numeaus lugedes sessions. Ea&
teacher needs to try the model with
peen and smell m'oups of students from
10 to 15. dmas kiwi high Ind of skill
becomes evident. If the banter process
has been foam* k make good sense to
leech* to want to built the highest
level of skin bdoee using the modd in
the mote complex context of the cher
mom. f ..4:Areti .

The devaopneni of execulla "con-

hichediilloing. WA* iiVolves
trol hainot been a common

undestandlisgss *nods
wjiylteorb, whet kb OW fin' What b

dements sehirestit'bt k to
viryina salad and . des
velopmest. el) the ist of pinciples that
enables sine to think about the
and to modulete and transfonnir:tite
course of Its use. Executive piindplcs
should be included in Wining content.

The hecesting or hansfer, the high-
est kw! shill!, and the desolopment
executive control image the odd* that
a succosfid transfer can take place.
'Nether. dwy id thc stage for awh-
ile'.
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The Process of Coaching .

Ideally "coaching teams" are dveloped
during the training process. If we had
our way. 411 school facultie: would be
divided into coaching teams who reps-
lady observe one another's teaching and
provide helpful information, hick,
and so forth. In short, we recommend
the development di "coaching envi-
ronment" in which all personnel see
themselves as one 'anothee's coaches.
But, in the present COntat, the primary
function of coaching is to assist the
acquisition of new elements of cepa-
toire.

The process of teaching involves five
major function&

Provision of companionship
Giving of technical feedback
Analysis of application: extending

executive control
Adaptation to the students
Penonal facilitation.

Provision e(Compenionship. Coach-
ing's first function h to peovide inter-
chow with another human bdng over
a Meuk peon* The coaching rele-

ase% in the posdbik of mu-
tual reftedlon. the checking of percep-
tions, the andsm of frustrations and
swam and the infiumal thinkinp
through of =duel problems. 'No peo-
pie, other by a new
model of ht the fiat dm, will
find much to shout. Compute&
ship provides OSMIUM that poblems
are nouns!. Both peons find that their
habituel and automatic Waft pet-
Inis sale swinged's* who they
pintice the new panda's. Conan-
balks an tthaft moves and ideas,
they hid imeatial little odds and ends.

ad only mein the
pans technicallygad% but it

mhos dm "ray of the optima
better. It h.'s* pleasuiable to share a

The 'business of teaching has
new to do it in bastion.

softly the oompludOWsip we
enadon fee our coeching barns. Com-
ponionship also helps ovacome the ten-
dem to avoid pact* dud% the"awk-
ward" petiod. Practice must heOn right
alio training;

Provision of Technical Foedbeek, In

the count of training, our teem mem-
bers learn to provide feedbock to one
another as they practice their new mod-
el of teaching. They point out omis .

lions. examine how materials arc ar.
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1 ran;ed. check to see whether all the

1
arts of the strategy have been brought
.gether, and so on. "Technical" feed-

back helps ensure that growth continues
through practice in theslassroom. Thc
pressures of the context tend to diffuse
the teaching experience and draw atten-
tion away from the new teaching strate-
gy. The provision of technical feedbsck
haps keep the mind of the leacher on
the business of perfecting skiffs, polish-
ing them, and working through problem
nen

Nearly any teacher who has been
through a training process can learn to
provide technical feedback to another
teacher.3

The act of providing feedback is also
beneficial to the person doing it. The
coaching partner has the privilege of
seeing a number of trials of the new
moda oy another skilled teacher. It is
often easier to see the problems of cow
fusion and omission when watching
someone else teach than when attempt-
ing to recapture one's own process.
Also, ideas about how to use the model
are collated through observation.
When a group of four or six leachers

( *rye each other regularly while they
' .se trying out a model, they not only

give technical feedback lo each other.
but receive it vicariously while they
absent it being given. Together, the7
produce a number of fine peactices dist
constitute further demonstrations from
which they can obtain ideas for the use
of the model.

Andy* of Applioetion: Extending
Executive Contra Two of the most
impottant leanings from the transfer
petiod ate hawing out when lo'ae s
new model apisropelately ind what en
be achieved as a consequenee. Dodding
when to use a leeching *Mee is not as
easy es it sounds; needy everyone needs
assistance in learning to pick the eight
cob foe exercising It. Also, unfamilisi
teaching processes appear to hail hes
certain outcomes than do familiar ones.'
Most of us need assistance in finding out
how much we have, hi fact, mow
plished and how we might accomplish
mote. During training, coaching laths
need to spcnd a comaeable amount of
time examining euniculum materials
( plans and practicing the application
lit the model. Then, as the peocess of
transfer begins and practice in the class-
room intensifies, closer and closer attn
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lion must be given tu appropriate use
(Showers. in press,.

Adaptotien to the Studefits. Success.
ful teaching requires successful student
rtlponse. Teachert know how to cogagy
students in the instructional processes
that arc most common: a model that is
new to a group of students will cause
them trouble. They will need tu leans
new skills and to become acquainted
with what is expected of them, Sum to
fulfill the demands of dsc new method.
and how to gauge their own progress. In
addition, the model of teaching needs to
be adapted to fit the student& More
training must be pmvided fix some.
MOM structure for others, and so mt. In
the early daps. adaptatism to the stu-
dcnts is a relatively difficult proem re-
quiring much direct assistance and
compsnionship.

One of thc major functions of the
coach is to help "playcn" to "read" the
responses of the students to make deci-
sions about skill training and how to
adapt the model. This is especially im-
ports st in the carly stages of metier

'what Mochas me concerned-with their
own behavior and it is difficult to worry
sbout the students as well.

heffitation. The successful use of a
new legating method Noakes preetke.
Early triab won't even be close to the
nonnal standard of adoquacy. Thus, a
mafor lob d the coaching team is to
help its members feel good sthout them-

44.413 doting these Orly tn.sk. .1.4:3VIstf%.
La Of interpersonal snmod antl %low
amtact wills others is. the contest d
teaching is a tragedy. Ouching redones
this isolation and increases supono.

Who should coach? We're really not
Sure about that. On a practical basis
most coaching should by perfitrused by
teams of teachers socking together to
study OM approaches to teaching and to
polish their existing trachiog
There is HO MUM why administrators,
curriculum superviron, or college pew
fesson cannot also beeffective axsches.
But from a purely logistical pubst of
view. kicks% are Ara in one another
and iss ass =kilt pmoition to carry out
most of thc couching hindiono.

Parallels With Athletic Training
We are beginning to discover parallels
between doe problem of transfer in
leaching and the problem of transkr
athktic

There are going in he so mossy things in
your hod doe yaw Imo& tors meal going
to rerpood like they ANN awhik. . . .
You've got to andetdond doll doe hotway to
get tho doh h to reloas oat sew about
Piet 111% and come to ado indict
and web okellog maim So lam Well

oak poi mow Wora we nuke you

Cinch Itith Brooda: of the
thohusity of Doom ID his
incoming lbadouon hooded

players Moira 14. 1%1. TIor
Eugene Ratister-Cuerds
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intrigued by .11w,obvious parallel be-
tween Coach Brooks players and our
teachers. we asked him In talk ;11wInt
training and the probkins of transfer.
11w resuhing intervkw remlixl striking
similarities in the training prohkms
Faced by teachers. 6ndiall playersoand
their eisae1143.

Q. Coach Brooks. nui halemsted in
how you approach skill demlopment in
football tMining and Wyatt collider
the transfer of dm: skills to game con-
ditions to be a separate training path-
km.

A: Akinstigh ont players come to us
wish skills. we reteaell and refine those
skills as tlmugh we were starting from
scratch. We tinsell dwin our way of do-
ing it. because all Busse skills have to
61 together into one team. they're all
interdependent.

Q: Could you tell me your approach
to skill diNelopment?

A: Wc use a part/wholdpart method.
All skills ate broken down into discrete
steps. We work cm each segment. then
combine them into whole skills. then
into plays. etc.. then go back *and work
on the specifics of skills that are giving
problem. .

a Cook' you give me an example of a
spec& skill and how you would op-.
wadi the training fur that skill?

-
A: 11w fundamentals of blurting ind
taddisq--binidhig the kopaif Mid VV.:,
ing a blow. All positions siea tIsisA:
skill. 'Ilie trick is lis gel ile jilaYWIft ..t

visualixe. to have a mental piassielir .!..
haw it looks and how k leek Other-. S
wise, feedback isn't &elk. We can ..;i
k4l than wkii it's wrong. but the,
can't rorreit it till they

Q: I low do )nu get diem to -bile,.
what the skill is?

. ., O 4" %. k:./:., dr -art.
A: We tell thym. ritow them ittort.r.
:tisk With people and with Man, show
them films of themselves. havellsattL'

with the mechanical dummy.
r ledit,"" them practice each mom
separately, then put the moms togeth-
er, 601 one, that two. then three
how their knees should be bent, where
their arms should come up, when:
they strike, what all the muscles
should be doing. Wc diagnose posh-

kms with the dummy and keep ex-
plaining how it should work, over mid
over açiis in sequence.

a hi teacher bainini. we hdieve that
theoretical understanaing is important
fur Int/ performance. How important
is it hi football skills?

A: It's essentialthey must understand
how their budia work, why ceraht
muscle groups in certain combinations
achieve certain &en. We never stop
explaining.

a After they have mastered blocking
to your satisfaction with the dummy.
then what?

Mrning front the machine to a live
test is difficult movingfirom practice to

game is also very difficult.
people ham all the physical abilitr in
the world. all the moves. but can t
play because they can't gasp the entire
concept. can't 6t in with the whole
piaure.

a We have problems with transfer of
training too. Do you am& them dit
keen* after_they've mastered the "ba-
sk Mk of fall? What will you bc
doing differently next month after the
sawn has started? How do you work
on transfer?

A: OM of failure is a factor. My job is
10 ante confidence and succas situa-
tions. Skills have to be ovaleamed 'mu
Ihot the/re pist'oosucious thinking. I
**1 Its* lonicosic *inking o( how to

14tek le a Nantes They helOo
if'whoandwhciâidAlb' theiriefi or behind

jai:ergo r .4
.44" 4

4opearnalIy, how do Alvah
tinier of Mb to a gamp)Ittia..

don?
t'44...'. %".: .** . i

re-ciliphisiieikill training
frir.ai,ayari...The second, third. fourth

. gun arwilitoovte ilvnivs work....
for Improved execution. two we

wirkhardat an integration. which is .

hist a new kind of leaciling. Caching
is rally just leaching. We work on
confidence bv putting kin in 'Wa-
llin' where they eau see the improve-
ment. If a guy mot fifth/ 30t1 pow&
two weeis ago and is lining 1311 now.
no one hiss lo tell him hes geniis;
*mow.

88

Q: How does the training break down
for vour players right now, before
sehtiol starb?

A: We spend three hours in thc class-
room and two hours on the 6eld. On
their own they spend a couple of hours
in the weight room and working out
and another couple of hours with the
trainers, working out their bumps and
bruises.

a And after school starts?

A: Well spend 43 minutes a day in
class, two hours on the practice field
plus whatever they can manage on
their own, after studies.

a How does that differ from pro foot-
ball players' training regimen?

k They meet two or three hours daily
in position meetings. offensive and de-
fcnsive meetings, watching films of
themselves and their opponents, then
pactice two to four hours a dkv. de.
pgdoia on their coaches, then their

work and time with the train-
ers. They have more time to get into
the complexities of the game.

Changing what we do, even slight .
ly. an abidance the rest of ow
"game." Whether switching from

quarterbsck to tight end. adjusting the
grip on a golf club. or Issidating an
inquiry prucedure for sdenee
the new MI does not fit smoothly with
existing practice. The fact Int the nen
skill may have been perfected in ;tarts
and piadiced thoroughly in simulated

does not prevent the transfei
problera. Other behaviors must adjust
to the presence of a different approach.
ind the discomfort of this new awkward-
nal b oilen imugh hi mute a *Um
to the &mkt =oath. if leas &dent.
*desistance. .. t.

...Perhaps dte most striking difference
in training athletes ad twhess Is thdr
Initial anumptions. Mates do not be-
time mastery wig be khiesed quickly or
easily. They understood that enormous
effort results in small increments of
change. We, or the other hand, have
often behoved as though teaching skills
%me so easily acquind that a simple
presentation. one.day workshop. or sin-
gle videotajted demonstration were suffi-
cient In ensure successful classroom per-
fumuitcy. To the extent that we have
cominunicakd this message to teachers,
we have probably misled them. Leans-

Eno %.% 17;$NAI.
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ing to use an incluctiss: drakgy fin the
learning uf concepts is probably Jt kist
as difficult WI learning to throw a bind
properly.

Couch Bronks description wands
die argument we have tried to make.
The task of learning new skills and
integrating them. nut only as an individ-
ual pi:Ammer but as an entire 10111: the
knowki:Ighat generally make you
WHIM we snake you bitten end the
impudence of continuing tu try when
mules are discouraging eloquently de-
scribe the transfer process. The necessity
of overkarning skills to the point of
automaticity if thcy are to be useful in a

more cumpkx srAting is reflected in his
training regimen. "Executive control" is
sought in the emphasis on theory and
the claumum work on ;plays," "game
plans." .and analysis of Mins.

The elemenb of cinching iss teach-
ingthe provision of cumpunkmship
and technical feedback. analysis of ap-

plication and students (or opposing
teams). and personal facilitationare
clear in the interview with Coach
Brooks. Foutb:dl players. however. ham
a built-in advantage when implement-
ing this process: their training is orga-
nized as a group activity with continu-
mn fccdback from coaches. We came
sway from this interview feeling mute
strongly than ever that leachers must
also organize Amadeu into groups for
the express purpose of !gaining them-
selves and each other and lo facilitate
the transition from skill development to
transfer. EL

ereansfcr of new items of repertoire is
mom difficult than the transfet of skills that
polish Qv lne tune" models of teaching in
aiding repertoire.

crechnial feedback should nut be con-
fused «Affiliated eeeluetion. Feedback int-
plies no juctsment about the ovendl quality
of 'caching but is confined lo information
about the execution of model-nievant skills
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fortjbk Jod "in viintror Iltc old MK

did.
lot onkr for teachers to effixtively

attack the woofer problem me. madly,

pfewot it fr011s WWI A pruhlemo dirvu
kchniques arc milahle uo addit;goo
*whin

Nonvoting the transfer rocas
throughout the training cycle

itcadoing the highest risible kvel
of skin development during training

nom4uping "clsecutive control."
that is. a "Uldil understanding" about
luro the model work.. how it can be
fitted into the instmetional repertoke.
and Ism it am be adapted to Itudents.
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Forecasting the process of transfer is
extremely important. Teachers need to
understa'nd that they cannot simply walk
away from a mining session and have
nu difficulty thereafter. QUite often
teachers who attend telativdy weak
Wining sessions and then try to apply
what they have lamed report that it
doesn't worb. Of count it doesn't wort.
With weak training. the product could
now work. Even with thes=
training. there is a period of
when using any new skill. Even aped-
weed ajistli±k teachers should be
aware t the Wining
that the7o7lieed lovt. t wouseives

come after dw skin has been
for second stage of leamirlottvweduirl

Skil development, of cows., is es-
sandal. When we think of a model of
teaching of average &acuity. we as-
Immo that the study of theory will occu-
r ss much se 20 to 30 how; (amPlex
models requke Much more than them

least if tv 10 desnonetradons of the
model dwelt *wed. mks Seam-
es with various cheadeddice and sev-
eral content atm Danowbations ate
deo needed when iodises try the model
for the fiat Nose.. AN they bikoduce
Audi* ki theliodel. and Cohn they
ire teeming hoer WIN& it to them.
The alai,* efoupokico rataireir
einierauV4notioe seldom Each
liecher needs 'to "tri the model with
pew and smell_ groups diarists hm
10 b Klima imiasifs high lead °Mil
becomes millet If the ken& proems
When forecast. Imelsgaodagnuso
When to mint to bull the highest
level of ddll behe wing the model in
the more aomplei podia of the dat
No m.. . Aitt -

The development' of asks** eon-

tesidieekidniag. ENO* ktiolves
andeatending approach b.

teelhssbsmacomman

Wolk slat itis joid irhat
&Beak ore. howls b

tileyini salad End do.

=Vieb thiiik about the
of die ict of principles that

and b model* and kensfosiTktrite
awn of Its ale. Evocadve principles
Amid be indwied ho kaiak% mica

The foommting or taw* the high-
at level dia. and the development al'
ascutive control Macre the odds that
a miccedul twofer can hike place.
Together, they set the stage fat coach-
ing.

0

The Process of Cochin§ .

Ideally Hcoeching teams are deve
during the training process. If eivhd
our way, all school faculties would be
divided into Nadal tams who regu.
1114 observe one ier's teecjimg and
provide helpful information, f000k,
and so forth. In short, we mcommend
the development aka "coaching envi-
ronment" in which all personnel see
themselves as one' anothees coedits.
But, in the present context, the primary
function d wodshl is to assist the
acquisition of new dements of reper-
toire.

The process of kerbing involves five
major fisnctiont

Provision of compsnionship
Giving of technicel feedbeck
Analysis of applkation: extending

executive control
Adaptation the studcna
Personal facilitation.

Provision of Canignionskip. Coach-
ing's first function is te provide kiter.
dssngs _with another human being ova
a It poem The coaching ohs
&aft larks In the possibilky ef
taelLctlo, the chat* ofgams
dons, the daring of kwteedens and
/1110011111, IA the WNW ibbildng-
thrashd mutual pudding. Tao pea
pie, other by. a new
maid d for the Int dme. wet
find much bs about. Compadonz
ship provides mermace dug pobleme
ere notnal. loth mons rind 6,* their
habitual and adorns* tewhing O-
ka+. auk awleardnas who bey
preatics the stew pomdwes. Gowen-
In6g en abaft moves ant ides,
dig 60*odd Ude odds and midi.

sot only makes the
peones Ischnicely mar, kst it

maks the ef the amerience
bcttet.kk more pleatiable b ism a
new malice than to do k in halation.
The lonely *hien of Isochisig has
wetly Wind dm'
avAsion our caching leant
panionship oho helps overcome the kn-

t1 IspeLtaid. dint:stintedisinNadtt

oda boining.
Provision teTallied Feedback. In

die course el training, ow team mem-
bers leem b provide feedback to one
another a they practice their now mod-
el of teaching. 'Mg point out amis.
:ions. examine how mataials are sr-
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Iranged,
check to ...e whether all the

wts of the stratetv have been brought
,gether, and so on. 'Technical" feed-

back helps ensure that growth continues
through practice in the.classroom. The
pressures of the context tend to diffuse
the teaching experience and draw often-
lion away from the new tcsching strate-
gy. The provision of technical feedback
helps keep the mind of the teacher on
the business of perfecting skills. polish-
ing them, and working through problem
MIL

Nearly any teacher who has been
throuOt a training process can learn to
!nevi& technical kedback to another
teacher.2

The act of providing feedback is also
beneficial to the person doing it. The
coaching partner has the privilege of
seeing a number of trials of the new
model by another skilled teacher. It is
ofien easier to see the problems dm-
fusion and omission when watching
someone else teach than when attempt-
ing to recapture one's own proms.
Also, ideas aWit how to use the model
are collected through observation.
When a group of kyr or six teachers

lave each other regularly while they
suse hying out a model they not only
give technical feedback to each other.
but reeehe it vicariously while they
observe k being given. Together, they
produce a number of fine practices that
con:time further demonstrations from
whkh they con obtain. ideas for the use
of the model.

'.
Mel* of licetion: Extending

Execudve Contra. 1Nvo of 'the most
baporteitt lesmingi ffrom the bander
period au Spring out when I. Ile a

odelappsiaklyiolwhat4fl
be achieved as a eonsequeesie. Daddies
Qua lo use a leading drably I! ad as

=sound; needy
in laming tosvpFetie

cob Sat eureising it. Mao,
teaching rooms appear to hat less '
certain outcomes than do familiar ones:
Most ofus need auistance in finding out
how muds we have, le fed, mem-
plished and how we edght accom'plbh
InOree Da% training. _Magni
need to spend $ artikk amount of
time examining curriculum ma
( plans end practicing the applicetion
a the model. 'Then, es di, Poem of
tan& begins and practice In the class-
room inteosifies, closer and closer atten-

Omen 1982

tion must be given to appropriate use
(Showers, in press).

Adeptetion to the Students. Success-
ful teaching MOM successful student
response. Trachea know how In engage
students in the instructional promo.%
that arc most common: a model that is
new to a group ufstudvsibuiillcatuc
them trouble. They will need to
nor skins and to become acquainted
with what is exported of them how Os
fulfill the demands of the new metlesd.
sod how to gaup their own progress. In
addition, the model of leaching needs to
be adapted to fit the students. More
training must be provided for some.
more structure for others, and so on. Iii
the Cady daps, adaptation to the stu-
dents is a retail.* difficult process re-
quiring much direct assistance and
companionship.

One of the major functions of dic
ouch is so hclp 'Viva:" to "read" the
responses of the students to make deci-
sions about skill training and how to
adapt the model. This is especially im-
port* st in the eady stages d practice

'who *whets are concemcd'with their
own behavior and it is diScult so worry
about the students as well.

Facilitation. The suecedul we of a
new teaching method requires practice.
Early trials won't even be dose to the
nomad standard of adequacy. Thus a
major job of thecoeching turn is to
hdp ib members fed good about them-

lava during thoe early Inds. *kacher:
lack uf ioterpersonal support mai chow
contact with when iii the context of
tcaching is a bag*. Couching reduces
this isolatiun and imams %support.

Who should coach? Were molly Ind
sure about that. On a practical hoh
most coaching should be perfimned hy
Scam of Sodom working together In
study new approsches * teething and lo
polish their existing %codling skills.
Thar is 1m reason Ay administrators,
curriculum sum*" or eislierqpne-
fangs cannot also be effeeth.e
But firms a purely kgistical point of
vim leachers ate doer to one another
and in an excellent position to carry out
mod of the coaching functions.

Parallels With Athletic Training
We are begirming to &wow parallels
between the pnbkin of transfer its
inching and doe problem of transfer in
adddie skills.

Those me_ galsg k la sway damp in
mor land iludyossr monks ine aren't spin
to

s
nepassd lik they &mild is awhile. . .

Yosew gat * ondrisbnal *et Mae hat wilyin
ort ies doh is Is tam sal yam. shout
per mod wise le tusk practice
and web minks isetios Is hum. Wel

faask pm mathafen, wr sok powimlydlser.

Ouch Rkk Inalb:ddw
Unimak, at Onion Ss his
iscsagni Wham fnudoll

playas Mop* It 1911. ne
Koper ItarisksCarldi
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Intrigued by thembvimis paralkl be-
tween C.:oaell Brooks players and our
kvelim. we asked him to talk about
hauling and the' problons of transfer.
The resulting interview reveakd striking
similarities in die training problems
faced by teaehers, fisodrall players. and
their roaches.

a Coach Brooks. nu interested in
NM you approach skill ckvdopmesit in
football training and if you consider
the transfer of dome skills to game con-
ditions to be a separate training prob.
lein.

A: Mthough our players come to us
uith skills. we reteach and refine those
skills as though we were starting from
scratch. We teach them our way of do-
ing it. because all those skills have to
fit higether WO tine tenni, they're all
intspes Ida 1 t. ...

a Coukl you tell me your approach
to skill development?

A: Wc use a part/wholefport method.
MI skills are brOken down into dissete
steps. We work on each segment. then
combine them hitOselsok Mts, then
into plays. en .. .then gn bock ind wotk
on Ilse specifies of skills that ire giving
problems.

.

a Could you gke me an example of a
specific skill anti how you would op%
poach the training fur dsat Aill?

A: The fundamentals of Mucift 'Ind
ballingbending dse knedind Arffs.-.:,
log a blow. MI positions isia da..,-44; ,
skid. The trick is to gel an lialiall
*make, to have a n_ ada l ftitife
Iiw k looks end how k Fmk Other;.
wbe. failisack isn't effeetke.,We eitn. 6
tell them whai it's mom bid dsq '''
caul anal it till they

..
knoir:Ii.'13

.. ...0.. .. .,. . .....q.:.4.1: ...

a 1 kw do }ins pi thna "Wier
4 what the skip is? ?..,c11134.9 kf

.. s:i.lo 436
A: Wc tell them. show

i
sem tsmi;.

slide With pen* and with films than-
them films of thumaclas, isavithem

rllct
with the mechanical duninsir

ieliscaeve them practice cads mom
sepasstely, then put the was togeth-
er, rust one, then two, diadem--
how their knees should be bat. whew
their arms should come up, where
they strike, what all the mocks
should bc doing. We dispose prob.

kilts wills the dummy and keep ex-
plainiug how it should mirk. ova Jnd
over apin. in sapience.

Q: Isa teacher traini% we believe that
thanksl understandiug is important
fur later performance. How important
is it in foudiall

A: it's essentialthey must undasbod
how their bodies wok why cabin
musck groups in certain combinations
achieve attain drab. Wc neva stop
aphining.

Q: After they have mastered Mocking
to your saction with the dummy.
then what?

A: Moving from thc machine to live
lest is difficult moving_from' practice to
a pine is also ray diffnuk.,Some
people have all dr physical ability in
the wolid, all the Moves. but can't
play because they can't grasp the entire
=Kept. ain't 61 in with the whole
picture.

a We have problems with transfer of
Missing kw Do you cosh them dif-

sikrZof fade& What WM you be
akar they've mowed the "ba-

doing dills:ready next month after thc
anon hes stetted? How do you work
on transfer?

Par of filun is a factor. My job is
ID au* confidence and success situa-
tions. Sldis hew to be ovedeamed an
that the& Oisiconscious thinldtsg.
eau) lervi isoiiimie third* or how 0,

bleels a came. mc no* to
"if and what'ind

' or behind

tei .0.40 6.1.1i. i!* ;1°-""ea1hawyUs &
ipme)kue.

.. bric. .

".*
Asp404.10-citiphisiiiiill training
fltsryone.ffhe =Sit third. kWh

as'o;01-ftwe're skip work....
execution. Theo we

latklutdest on integration. which is .

kid a nel kind d kaching. Caching
is tally lust teaching. We work on
imfidessix* putting them in situa-
dons when they an see the Wpm-
mat. If a guy was lifting 14*I pounds
tan Multi ago sod is Mug 150 now.
no me has to ten him he s getting
stmts./.

8
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a How does the training break down
for your players right now, before
school starts?

A: We spend three hours in the class-
ram and two hours on the field. On
their own they spend a couple of hours
in the weight room and working out
and anothet couple of hours with the
ttainers, working.out their bumps and
Wises.

Q. And alter school garb?

A: Well spend 43 minutes a day in
class, two hours on thc practice field
plus whatever they can manage on
their own, after studies.

Q: How does that dikr from pro foot-
hill played training regimen?

A: They meet two or three hours daily
in positiOn meetings. offensive and de-
knsive.meetbsgs, watching films of
themselves sad their opponents, then
practice two to four hours a day. de-

pptzon their coacher, then their
work and time with the train-

ees:MO have Mote time to get into
the complexities of the gam

Cngho- ing whet we ao. even ilight.
IN am unbalance the rat of out
lame Whether **him from

quarleidock le light end, adjusting the
grip on a golf club, or inidating an
inquiry prom:duce for science teaching.

the new skill does not fit smoothly with
aiding panda. The Int thet the nos
aldll may have been pedaled in guts
lindjaLticed &emu.* inukted

does not ptevent the tvansfes
problai. °thee behaviots must adjust
to the.keience of a different approach.
aid the discomfort of this new awkward-
yea it ohm laugh to awn a rains
to the fattier snoods, if las efficient.
Pursuance. .. At.! .e
...'Paldps the moot *idol difference
in training sthletcs Imiseu is thcit
initial assumptions. Mates do not be-
im watery will be &Weed quiekty or
is*. They undentand that enormous
dort tesulb in mein increments of
chenge. We on the Other hand. have
often behaved as &nigh teaching skills
wete so easily acquired that a simple
proentation. ow*, worishop. or sin-
gle videotakd demonstration Were sulfi-
de* In ensure successful classroom per-
fermance. To the extad that we have
ammunicated this message to lathers.
we have ptobahly misled them. Learn.

1.111 iNA1. &AM...0111P
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Mg to uhe ass inducthe dr:4w hsr tlw
kansisig uf euftecpb is probamy at lealbt

diffienk as kerning dsmw a block
proPurly.

Coach Brooks'. description parallels
due arrnOent we hew tried to make.

task of konsing new skills and
integrating them not only as an individ-
ual perfinuser but as an entire team the
knowitelb jew:hat mew* make you
IVINW we make you better: and the
importance of continuing to try when
resulb dilMuraging cloquendy de-
scribe the transfer proms. The necessity
of ovcrlansing skills ID the pohit of
automaticity if they are to he useful in a
more complex setting is reflected in his
traissing regimen. "Executive control" is
sought in the emphasis on theory and
thc classroom work on ;plays." "game
plans," and analysis of films.

ulse elemenb of coaching its koch-
ingthe provision of companionship
and technical feedback, analysis of ap-

plication and students /or opposing
teams), and personal facilitationare
clear in the inteniew with Cinch
Stooks. Football players, however. have

builtein achvntage when insplamist-
ing this process; their training is ogre-
nized es & group activity with continu-
ous Whack from coaches. We came
away fiom this intetview feeling mute
strongly than ever that leschers ntust
allat orpnize theasseisa into groups be
the egress purpose of twining duns.
sOlves and each other and to facilitate
the !mullion from skM development to
transfer. EL

Tian& of new items of repertoire is
more dilfieult than the Denier et skills that
OA or luso Dme" models of teaching in
ailing repertoire.

rrochnial feedback should not be con-
fused with ossrat evalustiost. Irmdbeek im-
plies no iudpnent about the ovemN quality
of want but is confused to informotkm
about the elocution of modetalevent skins.
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SELECT OBJECTIVE AT THE CORRECT LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY

Dermition: the decisions and actions of the teacher wherein hei she
determines where to start teaching by matching
appropriately the students and the content.

Critical Attributes: learning is incremental

Factors: 1. Formulate the objective

When:

Why:

Examples:

A. content - what is to be learned
B. student behavior
C. thought process (Bloom's Taxonomy)

2. Task Analysis

A. start with an objective
B . state qualifier
C. state baseline
D. list essential components
E. consider independent and dependent sequence

3. Diagnostic Activities

A. formal
B . informal
C. inferred

formulate the objective - always, in some form
Task Analysis - always, in some form
diagnosis - always, in some form

to use instructional time more effectively and efficiently

to provide with greater accuracy for the instructional needs
of the students

1
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Definition:

Critical Attributes:

Factors:

TEACH TO AN OBJECTIVE

the relevant actions of the teacher as he/she implements
decisions regarding the instructional objective.

Four teacher actions

A. provide relevant information
B . provide relevant questions
C. provide relevant activities
D. respond to the efforts of the learner

When: whenever we teach essential information/skill

Why: to utilize instructional time more effectively and efficiently

to help students identify and focus on the essential
information/skill

Examples:



Definition: the behavior of the teacher wherein helshe elicits an overt
response from the student(s) and acts on it.

Critical
Attributes:

Techniques:

oven

1. Monitor the progress of the student(s)

A. elicit oven, relevant response
B . check the response

2. Adjust the teaching

A. interpret the response
B . act on the interpretation

reteach
practice
abandon
move on

When: continually thmughout the learning, especially with
essential information/skill

Why: to provide for continued diagnosis

to determine when and if the students are ready for the next
increment of the learning

3
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MOTIVATION

the ability of the learner to maintain focus on a task with an
intent to learn

focus

1. Success

a. level of difficulty
b. recognition

2. Interest

a. vivid
b. novel
c. meaningful

3. Level of Concern

a. raise
b. lower

4. Feeling Tone

a. pleasant
b. unpleasant
C. neutral

5. Knowledge of Results

a. immediate
b. specific

6. Attribution

continually throughout the lesson

to help students maintain relevant focus on task

to promote the likelihood that learning will take place



RATE AND DEGREE

Active Participation

Reinforcement

Anticipatory Set

Closure

5
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ACTIVE PARTICIPATION

the consistent engagement of the students mind on that
which is to be learned

consistency

1. Overt
2. Covert
3. Covert/Overt

consistently throughout the lesson

to promote rate and degree - students learn more and learn
faster

to promote involvement and accountability on the part of
the student

to provide the teacher opportunities to monitor

Active participation relates to au the Elements of Instruction



Definition:

Critical
Attributes:

Factors:

REINFORCEMENT

the interacdon between the behavior of the student and the
reinforcer of the teacher - the response of the student to the
reinforcer determines the kind of reinforcer

immedire, linkage

1. Positive Reinforcer
2. Negative Reinforcer
3. Extinction
4. Schedule of Reinforcement

When: when there is a need to modify student behavior

Why: to strengthen behaviors that promote learning

to suppress and/or eliminate behaviors that interfere with
learning

Examples:

7
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Defmition:

Critical
Attributes:

Factors:

When:

ANTICIPATORY SET

the opportunity for the students to bring prior knowledge
or experience to the current learning situation provided by
the teacher, performed by the students

transfer, focus

1. Re Ltes to objective
2. Relates to past (transfer)
3. Active parpcipation

1 . beginning of lesson
2. after interruption
3. beginning new learning objective

Why: to promote rate and degree - students learn more and learn
faster

Examples:

to focus students' attention on the upcoming learning

8
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CLOSURE

Definition: the opportunity for the students to bring forth a summary
of the learning and a chance for them to inventory or

group the essential parts of the 'learning

Critical
Attributes: summary

Factors: 1 . Explanation of learning in own terms, oral or written
2. Opportunity to do main; repeat
3. Active Participation

When: 1 . Formal - at the end of instruction or lesson
2. Procedural at the end of a learning

Why:

Examples:

toinomote rate and degree - students learn more and learn
faster

to provide opportunity for students to inventory or
organize the learning

to provide an opportunity for the teacher to monitor

9
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RETENTION

Definition: the ability of the learner to remember learning

Critical
Auzibutes: mental access

Factors: 1. Meaning

When:

Why:

Examples:

a. value
b. structure
c. Mnemonic Device

2. Degree of Original Learning

3. Practice

a. how much?
b. how long?
c. how often?
d. how well?

4. Transfer

5. Modeling

a. correct/accurate
b. critical attributes

6. Feeling Tone

a. pleasant
b. unpleasant
c. neutral

at times appropriate to each technique

students retain learnings via a number of different
strategies. The above list increases the probability that
students will ittain more as various techniques are utilized.

10
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Definition:

of

Critical
Attributes:

Factors:

TRANSFER

the ability to learn in one situation and to use that learning
in a modified or generalized form

Kinds of Transfer:

Positive - when the old learning assists in the acquisition

the new learning

Negative - when the old learning interferes in the
acquisition of the new learning

usability

1. Similarity of two learnings
2. Association of two learnings
3. Degree of Original Learning
4. Identification of essential and =varying elements

a. categorization
b. identification of critical attributes
c. preliminary practice
d. generalization

When: at appropriate times throughout the lesson

Why: to promote transfer or learning

to eliminate factors that may interfere with laming

to help students form relationships between various
learnings

Examples:

11
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INTRODUCTION

II Money awl Training
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'Mat etwqrsabs spud MI le 70%4Asir
spwwq ea perk's WNW, am 1 yai the speed
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OBSERVATION

Sopervieore most be Lanill how to observe
and whet to look for se they can telefora h.
Just becalm sernerhoss know how, doesnot
mean they OM do it sweetly.

1. IhreivIng seed when your car is mech.

2. Comprner.repair.

'

INIMIN 1
16, INSTRUCTIONAL
/ SUPERVISION

1nstmotors and overtime nothing together
for the purpose of improvement and insvdt
opportunities.

MOON 11

112

10, Instructional Leader

O

O
O

0
O
O

O
0
O
0
O

OI

II
An instrectional Wen

is concerned whit the quay of inernoties.

hes the knowledge and skills to work
with inrunceors.

banlo 11

010. Observation Effect
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O

I

II
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II

IllObeervatios will always affect both the
umber and swam TheSail CM be
Niehnieed bp

1. Condos:des heqnset observations.

2. Iliephaellig est the popes is teachins
impsovement :ether them evahrtios.

MO.
,

O WHY WHAT - WHEN

O WHY - anismion tithe alaments hao the
daemon to help the lestrrneor grow.
A supervisor owes k le the inernmor
to *been. teaching.

WHAT - °biocides, seriptatries, analpia,
toefemecing and fallow-op.

WHEN Schedule obarnatios and =femme
with teacher.

OMNI NEWSOM..
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1nsbuctional Supervision Is a
partnemNp squarely targeted
In &coveting and refining
teaching to enhance learning."
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INTRODUCTION

Instmctional Supervision Mode1111
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Oi Madeline Hunter

'Any growth demands a temporary
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creative fiou
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INTRODUCTION

Characteristics - (cont.)

1111111Bads cosimeissent to limeys inserectioe.

: News rektionships betas" self esd
: edniiidessdos "bleb ere bulk os sus.

Reengage teesercb-beeed MINS as die
fousdedos for planning instruceional
impluvement.

Posters inetnicior-eo-inetnictor sown for
improviss teacher adios end decision
making.

IMNOM 111.11111.11119

10. Workshop Objectives

I. Comprehend die process of insnicdcse1
aspervision.

2. Dispose a seed* episode by oomplethig,
is Welds& diessosie al a gm teaching
episode.

3. Wm conferesse objecdve(s) for in
issenstiosel ooderesce.

t Pins instroctional oafs:use by canyledni,
is mills& five phase conference piss.

Immo Wool*
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SCRIPT-TAPING

0. Purpose of Supervision

Accelerate the profersioad pow* doss

who ere superribari.

OP Why Script-Tape

Better than an& tape chase to view and
document nonverbal emeammiestioe.

Gives you a diem edit.

Don't have to remits.

eN1.0 11111111011.

111=ir
10 Essentials of Growth

Idontifionion dikes types ci leeching-
lemming behnion: ion tint

1. contilbute to prodective performance el

teacher mid modem.

2. emenme parka tin and enemy, and
mud* bet emnituts limb to
productive performance.

3. have potentiel to Wafers vskh
productive performance.

41

1Rationale for Script-Taping

lf supervisors must be able to provide gad&
feedbeck. they need to be skilled a omording

behaviond supsenoes in envies deems.

A simple check list is not daskabie.

1..4V Um...NOM

Script-Taping

Me purpose el a salpupe is to hem a record
el whet occurred is a lescee bt sides tre

1. Mal* eesseOhtt reladenehipe in
undies end Widow

2. to snood these reiedensidpe with specific
eumples from the observed leeching *rode.

3. ham them available for use in en

instructional conference.

I1I1
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SCRIPT-TAPING

lib, Advantages of
Sotfpf-TaPIng

I. Requires only paper Ind pen&

2. Very flexible.

3. May provide mamas accounn.

4. Unbiased and accurate when dons correctly.

5. Can be "played beck" anywhere.

SWOP Imudll

10 Script-Taping

Them is no one Mersa way to orgrnise a
scaipt4aps.

Bach observer develops their own symem.

SWOP 110111111.1,

11 Some simple
Mg:

for

I. Collect complete mamples.

2.Wrkefast.

3. Use abberriations.

4. Reg - but keep eye contact - don't just linen.

S. Get Won impressions of the knot.

1

10. Script-Taping

04:00P141014, Y00 and 00 Pike 01=0111711
wimples.

A. No one enloys

B. Thing

C Hard work

0. When Sainting

Leltralumn
Whet of Teaching

: TTO, CLD, WA

MOW

filobiCama
How of leeching

Pdnolplos of learning

ammouswoo
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PROCESS OF INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION

Process of instructional
Pr Supervision

S. asassIVIUMIMIIIIIIImpallil.11. tiCreft. llwIftemft 1.0.04.
IMMIrr M=1;r. a 01.ftweim

irmiNfteMIMIINI mom,
I INNm

ftwore.m a ha"...

:fter=.="
b=lage

6.d."'w

. Conference Guidelines
(cont.)

UN specific examples from die lesson in
the °enhance.

San and end with positive comments when
aPlimPrkas

Limit the amount ci information included in the
confeseem.

Invite the indrector to be an acdve participant ht
the Nuisance.

Make sure the hutrucsor undentends what is being
saki.

10 Diagnosis

1. Ask leather for instromiona1 objemive

2. Script-tape the teaching episode.

: 3. Label the data in terms of the Elements of
Effective IftStrildiall.

117

10 Conference Guidelines

Ask about insumar concenu 'eluding its
lemon.

Select impieties, as opposed so insignificant,
anus to focus on in the mistime.

Be premed with aketnatives when a CODCCM

°emblem is identified.

Suggest alternatives to decisions which worked
this time but might not work other times.

Unlit the INgth of the conference to 10-30
minutes.

0.01.

hb, Conference Guidelines
(coM.)

Monitor and adjust in the conference, jest
as insutsmors are to masker and adjust in
in their classroom ea they taut

0.011.11.

Diagnosis (cont.)

4. wins specific suffusive data foam the
scripwaps, ask s quesdons:

A. Did the Machu such to the objective?

B. Was the objective at the ceases level of
Washy foe the leemet(s)?

C Did es teacher monitor the students popes,
end adjm the teaching in fabulous to the
students' progress?

D. Wu theft effective use or wu rhea abuse of
the pinciples d learning?



PROCESZ OF INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION

lb, Selecting the Confrence
Objectives

I. List kamaknal dulls dull plumaged ad
houthred whh learning

; Promoted kerning: hoidens, with lunar

Illo 11

hh, Selecting the Conference
Objectives (cont.)

Mg"6. Wrhs the rdnewcseast objective ad the
Insinulissal objadvs for this conferanos.

Reinfonnment objsuivs:

lastrucdonel objective:

1 fm4

, Select Conference
Objectives

Don't try ad fia the lesson!

Teach for the More - not the past.

The issue is. how can ws kip teachers so
grow end Improve so students kart.

118

CelectIng the Conference
Objectives (cont.)

2. Rank dos shamus the promoted kends& the
. first Inks the ons that wu =OK insountental
: to proems award the lumina.

: 3. Rak the element that impeded bunk& the
: Ant being tbs ens that mon inserferod with
: papass toward the learning.

; 4. Consider the ability oft the amber to rocky.*
kstmcdon at this dins.

; 3. ldnUandycurabdirytoieachthe
inniuctione, objective.

IMINNIM =1

16, Select Conference
Objectives (cont.)

Don't pick the objective to reinforce, solset

k, based on the script-apt!

l Plan the Conference

1. istroductoty Phase

2. Diagnosing Phase

3. RakklfalMOM Phase

4. Instructional Phase

5. Follow-up Phase

il



PROCESS OF INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION

1 Introductory Phase

Purple,:
1. To emblish physical cordon and a

planet feeling tone.

2. o establish a mental set toward the
conference process.

3. To establish the professional tone of the
amference.

111111101.1.1 11

1010. Diagnosing Phase

Purpose:

: I. To get additional information about the
: lesson and the macheis perspenkm to

complete the dieposb.

2. To allow dm teacher the oppontanky so
analyse die bum.

3. To nanow the focus of the teacher to the
oonfererses objectives.

11111.11011.1 OMMENII01.

0. Diagnosis Phase (cont.)

Mlle Needed: (otos.)

4. Design a question diet will narrow die
focus of the teacher to the Istmedoeal
skill to be musk in the confirms.

S. Monitor the teaches 'espouses end
adjust as appropriate.

amirftwole

100. Introductory Phase

Skills Needed:

1. Plan statement for greeting dte
teacher.

2. Plan a pkuant feeling-me statement.

3. Plan to leview the eenference
sequence for the teacher.

111M11111111.11116

10. Diagnosis Phase

Skills Needed:

I. Design an opeomded rimed°s dtm will
allow the teacher m oppenenity to Whoa
on the insumtionel skiS. dm pawed
lemming.

2. Duly a question thet via gins the leacher
an opponuoky so rases on die hatnettionel
skills which was not as effective b
pamoting leandng.

3. Design a question dm will mnow dm foam
of the sm so the hatmetiomal MI so be
minfinced in the confemince.

ft111111111.1111

Reinforcement Phase

Purpose: mg
To identify and reinforce butrectional
skill so dm the seedier will condom
using thet skill.

11
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PROCESS OF INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION

Reinforcement Phase

Skills Nestled:

1. Writs the OhjeCtiVe for the skill to be
reinforced.

2. Mwk in tbs anecdotal record specific
examples of the instructional skill being
reinforced.

3. Plan how these specific examples will be
shared with the teacher.

011111 ..11111110

11. instructional Phase

Porpees:

To develop or refine an insuucdonal skill.

Skills Needed:

1. Weiss tbs objective for the instructional skill
being devdoW or refined (ase Selecting
COlik0111:11 Maivw).

2. Develop a lesson plan to "teach" the okilL

11n111M 111.1111;

10. Follow-up Phase

Purpose

1. To allow the apportunity far gtognh.

2. To bold both the leacher and the surevisor
accowdable for ths knprovernent of the
iniuucdonal

3. To provide support for the teaches dforts
in bnprovenent.

11111

.1

Reinforcement Phase

Skills Needed: (coat).

4. Design a Paaemest to recanmend continued
we of this instructional skill.

3. Design a gaseusess to upiain how this
instructional skill assists students in
learning.

6. Plan a procedural closure.

111111111MIIMINNOM MEM11/11.

00, Instructional Phase (cont.)

Develop a lesson plan (cow.)
Web dr *aim br larnalsol dr.11 be

IN* Isdr emsis.

ika.

OWN*, pka is mil dr siimin ft dr nab,.
Pop= .$arleviiw il Nola dr
Nuke la WNW.

WM .01 qrspr1.4,
Oink Ilst whormilms,

bpi- Ws; do tusk 'Wye fa as *Woe.

Osihol previa.

Onew.1
OP. Follow-up Phase

Skills Nadal:
1. Plan so assist dis teacher in deciding ths

amamt oldies needed by the teethes for
practice before ths follow-up observatice.

2. Establish a date and time for the new
observadom

1. Plan a statesiziltwigratateacher's
efforts in

1111111.11/

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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CONFERENCING

lo, TGeoaseitiors' Conference

0

'14y god for a manna is to be able to look
fantod to another because I know T will leon
and pow. and k will be a comsat.
experience."

MIMI

Some Conference
/ Guidelines (coM.)

Limb the mesa et karma' you
Weds ln the centhreace.

1. Teachen seed thee to develop an
undentandlog ci the information
plumed.

2. The more hammiest presented, the lan
likely imam will proms it and/or
ma it.

3. Lima the amber at macho 00th1111011
dschime andlor growth mods to one.

MIMI II1=11

10, Conferencing Guidelines
(cord.)

:

:
:

mommemornoCr

Wm Women (es apposed to insignificant)
ams so focus on la a contemn=

Sam ironer wham a behavior was e
pion mho dm ens orange=
Make genetelisstions which will woofer to
oat lessons rather than opal& for only
one Ism=

I.

121

Some Conference
/ Guidelines

Start and end a confine= with positive
0011110.11111.

k 1411 crease a feeling whidt facilitates
productively by hming the pa rtidpent become
involved in the contennoe.

Some. 1MilmWD

h. Some Conference
/ Guidelines (cont.)

Provide Per Active Partidpetion InTh1e

Cenfereme

Check for understanding.

Find out "then the lesson fits.

Find out how they dscided who to teach.

Ask what they feel west pesdadedy well

Ask if there woe any surpdses.

MIMI 1
110. Conferencing Guidelines

(cont.)

: Suggest alionedvee which might work
with some students but might not wodc
wkh cam
Be impend with altematives when you
hove idendfied a concern or question.

Use specific examples from the lesson.

MIMI 111,



CONFERENCING

Affirming Effective Tecimiques

I. Identify and label cos or mom elemeau ci

inamcdon thet the medlar hu applied
mealy*.

2. Explain how k was uteri And why k
worked.

3. Objective is to bring the behavior to the
conscious leveL

10 Type C Conference

Critiquing by the Teacher

1. The teacher k asked to alba and
mlfevalume !lenient cl their lessee.

2. Supervisor and timber provides pouible
solodons.

3. Objective is so idea* whams with
potential for clanging unsatideaosy
atpects tithe WM.

Immo. 111=

Encouraging lizallenos

I. Provide qui& feedback and mcognidon
to excellent teething:

A. So teacher knows that they are euellent.

B. So anineed growth an be encouraged.

2. Ms objecdve is to have tendon Wen the
next asp in histher professional growth.

122

110. Type 6 Conference

Broadening the Behavior Repertohe

I. Ask the teacher to think of thernadve way of
dealing with a particular situation in the lesson.

2. Supavisor ak3 provides alternative
exempla.

3. Objective is to stimulate the development
of a repertoire of effective teaching responses.

04.0.11.

00. Type D Conference

Developing Ahernaives to an Ineffective
: Technique

: 1. Sepetviser moor tines sad kWh
buffs:dye practices which was not
obvious to the teacher.

2. &planter mammoth tedmiqua which
fit into the palmier lad* style.

3. Objective is for the teather to select fmet
sternatives geserated he/the might uns.

1111 601101118

OP Your Follow-Up

I. Review your notes and books (disuibuted
practice).

: 2. Discuss what you learned with other thfonned

: 3. Diapoe.1 youndf.

: 4. Select one area far your fira concentration.

: 5. Design s Issas to math a group of audau.

: 6. Invite a tnined peer/supervisor to observe.

P aPle
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT

11111I. 'Do Me* Too boa" Mod= GI
imillodty oboe orabiag ohm

2. bflabobias folowop acivkies.

3. Lot of Wow mongoomm.
4 P000dos Go malls MAW.

S. Woos Mond by dim Florida sod
assigomsou.

IMIOples

COIN
ampiries
lorliMia

PoomPlow~allsikildhl
Compimi
1111mIhris

Embefaufter
Cimpilowim
liorirloa

UNIMINO

anaidardall.mideb

1111111111111

124

0. Phil Wad Ingredients kw
Impirdne Umber Illsolimess

RoombBusd Come

LasOmbip

A Dommosd Pim

A Niko
Koowledso Patebou

IMM.10 1111111111111
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ATTACHMENT F

Certificate of Completion

126



Instructional Supervision VTAE Workshop

Certificate of Completion

This is to certify that

Participated in 18 hours of Instruction March 5-7, 1990, Wisconsin Rapids

Howard Lee, Project Director William Mamel, Consultant

A project sponsored by the Wisconsin State Board of Vocational. Technical and Adult Education and the
University of Wisconsin-Stout, Center for Vocational, Technical and Adult Education
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ATTACHMENT G

Rating Scales and Participant Comments



EVALUATION FORM

INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION WORKSHOP
March 5 - 7, 1990 MEAD INN - Wisconsin Rapids

Please rate the following and comment in your own word(s).
poor OK Great

1. Clarity and appropriateness of workshop objectives - 1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

2. Applicability of Workshop Content - 1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

3. Delivery of 1nformation/Modeling - 1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

4. Relevance of Activities - 1 2 :i 4 5

Comments:

5. Attention to Your Efforts - 1 2 3 4 5

IComments:

6. Use of Principles of Learning - 1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

7. What is the most significant thing you learned from the workshop?

8. Should we consider offering this workshop again?

Why?

9. Your personal comments, suggestions and/or concerns:
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DISAP, Version 2.0, VAX-11 BASIC. Program: DES101
Center for Vocational Technical and Adult Education
Group numbers based on the PRIMARY group for this analysis
Analysis on 15-Mar-90 at 10:44 AM. "Nita from file: INSUPER 89
Survey analysis of response to 6 questions, by 20 people
MOIMMIUMMVISMAIBMAMOI

Question: 1
ummiumilmm

Group ---- Mean ---- --- Stand Day ---
Omit No Omit Omit No Omit

0 4.65 4.65 0.49 0.49

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.35 0.65 People

0 0 0 0 7 13

gliMUMMilt=11111111i=

Question: 2
gmmummungimiummis

Group ---- Mean --
Omit No Omit

0 4.60 4.60

--- Stand Dev ---
Omit No Omit
0.60 0.60

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.30 0.65 People

0 0 0 1 6 13

MilliMMOMMOBIMOIM

Question: 3
IMMIIIMIMMIMMUSMOM

Group ---- Mean ---- --- Stand Dov ---
Omit No Omit Omit No Omit

0 4.85 4.85 0.37 0.37

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.85 People

0 0 0 0 3 17

MMIIMMIMMOBIIIMM=

Question: 4
sigummilmagnimm

Group ---- Mean ---- --- Stand Dev ---
Omit No Omit Omit No Omit

0 4.70 4.70 0.57 0.57

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.20 0.75 People

0 0 0 1 4 15

M-1111111MMIM-----

Question: 5
1111101111-MaMMIMOBEM

Group ---- Mean ---- --- Stand Dev ---
Omit No Omit Omit No Omit

0 4.85 4.85 0.37 0.37

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.85 People

0 0 0 0 3 17
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- -- Number ---

Page: 1

Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

20 20 4.21 4.73 5.12 0.90

- -- Number --- Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

20 20 4.17 4.73 5.12 0.95

- -- Number --- Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

20 20 4.62 4,91 5.21 0.59

- -- Number --- Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

20 20 4.50 4.83 5.17 0.67

- -- Number Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

20 20 4.62 4.91 5.21 0.59



DISAP, Version 2.0, VAX-11 BASIC. Program: DES101
Center for Vocational Technical and Adult Education
Group numbers based on the PRIMARY group for this analysis
Analysis on 15-Mar-90 at 10:44 AM. Data from file: INSUPER 89
Survey analysis of response to 6 questions, by 20 people
IMOMOIMMIUMMUIMMilt

Question: 6

Group---
Omit No Omit Omit No Omit

0 4.85 4.85 0.37 0.37

O. Mean mWO - Stand Dev

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.85 People

0 0 0 0 3 17

1432

Page: 2

--- Number Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

20 20 4.62 4.91 5.21 0.59



Instructional Supervision
Evaluation Form

March 5 - 7, 1990

Comments for Question #1 - Clarity and appropriateness of workshop
objectives

Every objective written and spoken appropriate for both instructors and supervisors.

Very clear.

Good to start with summary of Elements and putting it together on the wall - it helped me
see the °Geste Itul

Use of overlays - pass out and reinforce at beginning and end of class.

Finally we got to see the Gestalt of Hunter's Model - it made everything clearer - I would
liked to have seen it at the very beginning of the 1st seminar.

The objective was clear and was strived to be taught to.

Right on - stayed with workshop objectives.

Comment for Question 02 - Applicability of Workshop Content

Though there isn't District support, yet.

Just concerned what °can do" back at the district.

Right on target.

Both workshops for supervisors - first workshop for instructors.

Relevant.

Great presentation with modeling, role playing, etc. - effective enough to transfer the
majority of material to uback-atschoor situations.

Although concept was great the length of time to be fully operational is a hindrance.

For me, this is very applicable and timely.

Still struggling with implementing certain parts in our system.

Information is great/okay, however, time limitation and local District emphasis would
hinder.
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Page II
Instructional Supervision-Evaluation Form

Comments for Question 13 Delivery of Information/Modeling

Wonderful organization and materials. Thanks!

Great with your role playing and copies - transparencies in workbook.

Especially well done.

Excellent role playing.

Great job role playing - showing us the right direction.

Bill and Howard did a lot of modeling to reinforce information shared and with overlays.

Information blended well with practical application - conscious competence!

Very timely and good content.

Good job - enjoyed varied APX.1.

Outstanding - instructors worked hard at it - good job at role playing - was helpful.

Certainly a strength.

Comments for Question 14 Relevance of Activities

Would have liked at least one more opportunity "to do" a conference. The first one really
scared me too much.

For me, doing the 5 step conference role play with Howard gave me feecback to see if I
was on track.

Great.

More guided practice, more on implerronting, more peer coaching.

The conferencing was excellent - (writers' cramp).

I feel smaller groups for the conferencing would have been more productive and more
practice.

Activities were coherent and congruent with the objective of the day.

The activities made the information understandable and real.

One of the few conferences where there was not Muff."

Need to work this into evaluation.
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Page III
Instructional Supervision-Evaluation Form

All directly related. Stayed on time/schedule. Group work was fitting.

Comments for Question #5 Attention to Your Efforts.

Very good role modeling by both Bill and Howard regarding effective teaching.

I have a lot of work to do in the next five years.

Excellent listening to each participant's ideas.

Howard and Bill always took time to answer our questions and made comments if we did
good or bad.

Both of you are excellent at reading your audience and structuring your activities
accordingly.

Awesome guidance - right on. I would have liked a little nun correction (instructional
supervision) - something to be able to correct my errors on know if there auLerrors.

Helpful - patient in explanations yet able to maintain interest in the rest of the class.

I felt great about the personal concern both Bill and Howard demonstrated.

Considerable efforts to keep us on task.

No problem - always called upon/allowed to speak/ask questions.

Comment for Question #6 Use of Principles of Learning.

Very good role modeling by both Bill and Howard regarding effective teaching. (used this
same answer in Questions #5)

Excellent active participation and good transfer from the previous workshop.

Excellent.

I liked it when you used the principles and noted aloud that you had just used it. You
were good at manipulating the motivational variable to keep the interest level high.

You practice what you preach.

Right on base - special attempts appeared to have been made to do this.

Super role models.
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Page IV
Instructional Supervision-Evaluation Form

Comments for Question e7 What Is the most significant thing you
learned from the workshop?

I'll be a more effective supervisor. Reinforcement and clarity on Elements of
Instruction.

The positive effort - to improve instruction techniques to be an advocate for the
instructor.

The intention behind conferencing and the elements that make it.

1. How to conduct a conference. 2. The elements of instruction.

Elements of learning/teaching/and supervision.

This method of dealing with instruction is much better than check lists.

How to script-tape and conference.

A better understanding of the elements. Better understanding of conferencing

Bill, I must admit that I really was not looking forward to participating in the role
playing, but you can read the situation well and I came away from the conference feeling
good and confident.

I received information, saw it in action and got to put it in action that will help me be a
better instructor.

Peer conferencing.

How to plan and deliver a conference after all the information is gathered - practical
application!

I learned more about the elements plus the value of having someone else help you access
your use of the elements.

How to effectively use different elements of instruction.

The script-taping with and concerning peer coaching.

The model.

Hunter model.

The model - script-taping and the conference.

Is this difficult to answer. Clinical supervision coaching. The dignity of the
instructor is paramount. I need to and what to study the elements of instruction in more
depth.
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Pap V
instructional Supervision-Evaluation Form

Comments for Question #8 - Should we consider offering this workshop
again?

YeS.

Yes - need for others to receive the training form excellent leaders.

I'd rather have you offer one that's an extension of these two, to help stretch me some
more.

Yes - valuable - especially for instructors and for supervisors.

Yes - on campus at each technical college - more on peer coaching.

Yes - to all supervisor to make them aware.

Yes - if you want to implement "Hunter into Wisconsin VTAE and Hunter related
conferences.

Yes, until every VTAE faculty member in Wisconsin has this down pat. This should/must
replace existing certification courses.

Yes - what instructors can learn and share - we need supervisors that have the
supervision skills!

Very definitely - because it does cause growth.

Yes - with cost of putting it all together and °need* of Wisconsin vocational and technical
staff.

Yes worthwhile information for both instructional and supervision.

Yes - I may need reinforcement, the more people that know Hunters model and
vernacular, the better the conferencing will work universally.

Yes - because it is a model that is very constructive.

Yes - if it is to be the language of teaching - if it is to be familiar to all teachers - they
must be taught.

Yes - more instructors and supervisors should be exposed to this as an alternative to and
leading to evaluation.

Definitely - a must in our system.

Yes - I would like to recommend it to others within our organization.
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Pap VI
instructional Supervision-Eviauation Form

Yes - all districts need to know this model. If it is the model for VTAE system, all
districts should have it.

Definitely. I hope we can offer similar workshops and inservicing in our district.

Comments for Question 09 Your personal comments, suggestions and/or
concerns.

Thank you very muchl You both did a superb lob.

An idea: to put some conferencing segments on video tape to show the different phases -
as another modeling technique. These could be optional. An idea to even break it down
further: to stop video at the time it moves into the different phases to analyze what has
gone on, etc.

I'd encourage a handout similar to the "wall activity."

I'm not sure I will have any opportunity as an instructor ut use the things I learned
about supervision. However, I will certainly put the elements of instruction into
conscious practice.

Implementation at a technical college.

You were both very professional and aware of the students ? feelings. UW-Stout has two
excellent people presenting this program. Thank you for the learning experience.

Questionable activity for line teachers, but a must for supervisors. Advantage of
teachers at workshop is to make proponents to this "Hunter° theory where they probably
won't be doing conferences but will understand them and "pass the word" to the rest of
the faculty.

Please don't insist on every person get involved in role playing. I for one am very
uncomfortable as a participant.

I would like to see things taken one more step. Another seminary alter things fall into
place in our heads. More practice.

I think you need to focus your efforts to groups of teachers and groups of supervisors in
the same school so that a large portion of the faculty and administration is aware of this
model and technique. I realize that this effort is to at least get it into many districts. It
would be interesting to, with a volunteer, take the role playing into a slightly less
cooperative situation (keeping it in focus). I know that Bill and Howard could probably
make that work. I think this would probably bring out some tactful methods of
questioning which might in time break down some barriers.

It was a great experience to meet and share information from so many levels and areas.



Page VII
Instructional Supervision-Evaluation Form

Session #1 should be prerequisite for session ff2.

Have the woikshop last 4 days - specifically for more active participation.

I don't have as high a level of understanding of the elements of instruction and
conferencing as many others in the group but I may have learned more given my starting
point. Thanks Diane Weberg,

Do not do role playing in such large groups - not as interesting to see it 16 times as 8
times - too "scary." Why not have rotation like last time and have Bill and Howard go
back and forth and observe, not be the participant? We should be timed too like last
time (at least a limit) (i.e., however many steps we could get done in 10 or less
minutes)! Give some examples of really poor instruction so that we have to look hard to
find good points.

Thanks.

At times reached burnout. May have been too much encompassed into the short time
frame.

Thanks tor putting the workshop on and for your fine effort to make it a success. Also -
real plus was to get to know supervisors/instructors from other districts. Great group
of folks.

Keep up the great work. You dedication to quality instruction is admirable.
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